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CORRECTIONS AND OMISSIONS. 

Page 72, line 1. Literally, ‘“‘ more moderate than that of ordinary 

Eristic cavillers,”—or ‘‘than that of the generality of those devoting 
themselves to the business of controversy.” 

P. 81,1.6. For have read had. 

After 1. 8, insert— 

THemt.—Yes. 

Strane.—And now in regard to the Sophist; shall we assume 
him to be an ignoramus, or one really and truly a Sophist? 

P. 88, 1. 12 from below. ‘But the artificial kind, which embarks 

‘in general and systematic controversies on the essential nature of 

justice, injustice, and all other things, do we not usually call this the 
‘ Eristic’ or wrangling art >?” 

L. 5 from below insert— 
Strane.—Let us now try to find a suitable name for each. 
TuextT.—We must do so. 

P. 105, 1.14. For ¢s read was. 

P, 113, 1. 1 from below, in the note. For belongs read belong. 
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POSTSCRIPT. 

Tue following are extracts from the Times report 
of another speech on education just made by Mr. 

Lowe (Jan. 24th, 1868), affording additional proof 

that politicians, whether lay or ecclesiastical, are by 

no means the most reliable authorities on the subject : 

“At a time when there was really nothing to learn or 
know, a number of foundations, which have continued to 
the present day unaltered, were made for teaching Latin 
and Greek.” 

As if Latin and Greek were mere empty forms of 

language, having, no solid intellectual and moral 

contents ;—as if all modern culture were not based 

upon the old culture, and properly so ! 
“Latin and Greek, though not a bad education, are not 

the best; for the upper classes themselves, who enjoy tis 

advantages, do not think it the best.” “We have got to 
the end of our study of the dead languages.” 

Indeed! Why, then, speak of it as a mere matter 

of grammar and dictionary, and recommend German 

as “a key to the more complete study of sleeioal 

antiquity P”’ 

“Better to teach what is true, than what is demonstra- 
tively true.” 

But he had before ieaatlaihad: jthat the habit of 
~ 
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Vili POSTSCRIPT. 

taking things for granted is not a good one, and 

proceeds to recommend mathematics as inuring the 

mind to reason out its own conclusions. 

“The processes of nature contemplated by physical 
science are far superior to those mere works of man, which 
we call Jiterature, and history, and the actions of mankind.” 

As if oxygen, hydrogen, pneumatics, etc., were to be 

considered the sole or the chief illustrations of the 

divine laws and operations, and not the actions and 

eventualities of man ! 

Mr. Lowe emphatically disclaims history and 

moral philosophy as means of education, because the 

one is uncertain in its facts, the other in its theory. 

And yet history contains the record of nature’s 

infallible judgments on the past, while moral philo- 

sophy offers the only means of bettering the humanity 

of the future ! 
“Don’t cram a boy with stupid books; give him the 

most amusing French novel that can be found; a story 
that will give him some little insight into life; not an 
insipid moralist !” 

* By these means we shall be doing what we can to enable 

a man, if not to know any thing, at least to make the most 
of what he does know !” 

These extracts are not meant to imply that there 

is no truth in Mr. Lowe’s remarks,—but only to 

show that the truth is so mixed up with what Plato 

would call “relative non-entity,”’ in other words— 
crudity and error, as to effect little more than the 

investing these last with a dangerous plausibility. 
i | - 
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INTRODUCTION. 

A TRANSLATION of the following dialogue at the 
present moment may seem to need a few words 

of justification. It is obvious that at a time when 

the subject of education more than ever forces itself 

on public notice, its true nature and objects should 

as far as possible be agreed on and understood ; and 

such understanding may be most easily arrived at 

by carefully distinguishing the genuine article from 

the spurious as tested by experience; in other 

words, by following the clear line of separation here 

traced between the philosopher and the Sophist, 

but which many eminent men of the present day 

are forward to cancel and forget. The word 
“‘Sophist”’ means generally educator or public 

teacher. Mr. Grote, in his History of Greece! 
gives a summary of the data from which its original 
significancy may be collected, showing its use in the 
general sense of a wise man, a clever man,—one 

1 Vol. viii. p. 479. 
1 



2 INTRODUCTION. 

standing prominently before the public as an in- 

structor, and in any form of discourse or composition 

communicating his wisdom to others. Nor did 

those who afterwards, in a more specific sense, bore 

this title differ much, at least to superficial observa- 

tion, from the original type. “The men whom 

modern writers set down as ‘the Sophists,’ were 

not,” says Mr. Grote, “ distinguished in any marked 

or generic way from those so styled before them ;! 

they only brought to the task a larger range of 

knowledge, and a more impressive power of speech 

and composition.” The earlier and more con- 

spicuous of their number were certainly some of 

the most eminent teachers of antiquity, objects 

of enthusiastic admiration to their contemporaries 

during the most brilliant age of Greece. They 

systematised the earlier instruction, making it more 

copious and accurate. Moreover, the general notions 

forming the basis of their teaching were an inevi- . 
table, and, in some respects, advantageous step in 

the history of philosophy, denoting that period when 

the human mind, instead of being absorbed in the 

contemplation of outward nature, or blindly follow- 

ing habit and tradition, turns round upon itself, and 

asserts its intrinsic dignity and supremacy.? But 

1 See Grote, History of Greece, vol. vili., p. 486. 
2 Now generally styled the rise of subjectivism,—the German 

‘‘ aufklarerei,” or first stage of rationalism. In this, its earliest con- 
dition, it usually appears unaccompanied with faith, and chiefly 
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there are two ways of treating an intellectual dis- 

covery, which is apt on its first revelation to the 

consciousness to dazzle and mislead. The provisional 

emancipation of the soul from external trammels, 

whether natural or artificial, is undoubtedly a step 

in the right direction, but the eventual realisation of 

its rightful authority as free reason depends on the 

way in which this first step is followed up. One 
way of doing so is to make the acquisition of prac- 

tical utilities and showy accomplishments the pri- 

mary aim, in ignorance or distrust of any absolute 

test or rule of truth and right, and so carelessly 

adopting the standards of current opinion; another 

to look more especially to the improvement of the 

soul itself, striving to exalt its powers and purify its 

aspirations rather than adorn it with accomplish- 

ments, and in a~sense reversing its newly gained 

notions of supremacy, by teaching it to look yet 

higher than itself, and to found its best claim to 

superiority on the consciousness of deficiency and 

want. Both of these processes may be popularly 

termed education ; but one is comparatively limited, 

technical, and secular; the other is a less showy but 

negative ; it imports little more than the overthrow of preceding tra- 
dition and philosophy, and the utilitarian assertion of sceptical in- 
dividualism; in Socrates and Plato it comes before us for the first time 
in a positive form as a new philosophy, or faith in ideal truth, based on 
the self conscious agency of soul ; in its third stage, as superinduced by 
social discouragement among the Stoicks, Epicureans, etc., it threatened 
return to its first sceptical condition,—the mind’s self-reliance in defiant 
opposition to the external. 
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more serious enterprise, initiating a new mental life, 
and offering—if men would only see it—a solution 
of the long pending difficulty about the connection 

of education with religion. 

Sophistry is said by Plato to be hard to define, 
for false teaching assumes innumerable forms, and 

appears with very diversified characteristics. It 

consists in no particular doctrine, but rather in a 

general frame of mind, causing insincerity of thought 

and perversity of argument which induce a family 

likeness among many doctrinal differences and modes 

of teaching. The ancient Greek Sophist had pecu- 
liarities of his own corresponding to the circum- 

stances of his time. In a playful vein of literally 

chopping or subdividing logic, he is described by 

Plato as one ostensibly wise and accomplished un- 

dertaking to make others wise, a hunter or fisher 

of men, a trader in arts and sciences, teaching argu- 

mentative skill or political knowledge in a disputa- 

tious or dialectical form, doing this for money, doing 

it systematically and professionally, and carrying 

these professional pretensions in huckstering fashion 

from city to city. All this, however, though cer- 
tainly including the most obvious marks of the co- 

temporary Sophist, implied nothing essentially blame- 
able, being indeed the necessary accompaniment of 
all teaching at the time; for instance, the negative 

Elenchus, or teaching by disputation and cross-ex- 
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amination, and so purifying the crude and confused 

intellect by accurately testing and winnowing its 

preconceptions, was common to the Sophists and to 

Socrates himself. So close, indeed, is the apparent 

resemblance between the Socratic and Sophistical 

forms of teaching, that Mr, Grote, after reading the 

Platonic dialogue on the subject, arrives at the de- 

liberate conclusion that the definition there given 

“suits Socrates himself better than any other person 

known to us.”! Yet this really touches only the out- 

side of the subject. It was not any of these traits, or 
all of them together, which ultimately gave the Sophist 

a bad name, though certainly including those most 

open to superficial remark, all in fact that the vulgar 

eye was capable of appreciating. A more important 

issue was really at stake. It was the crisis between 

scepticism and idealism, between true education and 

false, between utilitarianism and true morality; for 
morality is indissolubly connected with the general 

aims of philosophy, and without belief in more than 

can be apprehended by the senses, its very bases, or 

the possible existence of obligation and of virtue, 

becomes as precarious and hopeless as that of a gene- 

ral truth. There was indeed a positive as well as a 

negative side in the Sophistical teaching as there was 
in the Socratic ; but the former was only external in- 
doctrination, the latter became the germ of a new phi- 

1 History, Vol. viii. p. 493. Also in his Plato, Vol. ii. p. 428. 
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losophy. Sophistry was condemned so as to become 
a bye-word to succeeding ages only when philosophy 

took a step beyond it, disowning from this truer and 

higher position its own rudimentary antecedents. 

Then only was the Sophist stigmatised as an impos- 

tor, parading a hypocritical imitation or caricature 

of philosophy, a mountebank affecting to sell what 

was really priceless, and putting forth a spurious 

article in full consciousness of its deficiency. 

The intellectual condition of Athens in the age 

of the Sophists is the best key to the seeming 

ambiguity of their position, and this was intimately 

connected with its political state. In all progressive 

societies there comes a time when the ancient ties 

of tradition and sentiment,—the leading-strings of 

law and institution, no longer suffice to maintain 

their well-being ; when personal pretension and 

ambition growing with increase of wealth, power, 

and knowledge, the nation may be said to be near- 

ing its maturity through the comparatively riper 

consciousness of its individual members. So long 
as reason slumbers we assume the customary to be 
the right; only when a wider horizon opens do we 
suspect the possibility of error, and are led by 
comparison to discover, many of our notions and 
usages to be foolishness. At such a juncture, 
which is in fact the crisis of a new political 
birth, everything depends on what the individual 
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essentially is; whether he be a mere political cy- 

pher or slave let loose with dangerously enlarged 
capacities of mischief, or whether his reason 

has been so cultivated as to supply from within 

that wholesome direction and stability which in 

earlier times was impressed or engrafted from with- 

out. The question is that of education, or rather, 

of true education and morality as opposed to spuri- 

ous ;—one leaving the individual selfish and self- 

satisfied with mere acquisitions of useful or showy 
accomplishment ; the other making him intrinsically 

better, and more able to apprehend the reason and 

order representing the interests of all. This crisis 

few, if any, among the nations have hitherto suc- 

cessfully passed; the decay of old ties and associa- . 

tions usually leaving behind only broken links of 

the social chain, a number of irregular wills each 
claiming a greater relative share of power, in short, 

a chaos of mutually repellent or possibly hostile 

units, so that to escape the intolerable confusion 

engendered by a scramble for “rights” amidst the 

wild anarchy of capricious individualism, men 
readily close with the preferable alternative of forci- 

ble authority or tyranny. Such was notoriously the 

case among the states of ancient Greece as .they 

successively advanced to wealth and power, the 
routine of aristocratic formalism became effete, yet 

without a corresponding growth of ability for self- 
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government in the multitude; so that most of the 
cities fell into the hands of absolute rulers or 

“tyrants,” and it was only under exceptional cir- 

cumstances that in Athens the struggle was pro- 

longed, leaving its historically recorded oscillations 

as a warning example for later ages. Here, in the 

age of Pericles, a virtual autocrat governing by 

_ persuasion, opportunity seemed to be afforded for a 

happier solution of the problem. The consciousness 
of superiority engendered by colonial wealth and 

maritime power was certainly here accompanied by 

a considerable amount of mental culture; poetry, 

architecture, and sculpture had attained unexampled 

excellence, so that Athens had become a vast 

museum, and an intense feeling for the beautiful 

was developed among its citizens. But these pro- 

mising indications rested on a precarious foundation, 

threatening under ordinary circumstances to become 

the precursors of decline. The advance hitherto 

made had been accompanied by a perpetual decay 

of the ancient respect for institution and religion, 

poetry and art both contributing their share to 

relax the severity of traditional belief, which partly 

through their agency, in combination with other in- 

fluences, underwent more or less arbitrary modifica- 

tions. Even Homer had treated the gods with con- 

siderable licence; the growth of art was throughout 

a tacit conspiracy against the no longer understood 
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forms of an uncouth symbolism, and the tendency of 
the later lyric and dramatic poetry more especially 

was to create a virtually new religion of moral sen- 

timent within the nominal framework of the old. 

But a merely artistic or sentimental education was 
quite insufficient to give permanency to the demo- 

eratic edifice which Pericles had contributed to raise.? 

For art may act in two ways, either as a gratifica- 

tion for the selfish, or as an elementary sentimental 

education leading to higher developments of reason. 

The crisis was suspended while Pericles lived, and 

asserted the claims of reason and moderation by his 

personal influence. But the case altered when his 

place was occupied by political adventurers, who, 

like the obstreperous Cleon, or dissolute Alcibiades, . 

found it easier to: practise obsequious cajolery than 
to direct a rational administration. The successes of 

unscrupulous ambition which promoted the extension 

of Athenian empire subverted the general respect 

for law and right, until public selfishness degene- 
rated into private, and political profligacy descended 

to the level of individuals? The demoralisation 

1 See Zeller’s Hist. Greek Philosophy, 2nd ed., vol. ii. p. 6, 9, ete. 
2 « Where an unclean mind carries virtuous qualities,” says Shak- 

speare, ‘‘there commendations go with pity; they are virtues and 
traitors too.’’ 

3 Mr. Grote’s abrupt denial of Athenian demoralisation seems paro- 
doxical; indeed, at p. 589 note of the oe vol. of his History he 

the contrary. Although 
much good feeling was exhibited at the restoration under Thrasybulus, 
still the patriotic efforts of the time were like the struggles of a 

-~ 
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sometimes ascribed to the plague which broke out 

among the overcrowded population during the first 

years of the Peloponnesian war, but which in truth 

was rather revealed than caused by that calamity,' 

henceforth went on unchecked, affording the best 

opportunity and encouragement for  sophistical 

teaching. 

Ordinary Athenian education had hitherto con- 

sisted of two branches, entitled respectively gym- 

nastics and music; the latter including all the then 

known culture of the muse, such as readings and 

recitations from the poets, with the moral instruction 

thence generally derivable; but there was no ready 

access to higher attainments; and morals and politics 

in particular were for the most part left to the casual 

teaching of family precept and social example.? But 

the more wide-spread the average culture, and the 

greater the prizes to be won by ambition, the more 

necessary it became for ambitious ability to seek 

exceptional means of distinction; and this want the 

race of professional teachers or Sophists undertook to 

drowning man, and the death of Socrates blurs the picture; not pro- 
gressive reform, but conservative revival and pragmatical logalieht 
were the remedies appealed to. 

1 Thucydides (2, 58) significantly describes the men of the day as 
unable, under the trial of pestilence, to persevere or hold out in 
allegiance to the fine or becoming (7d xaddy), because no one knew 
whether he should not perish before hejhad reached it; 7. the man 
was not morally won; the end, the fin shed form of excellence, was 
something external; the essential principle, which alone is lasting 
and reliable, was ec : ; 

Plato, Protagoras, ch. 42, 43; Sophistes, p. 230. 
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supply. They offered to their pupils a far more 
extended range of acquirements than had hitherto 

been accessible, together with unusual facilities for 

obtaining skill in argument and public speaking; 

in short, the knowledge and ability especially needed 

by the man of the world and politician. But this 

was far from being all that was really wanted. 

Occurring at the time of general displacement and 

transition above alluded to, when old opinions were 

obsolete and new ones unformed, it only increased 

the prevailing unsettlement,! making the lack of 

fixed principle more painfully conspicuous. The self- 

consciously clever and accomplished man could no 

longer be expected to submit to the legislative caprices 

of the many, or to accept with unquestioning defer- . 

ence the traditions of antiquity. Erudition and the 

art of rhetoric afforded weapons to unscrupulous pug- 

nacity, but no basis whatever of social cohesion ; for — 
this a higher sort of education was needed, such as 

at the time in question was neither sought for nor — 

understood. The will fluctuated at random with no 

safe anchorage. The previous philosophy, both 

Dorian and Ionian, had laid the foundations of scep- 
ticism in the common discovery of the inability of 

__ 1 The philosopher as well as the Sophist was suspected and hated by 
the steady-going citizen. Mr. Mill, Essays, vol. ili. p. 311, has some 
good remarks on this feeling, which instinctively disapproved all 
teaching except that certified by some recognised authority as safe and 
orthodox. The reasons of the philosopher for disliking ordinary 
teachers or Sophists were of a different and indeed opposite character. 

— 
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the senses to grasp abiding truth; the phenomenal 

world was aptly compared to the flow of a stream 

perpetually shifting, and so defying admeasurement 
and comprehension; while the changeless “One” 

suggested by reason to Xenophanes and Parmenides 

seemed a vain paradox, which the ingenuity of Zeno 

could only support by shewing the greater logical 

extravagances attaching to the contrary opinion. 

But his arguments availed little so long as the title- 

deeds of a higher philosophy were wanting in the 

uncertainty which prevailed as to the specific agency 

and objects of reason; there needed some sort of 

positive evidence for the existence and reliability of 

the higher faculty now beginning to be recognised 

for the first time. And, perhaps, the speculative 

theories of the Sophists, negative and unsatisfactory 

as they were, may be accounted a first step in this 

direction. For as Anaxagoras had vaguely recognised 

the existence of mind in nature, so by them man’s 

general ability was asserted, though without any firm 

belief or examination into the nature of the assumed 

standard. Somewhat as Berkeley from the sensational 

premises of Locke inferred the unreality of the ex- 
ternal, so Protagoras from the premises of Heraclitus 

as to the changing character of sensible phenomena 

deduced the universal subjectivity of knowledge ; 
the movements and external appearances of things 

comprising all we apprehend or are entitled to say 
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about them, and these varying with the circumstances 
and condition of the observer, it follows that “man 

is sole measure of all things,” of all that is, and also 

all that is not; in other words, there can be no objec- 

tive truth, nor any real falsehood. Gorgias is said 

to have arrived at similar inferences from the data of 

Parmenides, and indeed to have written a treatise on 

non-entity, in which he endeavoured to prove the 

unreality and impossibility of existence as well as of 

non-existence from the logical difficulties inherent in 

the respective conceptions. For, in the first place, 

it seems contradictory and absurd to say the non- 

existent is or exists; secondly, the existent must 

needs be either one or many, begun or without be- 

ginning; if without beginning it must be infinite, 

consequently uncontained either by another or by | 

itself, and so nowhere or virtually non-existent; be- 

gun it cannot be, for nothing can come of nothing ; 

-nor can it even come from the existing, for then 

“the existing” would be subject to alteration and 

change, and so in effect be non-existent. The pre- 

dicates of unity and plurality were similarly disposed 
of; and from the apparently undeniable position that 

one cannot be also many, it was inferred that no 

communion can exist among ideas, or that all pre- 

dication is impossible,! Euthydemus is said to have 

1 See Sophistes, p. 251; Zeller’s Gr. Phil. vol. i. p. 764. It must 
be recollected that even in Plato’s time the relation of names and con- 
ceptions to things, and particularly the ambiguity of the copula, 7s,—were 
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maintained on similar grounds the contrary proposi- 
tion, namely, that all predicates are always alike 

true, so that there can be no real distinction between 

false and true, good and evil;! for the great Par- 

menides had laid it down that non-entity must not 

be said ¢o de; it is unknowable, unthinkable, un- 

pronounceable; he who asserts anything says neces- 

sarily something 7s, and he who says what is says the 

truth ; consequently it is impossible to think or say 

what 7s not, or, in other words, what is false and self- 

contradictory. 

It should be remembered that Plato’s portrait of 

the Sophist imports a general type of character—not « 

a literal representation of individuals; and although 

Mr. Grote may be right in saying that there was 

no homogeneous party or tangible school leagued 

together under the standard of ‘“‘ Die Sophistik” to 

teach immorality and untruthfulness, it is no less 

certain that then, as now, the tendency of a merely 

ornamental culture, grafted on a root of scepticism, 

was liable to mislead, and that the axiom attri- 

buted to Protagoras was alone sufficient to engender 

among less conscientious teachers, the futilities and 

turpitudes ordinarily attaching to the Sophistical 

far from being understood. Medieval nominalism betokened a great 
revolution in philosophy as well as theology—becoming the starting 
point of new developments of realistic philosophy as well as of experi- 
mental science, the proved unreliability of names enforcing greater 
attention to things. 

1 Plato, Cratylus, 3864, 
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character. Scepticism has an infectious charm for 

superficial minds, and they who have themselves 

come to despair of truth, are constantly tempted to 

try to reduce others to the same hopeless condition ; 

this they endeavour to do, either indirectly, as by 

claiming a monopoly of attention for practical 

matters and “useful information,” or else directly, 

by overwhelming inexperienced reasoners by artful 

confutation. For this they ply the elementary me- 

chanism of discourse, rejoicing in intricacies of 
grammar and logic, of words and syllogisms, as an 

exercise of their dexterity; and hence the Eristic 

art, which became so generally popular in Greece 

about this period, and which was indeed only a more 

comprehensive name for the Sophistic, as including 

idle amateurs, while the other title denoted pro- 

fessional remuneration.! The later Sophists aban- 

doned the educational earnestness of the older, using 

their sceptical results for rhetorical purposes to meet 

the requirements of fraud or frivolity; and hence 

the more repulsiye forms of disputatious cavilling 

met with in -Plato’s Euthydemus and Aristotle’s 

sophistical “ Elenchi.’’ It seemed at last to be the 
great object of the cotemporary teacher to confuse 
and baffle opponents, and to make everything doubt- 

ful and uncertain.? But though the same form of 
1 See Sophistes, pp. 225%, 235°, 2325, 
2 rept mdvtwyv ddws dudicBynreiv.” See Sophist. pp. 225°, 280, 

2314, 232>, Repub. 5 p. 454°, 
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disputation was common to the caviller (Hristicus) 

and the philosopher, the resemblance was only appa- 

rent,—sophistical discussion bearing much the same 

resemblance to philosophical as the wolf to the 
hound,'! or as one who wantonly destroys to one 

winning sustenance for his master. The object of 

the former was pursued irrespectively of truth and 

fairness, confounding an adversary by logical quib- 

bles learned by heart for the purpose; the equivocal 

meaning of words supplying inexhaustible resources 

to the unscrupulous disputant, while it was always 

easy to shift or to disguise the real issue. He would 

confound subject and predicate, or, as instanced 

in the main quibble of the following dialogue, elicit 

a predicate out of the copula distinct from the real 

predicate ;? he would press for facts in preference to 

metaphysical fancies, or insist on the necessity of 

following strictly the inferences of reason, and ad- 

hering to the rules of logic even in spite of the 

testimony of the senses.? It were vain to recapitu- 

late here the varieties of subterfuge of which an 

artful pleader may avail himself, and of which 
Aristotle’s Rhetoric affords a rich collection. He 

1 Sophist. 231°. Comp. Repub. 5, 4544, 
2 See Sophistes, p. 240. 
3 See examples in Mill’s Logic, vol. i, 2nd Edition, p. 104, of 

ambiguities which, though now suggesting no difficulty, seemed very 
perplexing to persons encountering them for the first time. The 
appeal to fact against reason is the characteristic challenge of the 
modern Sophist, a consequence of the materialistic tendencies of present 
opinion. 
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may assert the argument to be irrelevant, or that 

he knew it before, and knew it as confuted; he 

may astutely shift the issue, as Dr. Mill in an 

elaborate work once affected to confute the Biblical 

-eriticism of Strauss, by denouncing it as an advo- 

cacy of Pantheism; he may try to damage his 

opponent’s credit by harping on some flaw or ex- 

aggeration in a collateral or unimportant part of his 

argument, or else substitute raillery for argument, 

as by contemptuous allusions to Thucydides, or the 

absurdity of teaching theology by arithmetic. ‘“’Tis 

ridiculous,” says Bacon, “to see what shifts these 

formalists have, what prospectives to make super- 

ficies to seem body that hath depth and bulk.” 

Each age and turn of circumstance has its own 

peculiarly adapted forms of fallacy or false sem- 

blance, aptly called by Plato the hiding away in 

abysses of fantastic unreality and non-entity, against 

which there is no conceivable safeguard save an 

adequate acquaintance with reality and entity,— 

in other words, such a philosophical education 

of opinion as may convict mendacity on the in- 

stant, and put pretentious charlatanism to the 

‘blush. 

To the sophistical cavil of the dialogue, where 

scepticism appears in the converse of its usual form, 

asserting, not that “nothing is,” but that non-entity 

is not, and that consequently falsehood is impossible, 

2 
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Plato replies that non-entity does exist, and that 
very unmistakeably and mischievously in a certain 

way,! namely, as the “other” of the true, a spirit 

especially affecting the garb of language and dis- 

course, and in that investiture playing off its elvish 
pranks with exuberant vivacity ; that its forms 

indeed are infinite, extending through all the 

“ideas,” or, as we should say, categories or varieties 

of being, truth being in each instance identical and 

one, whereas to possible deviations from it there can 

be no limit. His argument implies an entirely 

different theory of being and of truth, namely, that 

of Socrates, which though essentially subjective, and 

agreeing in the current axiom of “man the measure,” 

assumed man’s capacity of measurement as able to 

realise far more than precarious estimates of opinion 5 

treating it as a divine voice or faculty susceptible of 

becoming, through cultivation, a progressive revela- 

tion ; so that Socrates may be said to have made the ~ 

discovery of the soul, as distinguished from the mere 

blind assumption or barren recognition of it, inas- 

much as its unseen essence becomes known only 

1 The phenomenal world is justly said ‘to be,” but then its pheno- 
mena are of a qualified or relative nature, as music by night seem 
different from music by day, and as Touchstone says, what 1s a goo 
life in one view is a very vile one in another. Czsar, second in Rome, 
was in his own opinion nothing, yet in reality he was Cesar still; and 
so Burges’ translation of Plato may be said, in a certain sense, “to 
be,”’ nay, perhaps, to exist as a translation; yet not, strictly speaki 
as a eeuatae of Plato; it is rather the other” of Plato, yet at a 
events “existing” as Burges’ view of Plato, and as printed paper. 

oe a eee ee — iz e 
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through its operations and effects, and these opera- 

tions were by him traced and systematised for the 

first time. The appearance of Socrates is said to 

have been altogether original and unique,' incom- 

prehensible indeed to the sensuously fastidious Greek, 

from its incongruous combination of an ungainly 

exterior, compared by Alcibiades to that of a Silenus, 

with an inward beauty and majesty representing the 

ever aspiring soul of humanity itself; the one un- 

couth, prosaic, and pedantic; the other, harmonious, 

poetical, divine. Socrates was certainly no “sophist” 

in the common acceptation of the term ; he pretended 

neither to know nor to teach; he professed only the 

art of spiritual midwifery, helping other men’s souls 

to bring forth what was virtually in them, carefully 

separating the ore from the dross—the genuine pro- 

geny from the spurious brood of falsehood, and fol- 

lowing out the Delphian axiom—“ know thyself”— 

by weeding out erroneous conceptions, testing the 

accuracy of ideas by induction, and gathering up 

- the net result in accurate generalisations or defini- 

tions. In short, the theory of true education, as dis- 

tinguished from mere instruction or adventitious em- 

‘bellishment, was here broached for the first time; 

and the practice of dialectical discussion used for the 

1 The true teacher of virtue is described in the Meno, p. 100, as 
resembling Tiresias in the Shades, of whom Homer says— 

Olos mémvuTai—rol 5& cial dlroovor— 
He alone has a soul to know—The rest are but flitting shades, 
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purpose had obviously quite a different meaning from 

that of the disputation of the Sophists, being a 
bracing exercise of the reasoning faculty, a process © 

calculated to refresh and enlighten, rather then to 

weary and confound; a necessarily preliminary to a 

reliable philosophy, one not to be abruptly closed by 

dogmatical inference and assertion, as if the aim were 

attained and the subject finished, but to be unremit- 

tingly pursued in the confident spirit of ideal love 

continually seeking a higher truth beyond.’ It was 

this noble confidence which led Platu—though per- 

severing for the most part in the educational or dia- 

lectical method of his master—to think he had dis- 

covered, at least in an ideal outline, that essence of | 

truth of which Socrates was incessantly in search ; 

assuming the object of knowledge to be identical in 

nature with its instrument, and filling up the as- 

sumed outline by more or less superficial generalisa- 

tion. For this he has been stigmatised as a dreamer, 

and certainly by an overhasty manipulation of ideal 

theory he may have produced what is in some re- 

spects a caricature, and have so supplied a basis for 

future dogmatisms; yet though thereby incurring 

much ignorant animadversion, there is an essential 

truth in his speculations making him the legitimate 

1 M. Bartholomés, in his work on Huet, enumerates three sorts of 
scepticism which it may be useful to remember :—1. Absolute scepti- 
cism or Pyrrhonism; 2. Theological or dogmatical scepticism, such as 
that of Bayle and nominalistic theology in general; 3. Philosophical 
scepticism. 
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fountain-head of true philosophy,! and in particular. 

enabling him so to form a link of connection between , 

the general and the special, as in some measure to. 

bridge the gulf which the all abstract idealism of: 

Parmenides had left open. To the immoveable: 

unimaginable “one” of the later he assigned plu-, 

rality and movement, thereby bringing it concep-. 

tionally nearer to the actual; while at the same; 

time insisting on an essential unity in plurality, 

through which alone science or knowledge becomes | 

possible. For the fluctuating imagery alone exhi- 

bited to the senses cannot itself be the object of, 

knowledge, since if it were, knowledge too would: 

fluctuate, and in fact cease to be knowledge. The, 

object of knowledge must be constant, something on, 

which the mind can stand or rest, (é7voTnun) in other - 

words an ideal reality distinct from phenomena, yet 

forming their unseen pattern or basis. Yet in the, 

midst of Plato’s abstract ontological idealism there 

occur anticipatory glimpses of the dynamical, 

idealism of Aristotle and the new Platonists;? an, 

hypothesis now more than ever forced upon men’ 

of science by the progress of discovery, and one 

' He stated the problem correctly, though erring in the filling up, 
of which so much still remains to be accomplished. But—* Auf die 
eistige Bestimmung des Ganzen wird die Untersuchung des einzelnen 

Rinfi ihren.” See Trendelenberg, Logische Untersuchungen ; also 
Von Baer, Reden, Vol. 1, pp. 272, 275; Oersted’s Spirit of Nature 
(by Horner) p. 24. . 

 Sophist. 247e. Comp. Theet. 1844; Cratylus, 387; Pheado, 105. 
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which cannot be dispensed with if spiritual things 

be contemplated at all. A greater familiarity 

with the results of mental agency thus tended to 

reconcile in a higher sphere the Eleatic with 

the Ionian or Heraclitean view of things, ren- 

dering the fusion of empirical opposites conception- 

ally possible. Were the real and true as entirely 

unconnected and contrasted with the false and phe- 

nomenal as Parmenides supposed, it certainly could 

not be said of the latter that “they are,” and sophistry 

would get its required paradoxical justification out 

of the depths of metaphysics ; if on the other hand 

being be really differentiated, as forming a true sub- 
stratum to the phenomena resting on and partaking 

of it, then falsehood may also be said truly to exist 

as the “‘ other’’ of the true, and neither in things nor 

in discourses can we expect to meet with absolute 

being or with pure truth,—nor again with absolute 

non-entity or unmixed falsehood; the two being 
associated together in endless varieties of proportion, 

so that it remains for the philosopher to restore as 

far as possible the sullied image of the true in its 

motley phenomenal manifestations! by ruthlessly ex- 

posing the abortive creations of thought and dis- 

course affording lurking places for fallacy. 
Instead, then, of denying the existence of any 

? All colours, says Bacon, agree in the dark; but truth and false- 
hood resemble the iron and clay in the toes of Nebuchadnezzar’s image ; 
they may cleave, but they will not incorporate, 

a i 
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distinction between the Socratic school and the 

Sophists whom it attacked, or at least any save one 

appearing to the disadvantage of the former, we may 

recognize between them the all important difference 

separating true education and philosophy from the 

narrowness of mere indoctrination or positivism, that 

medley of speculative insipidity and presumption of 

which the subjectivism and superficial rationalism 

of modern England, Germany, and France has 

afforded many instances. But a mind which is 

itself essentially sceptical is naturally unable to see 

the matter in its true light, or to recognise the bond 

fide existence of a “ fiend”—whether German or 

Greek—reflecting what are substantially its own 

conclusions. ‘The conclusions of Protagoras,” says 

Mr. Grote,! “were not improperly sceptical, but 

perfectly just, ratified by the gradual abandonment 

of ultra-phenomenal researches by the major part 

of philosophers.” On the contrary, it may be said 

that the ablest philosophers,—even of physical in- 

vestigators,—from Aristotle to Bacon and Claude 

Bernard, disclaim the superficial denunciation of 

metaphysics, nay, treat the phenomenal as chiefly 

- interesting from the indications afforded by it of a 

subjacent reality; moreover, that no step even in 

physical discovery can be made without the aid of 
ideas and assumptions borrowed from this much 

1 History, vol. viii. p. 504. 
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abused department. Materialists and Positivists 

talk metaphysics without knowing it, their meta- 

physics being only the more presumptuous and 

frivolously incorrect from this very circumstance. 

They discourse freely of nature, matter, cause, law, 

force, space, and time, in innocent unconsciousness 

of the metaphysical nature of what they assume as 

the foundation of their reasonings; in other re- 

spects too sharing with infantine philosophy the mis- 

take of confounding the perceptions of the senses 

with realities, and in reckless impatience abruptly 

closing the door which the more cautious enquirer 

would leave open. Little is the Positivist aware 

that while denouncing metaphysics he secretly 

cherishes a metaphysic of his own, but one of the 

coarsest and most trivial kind. He builds confidently 

on ‘facts,’ im assured conviction of knowing the 

external, forgetting the complicated telegraphic 

machinery intervening between the external object 

and his consciousness, and the difficulties inseparable | 

from a sure interpretation of the signals. M. 

Berthelot! remarks that science does not exclude 

idealism, and that though no confusion should be 

permitted between heterogeneous departments, there 

may be an ideal science beyond the limits of t he chain- 

work of empirical co-efficients where true causes and — 

teleogical purpose may fairly have a claim to be. 

1 See Revue de Deux Mondes, 15th November, 1863. 
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considered. Science needs materials; but it is the 

mind which builds up those materials into available 

forms, so as to constitute the science or knowledge. 

vaunted by the Positivist or Sophist, but which, as 

educationally administered by him, are only an illu- 

sion,—the accumulation in a dead hand of the scien- 

tific capital which only active intellectual investment 

and circulation can render profitable or prolific. 

It is vain to feed indolently on fruits dropped from 

the tree of knowledge, while at the same time borrow- 

ing nothing from the tree of life. Man’s mental educa- 

tion consists essentially in hypothesis tested by obser- 

vation. We set before us an ideal, and try to reach 

up to it;—imagine a prerogative instance and pro- 

ceed to its verification. The discovery is, in truth, 

the prerogative of genius, or the correct exercise of 

the ideal faculty,—the power of a soul inspired by 

the Platonic Eros to create an intellectual world 

within itself. Hence it has been truly said that 
religion and poetry were man’s earliest teachers, 

since they are the expression of his earliest ideals. 

Nor is it to the rudiments of civilization that the 
function of imagination is confined ; it accompanies 

each stage in its career, and philosophy itself is so 

far indebted to it as to admit of being called the 

poetry of reason,' a discovery of true representations 

Poetry, Bacon, is history written by the imagination; true 
history is the ng bem of pens De Augm., 2, 13; and Descriptio 
Globi iP fetelleetantis, chap. 3 
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or images, whereas those of ordinary poetry are, to 

a great extent, fantastic and fallacious. The mental. 

movement resembles the bodily. As in walking we 

advance a foot and draw after it the other, so in 

science, an idea or hypothesis is advanced, which, if 

bearing the test of subsequent verification, carries 

the whole mind along with it. All human progress 

depends on this initial capacity of movement, or of 

self-elevation beyond the immediately known and > 

present to something unknown and distant ; a power 

which, though continually compelled to retrace its 

steps in order to establish and secure its footing, 

never rests satisfied with the dead materials or results 

alone contemplated in sophistical education, but 

pauses only for the moment in order to test the 

accuracy of the intellectual tie supplied out of the 

resources of thought, and on whose correspondence 

with the true nature and demarcations of things, as 

opposed to mere arbitrary divisions of them, Plato 

was the first to insist.!_ The aim of philosophy, says 

Trendelenberg,’ is to survey the particular from the 

vantage ground of the general, tacitly assuming 

this general to be a thought analogous to its own, 

extending through and. overruling all phenomenal 

parts. Empirical science, on the other hand, scru- 

tinises the parts, assuming in turn that each of 

1 Comp. ¢.g., Plato’s Politicus, p, 262, 263, with Bacon’s De Augm., 
3, chap. iv. | 

2 Logische Untersuchungen, 
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these has certain individual peculiarities requiring 

cautious premeditation. As knowledge progresses 

this divergency of view tends to disappear, the in- 

vestigation of particulars being, in fact, the only 

real way to the full elucidation of the general; the 

latter is not to be understood at once, it can only be 

' provisionally stated as a problem ; and man’s limited 

powers being immediately adapted to deal only with 

limited subjects, it is only through special scientific 

investigations that knowledge is safely increased. 

But this is not exactly the course taken by human 

ingenuity ; its first efforts are, on the contrary, 

directed to a comprehension of the general—indeed, 

the largest generality—and since this comprehension 

is, strictly speaking, for the moment impossible, a 

number of more or less vague and unsubstantial 

hypotheses or systems result, each surveying the 

problem from a peculiar and more or less limited 

point of view, and so inevitably illusory and con- 

tradictory, explaining some phenomena but not 

others, and by their inconsistencies and failures dis- 

erediting for a time the very name of philosophy 

itself. Experimental verification occupies so large 

and so prominent a space in the construction of 

science, that we are apt to disparage or forget the 

initial power on which all depends ; so that at last 

it seems as if the legitimate aim of the “ Hlenchus” 
were not only to correct, but to supersede the ideal 
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faculty itself.!. Yet every enterprise of discovery must 

be preceded by a mental conception or speculative 

plan, calculated, as far as may be, to comprehend the 

particular observations, and to unite them in an 

intelligible whole. And so far as the proposed con- 

ception corresponds with observed phenomena, and 

is really adequate to its purpose, it will itself be 

found to lead the way to some wider generalisation, 

just as the limb or bone, really and properly under- 

stood by an Owen or a Cuvier, tells the tale of the 

organized form to which it belonged. And thus the 

illusory lights of premature inconsistent systems 

may be expected to disappear, but only to merge in 

the more enduring radiance of a wider truth, as the 

range of outstanding possibilities becomes reduced 

by observation to narrower limits, and the infinite 

series of the phenomenal is approximately ex- 

hausted. 

The most serious objection made to the sophistical 

teaching is its immoral tendency. This charge Mr. 

Grote denies, because not recognising any essential . 

difference between moral philosophy, or morals 

founded on principle, and popular morality, or the 

morality of custom, sentiment, and precept; the 

latter a very imperfect discipline under any circum- 

stances, and tending through the initial misconcep- 

tion as to the nature of the object to degenerate 

1 Compare Mr. Mill’s language—Essays, vol. iii. pp. 836, 337. 
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more and more till it either resigns the field to 

chance or plods onwards in the direction of 

easuistry ; that art of paltering with conscience, in- 

structing it how far it may safely go, that is, not 

how good, but how bad we may venture to be, and 

now cheat the devil while enjoying ourselves to the 

utmost.! It is this view looking at morality as con- 

sisting in outward act rather than in the intention and 

the will, which has not only produced church cor- 

ruption, but misled even impartial Theorists, making 

them suppose it to be something relative and fluc- 

tuating with times and circumstances, instead of being 

inalterable and immutable. True morality is in the 

soul or in the unalterable principle, not in physiology 

or social economy, or other varieties of relations and 

practical applications ; and this was the true meaning 

of Socrates in identifying morality and science, mean- 

ing by the word not empirical science, but ideal truth 

or certainty. ‘“ What, after all,” asks Mr. Grote, “was 

the real teaching of this much-abused class of men? 

Who has not read the Choice of Hercules by Pro- 

dicus, that well-known fable found in every book 

professing to collect impressive lessons of elementary 

' morality?” Then look at the Platonic dialogue on 

1 Hence it was said of the Jesuitical moralist who had succeeded in 
making a difficult task an easy one :— 

Veut-on monter aux célestes tours! > 
Chemin pierreux est grande réverie ; 
Escobar nous le fait oe velours._ 

~_ 
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Protagoras; ‘this alone suffices to shew that Plato 

did not conceive the Sophist to be an unworthy or 

incompetent teacher,—since he represents him as 

professing to teach ‘good counsel’ in domestic and 

family relations, and how to speak and act in the 

most effective way for the welfare of the city.” “As 

soon as the child understands what is said to it,”’ 

says Protagoras in the Dialogue,' “the nurse, mother, 

or tutor, tries in every way to make it good, taking 

occasion from every occurrence and word, and point- 

ing out—this is right, this is wrong, this is honour- 

able, this dishonourable; do this, do not do -that. 

And if they obey what is said, it is well; if not, they 

set them right with threats and blows;’ a process 

afterwards repeated by the laws on a larger scale. But 

this is legality, not morality ;? a discipline enforcing 

the precarious service of a slave or mercenary con- 

dottiere in the train of virtue, not the free allegiance 

of a patriot voluntarily enlisted in her cause; it is 

but the temporary bent of an elastic rod, readily and 

inevitably recoiling on loosening the string— 

‘He who abstains from bad actions from fear of punishment, 
Will assuredly commit the same if he get an opportunity” — 

said the Stoic Cleanthes ;* and so far and no farther 

1 Protag. 325, 326. : 
2 Compare what Plato says of the coarse manipulations of legality 

(Politicus, p. 295) with Kant’s Critique of Practical Vernunft, i. 1, 2. 
Mr. Grote speaks (Hist. 8, 509) of psephisms, indictments, and dikas- 
teries, as forming a constituent element of the “morality” of Athens ! 

3 See Stoboous Serm., 6, 19. 
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extended the sophistical teaching of morals; belief 

and principle were wanting; the motive was not 

placed within, but had to be supplied by force or 

self-interest from without. Mr. Grote entirely mis- 
conceives the matter when fancying it a sufficient 

justification of the Sophists to say that the doctrine 

attributed to Callicles in the Gorgias, openly de- 

fending the right of the strongest, was not advocated 

by them, and could not have been so advocated 

in defiance of law and institution by any public 

speaker at Athens; since the condition of legality, 

in which violence is only restrained by fear, supposes 

an already corrupt condition of the popular mind, 

and the state of legal security considered by mate- 

rialists as moral, is only the same principle of force 

applied in another form. There is no alternative but 

that of either rising with Socrates, or sinking through 

successive stages of decline, in company with Polus. 

Thrasymachus, and Callicles. It seems strange to find 

Mr. Mill,' himself a writer on Ethics, endorsing the no- 

tion that a generally lax state. of morality justifiesa pro- 

fessional teacher in teaching accordingly ; as if it were 

not rather his bounden duty to lead on to juster views, 

1 Essays, vol. iii. 305, 306, 307, ete. Mr. Mill here insinuates that 
a higher morality is nothing but cant, and that the Sophists were 
justified in repeating that successful injustice is no evil. He approves 
(p..224) Mr, Grote’s saying that Plato’s testimony against the Sophists, 
even were it stronger than it is, has no value against them, unless 
we extend our condemnation to the ways of mankind in general;” 
but this is just what the true moral teacher—aiming at reality, not 
mere seeming—necessarily does. 

™“ 

a 
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instead of merely propagating the false sentiment 

immediately surrounding him. Mr. Grote admits 
that the Platonic Protagoras appears, from the sequel 

of the dialogue of that name, to be unacquainted 

with Ethical theory, and to that extent to be dis- 

qualified from teaching it; but this makes all the 

difference, inasmuch as the knowing the reason of a . 

thing differs from knowing it merely as a rule or 

routine; the latter is mechanical and servile, the 

former free, reliable, and organic. Morals, as vul- 

garly meant, may undoubtedly be inculcated in a 

preliminary way, and, to a certain extent, in de- 

scriptions of duties or virtues,—as expounded in 

school Philosophies, or in elementary works of 

biography and history, or exemplified from the 

drama, or practically communicated in family or 

national association. Gorgias is accordingly said to 

have set the example in antiquity of casuistical 

enumeration and definition of the virtues, and Hip- 

pias to have written a treatise on the same subject 

in the form of a dialogue between Nestor and 

Neoptolemus." /But morality cannot really be taught 

in this loose admonitory way; it is a matter of con- 

viction; its material contents are no doubt an external 

1 The morality so taught, says Mr. Grote (p. 521), might be too 
high, perhaps, but mereages f would not err on the side of corruption. 
Polus, too, was morally right, for he defended the common tastes and 
sentiments of every man in Greece! Again common opinion !|—the 
fundamental principle of sawgrinder’ s ethics, ee 
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erudition more or less correctly generalized from ordi- 

nary or scientific experience, as Socrates himself re- 

ferred to custom, law, and utility, to fill up the moral 

outline ; but all these are relative and variable, like the 

relative tallness and smallness of Simmias and Soc- 

rates ; and if it be no more than this—if it be not firmly 

rooted in the character and reason—it is but the phan- 

tom of what it pretends to be.1_ Mr. Grote does glance 

at a certain fundamental difference of view between 

Plato and the Sophists, but only to the disparage- 

ment of the former in comparison with the solid 

and serviceable instruction conveyed by the others. 

“Plato’s peculiar views,” he says, “brought him 

into inevitable collision not only with the Sophists 

but with all the leading agents by whom the 

business of life was.carried on.” Very naturally, 

for his object was to make men good, theirs only 

to form practical politicians or good men of busi- 

ness. “They taught men to think, speak, and act in 

Athens,—of course accepting as the basis of their 

teaching that type of character which estimable men 

exhibited and the public approved in Athens; not 

1 Plato well describes it in the Republic (vii. p. 618) as a wheeling 
round of the whole man from the perishable to the light of the real, 
or to the form of good. Mr. Mill agrees with Mr. Grote in espousing 
the doctrine of Protagoras as to virtue being something universally 
and spontaneously taught by all men to all men,—in short, to be 
picked up at random in the common intercourse of life (Essays, vol. iii. 
p- 297), or through the omnipotent agency of king Nomos. Socrates, 
adds Mr. Mill, considering justice, virtue, etc., as things whose meaning 
still remains to be found out, of course contests the point with Protagoras, 
but only, he thinks, in a utilitarian sense. | , 
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undertaking to recast the type, but to arm it with 

new capacities and adorn it with fresh accomplish- 

ments.” But this is the very essence of the charge 

against the Sophists, that at a time when the minds 

of men had out-grown the limits of the ancient dis- 

cipline, and all depended on individual attainment of 

a capacity of moral self-government, these teachers 

continued to work assiduously in the old groove, at- 

tempting only to better and enlarge the scale of out- 

ward proficiency ; that in the midst of the intellec- 

tual revolution which they assuredly contributed to — 

promote, they assumed in some respects a reaction- 

ary and generally an acquiescent attitude; teach- 
ing virtue after the customary antiquated fashion, 

of which their own professional status proclaimed 

the insufficiency. For had custom, tradition, and 

association been sufficient for the purpose, no extra- 

ordinary teachers would have been needed. “ Ex- 

hortation,” says Mr. Grote! himself, “is useless 

with dull minds ignorant of their own ignorance; 

so long as a man believes himself to be wise, you 

may lecture for ever without making an impres- 

sion on him; you must first change the attitude 

of his mind by making him feel his ignorance 

on subjects which he fancies he knows; and this 
is best effected by the negative Elenchus, suitably 

preparing the way for positive teaching.” What 

1 Plato, vol. ii. p. 409. 2 Comp. Sophist, p, 230. 

‘ ~ 
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availed it to instil old traditional lessons of sobriety 

and probity, or to repeat by rote the well-remem- 

bered axioms of Hesiod or Simonides, when men had 

lost their customary habits of belief, and were looking 

for some new foundation on which morality might 

be based; not a mere set of wise saws and precepts, 

such as children repeat by rote from primer and copy 

book, and which may now be met with in the sub-de- 

partments of casuistical theology, but something ap- 

pealing to conviction, and so calculated to become 

an integral element of the soul adopting it ; in short, 

not a drilled lesson, but a living abiding principle. 

It may be thought that utilitarianism offers such a 

principle; yet this, however explained or refined, is 

in itself no mora/ principle at all; it is but a more 

or less adroit selfishness guided in its choice by con- 

siderations of physical fitness. The bases of morality 

are wanting ; there is no free initiative or soul, no 

adequate authority or law ; for the moral law is neces- 

sarily absolute, and within the sphere of phenomenal 

relativities no absolute rule is to be found. We are 

here compelled to have resource to an ideal world con- 

sidered as underlying the phenomenal ; an hypothesis 

~which, while admitting every thing in the latter to 
be rigorously determined by its physical antecedents, 

allows the possibility of free and final causation, or 
true moral initiation and regulation, in the unknown 

conditions of the former. 
~ 

-_ 
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Such an hypothesis occupiés a just mean between 

supernaturalism and utilitarianism, possessing the 

rationality absént from the one, and the elevation in 

which the other is deficient. Morality is thus effec- 

tually based upon religion; for the essence of re- 

ligion is idealism, belief in the unseen, in the exist- 

ence of a soul and of a moral order quite indepen- 

dently of sectarian controversies and dogmatical 

definitions. Nor are the claims of utilitarianism 

denied, they are only subordinated; precedence is 

given to an ideal principle; but the principle is a 

mine for intelligence to work, an unseen rule which 

must be subjectively expounded and appropriated ; 

either in the form of moral maxims having various” 

degrees of universality and applicability, or in those 

generalisations of physical science which must ever 

be invoked as affording in a ministerial capacity the 

only available criterion for the solution of practical 

problems. 

Mr. Grote professes inability to see any essential 

distinction between the philosopher and sophist ex- 

cept in the circumstance that the latter taught for 

pay, thereby incurring the enmity of unpaid rivals, 

and increasing the odium already attaching to the 

name from other causes. He begins his elaborate 

vindication of the ill-used class by the remark, that 

1 History, vol. viii. pp. 475-482. Also Plato, vol. ii. p. 480. 
Mr. Mill too says (Essays, 3, p. 314) that Plato’s antipathy to 
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among those engaged in different lines of intellec- 

tual labour,—the speculative and the practical men 

of Athens,—there subsisted a standing controversy 

and spirit of detraction, and that even between dif- 

ferent teachers in the same intellectual walk there 

often prevailed acrimonious feelings. He proceeds 

to describe how the originally innocent or rather 

laudatory significancy of the word sophist was after- 

wards obscured by the jealousy of new ideas and 

superior knowledge characteristic of an ignorant 

democracy,—a feeling countenanced and encouraged 

by the genius of Aristophanes, by whom these meri- 

torious teachers were indiscriminately assailed. The 

result was that along with its originally comprehen- 

sive sense there grew up in connection with it a 

certain invidious feeling, a circumstance not suffi- 

ciently attended to by modern authors, who, blindly 

led by the insinuations of Aristophanes, make no 

allowance for that force of literary and philosophical 

antipathy which at Athens was no less real and con- 

stant than the political.” 

“ Now the Sophists,” continues Grote, “incurred a 

double measure of this antipathy by receiving pay ; 

a fact provocative of envy, to some extent, even 

the Sophists was founded on this circumstance alone, but after- 
wards admits the existence of another cause, namely, their dealing 
with apparent, not real knowledge; he however retorts the imputa- 
tion of unreality, treating Plato’s conception of knowledge as visionary 
and useless, ore not to Sophistry, either in the ancient or modern 
aeceptation of the term, but only to common-place. 
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among those deriving nothing from them, but still 

more among inferior members of their own profes- 

sion. Even Socrates and Plato, though much 

superior to any such envy, cherished a genuine 

and vehement aversion to receiving pay for teach- 

ing,” which they considered a degradation, de- 

priving the office of all its freedom and its charm. 

“They therefore considered the name Sophist so 

denoting intellectual celebrity, combined with an 

odious association, as one pre-eminently suited to the 

leading teachers for pay. They stole the name out 

of general circulation in order to fasten it, “along 

with other discreditable attributes, upon their op- 

ponents, the paid teachers; although it is certain 

that if, in the middle of the Peloponnesian war, an 

Athenian had been asked, who are the principal 

Sophists in your city ? he would have named Socrates 

among the first.” 

It would seem from this that Mr. Grote does con- 

sider the Platonic condemnation of the Sophist as 

having proceeded, after all, in no slight degree 

from motives of professional jealousy, availing 

itself of vulgar prejudice in’ order to cast un- 

merited discredit on paid opponents. “ If,’ argues 

Mr. Grote, “the receiving pay be held to be a 

reproach, it will assuredly bear hard upon the 

great body of modern teachers, who are led to 

embrace their profession and to discharge its im- 
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portant duties — like other professional men — by 

the prospect of either deriving an income from it, or 

of making a figure in it, or both.” Dr. Whewell! 

declares that he sees nothing coarse or degrading in 

receiving payment for education any more than in 

the paid services of a forensic advocate or minister 

of religion; Professor Zeller, too, observes that the 

Greeks themselves paid their poets, painters, and 

musicians; and that even the Olympic victor was 

not ashamed to collect subscriptions. He adds that 

the educator is degraded by receiving compensation, 

only when immediately dependent on individual 

_ pupils, who are likely enough to make a short- 

sighted or selfish estimate of the values of different 

studies; whereas, in case of public officials receiving 

government salaries the circumstances are altered. 

Yet he well knows how a distinguished living pro- 

fessor of his Own university was prosecuted for a 

valuable historical publication, and how Spinoza 

declined a chair in the same university on this very 

ground—that it was essentially impossible to obey 

two masters, namely, reason and conventionalism, at 

the same time, or to reconcile the duties of a faithful 

investigator of truth with those of a sound Church- 

man. Mr. Grote does not even ask whether Plato 

had any reason for his scrupulosity, although he 

must be aware that it was from absence of such 

. 1 Plato, vol. ii. p. 7. 
- 
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delicacy, and by putting instruction on the low 

footing of official teaching that most of ,the cor- 

ruptions of educational establishments have arisen. 

If, indeed, the desired education be viewed in the 

light of a commercial transaction, or as mere accom- 

plishments to be conferred or given, there may be a 

fair pretext for insisting on a remunerative quid pro 

quo, although even in this case the issue depending 

on a confidential trust beyond the reach of money, . 

there is always a risk of deterioration of the quality 

of the teaching in deference to the prejudices of the 

taught.! But if education be not so much a com- 

munication of results or varnish of accomplishment, 

as the kindling the spirit of a new life or love of 

truth in congenial minds,?—this, which is really 

above all price, and which-can only be effected by one 

similarly minded and loving truth for its own sake, 

ought in strictness to be kept free and aloof from 

mercenary considerations ; and Plato may fairly urge 

that he who professes to make his pupils virtuous 

and good, ought to rely on such goodness for reward, 

without subjecting the objects of his care to a formal 

tie of payment. The relation of the moral teacher 

to the taught is, after all, not a commercial one; its 

value is not to be estimated in- money, but only in 

1 See Xenoph. Mem. I. 2, 6. 
2 “ Others,” says Mr. Mill, ‘can instruct; but Plato is one of those 

who form great men by the combination of moral enthusiasm with 
logical discipline.” . 
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form of a return of the same kind and quality as the 

advantages given,—a moral one that is, a feeling of 

reverence and gratitude akin to that entertained to- 

wards parents or gods; for a paid teacher cannot 

quite fulfil the part of a self-devoted and entirely 

disinterested one, any more than a hired governess 

or nurse can fully replace a parent. And however 
inapplicable such scrupulosity in practice, it must be 

admitted to be abstractedly right, and even essential 

that the character of the teacher and the qualitative 

standard of the educator should be maintained on the 

highest possible footing ; since a technical proficiency 

for getting on in life is sure to be in demand, and 

the empiric is safe whatever becomes of the scientific 

physician. The difficulty is with those departments of 

virtue and knowledge which are not showy or osten- 

sibly self-rewarding, where the advantage is distant, 

visible only to those seeing over the heads of the 

multitude, and by a light different from that direct- 

ing the proceedings of ordinary life. Mr. Grote 

allows that both descriptions of educational activity— 

the paid and unpaid, or the theoretical and practical 

—are indispensable to the proper intellectual outfit of 

of every society; and it may be conceded on the 

other side that all education on a large scale must 
necessarily be a sort of drill under official super-— 

- intendence, limited to certain tangible rudimentary 

- acquirements ; but these ought not to be regarded 
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as final or sufficient, or be ranked as of equal value 

with disinterested tuition of a higher kind§ the edu- 

cational drudge should rather follow the lead of the 

philosopher—giving life to mechanical routine by the 

influences of a loftier spirit, so as to awaken a kindred. 

feeling of enthusiasm in the mind of the learner, and 

maintain the permanent vitality of the teaching. 

One especial characteristic of all honest and effec- 

tual teaching is that knowledge should lead and 

ignorance follow; whereas the dishonest teaching 

usually indicated by the term “sophistry ’’ especially 

reveals itself in allowing ignorance to take the lead, 

or at least to react disastrously on the integrity of 

the lesson, so as to make it rather a reflection of the 

pupil’s own notions and prejudices, a vehicle of what 

he is prepared for and wishes to hear than of any- 

thing else.! The Sophist achieves his end not by shew- 

ing men how to become wiser or better, but by con- 

forming to their opinions, ministering to their desires, 

and making them better satisfied with themselves, 

their deficiencies, and natural propensities, than they 

1“ A popular speaker,” said the Times ies 6, 1862), “ must not 
be too original; if he is, he becomes unintelligible to his hearers, and — 
in fact disappoints. them, because they go expecting and desiring to 
hear the ordinary recognised views, -f | to have their own opinions 
reflected from the mouth of another, so as to return home comfortably 
self-complacent and self-satisfied.” On another occasion (November 1, 
1867) the same paper thus described the incompatibility of the poli- 
tician and the true educator :—‘ There are and must be those whose 

by 

Lal 

function it is to carry some great cause or to work some sweeping 
reform. They are often great and good men; but as soon as a man 
has assumed this character his career as a statesman is ended.” 
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were before. <A striking instance of this was re- 

cently afforded by the conduct of the Ritual Com- 

missioners (1867), who instead of exercising a free 
judgment on the matter referred to them, thought 

their duty to consist in submissively appealing to 

fanciful opinion and the spontaneous tastes and pre- 

ferences of congregations, referring to this precarious 

standard alone as their guide, and passing over in 

silence the profound and far more important ques- 

tions underlying the childish pantomime of stoles 

and chasubles. This unworthy attitude of the 

Sophist is particularly described by Plato in the 

Gorgias and in the sixth book of the Republic, where 

adverting to those mercenary teachers who are all 

things to all men, condescending to flatter vulgar 

opinion by obsequious repetitions of its own ideas ; 

employing the savoury Mephistophilean device 

adapted to please every palate, though turning 

into infernal fire if accidentally spilt upon the 

touchstone of truth. It seems unaccountable to find 

Mr. Grote and others openly justifying this style 

of acquiescent teaching, as if the best teachers were 

the most popular ones, and as if no blame attached 
to those who, professing to instruct, only confirm 
an intrinsically vicious society in its own vicious or 

imperfect ideas. The more liberal sort of education 
described above as “ sophistical” in a general sense 

rapidly degenerates under this unfaithful management 
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until it sinks into.a narrow denominational teaching, 

accepting as true and good what is arbitrarily deemed 

to be such by the particular sects or parties using it 

for their own purposes ; so that the moral vision be- 

comes at last entirely distorted, and the real Sophist 

appears to be not so much the individual teacher or 

preacher as the general public or special faction or 

segment of it employing and directing his services. 

And where once the moral firmness of the teacher 

has given way to a craving for popularity, there may 

occur a reaction of class prejudice or ignorance to 

any conceivable extent ; from moderate concession or 

“accommodation,” down to the craziest perversion of 

sentiment and the basest betrayal of truth.1 When, 

for instance, Dr. Pusey lately pleaded in letters to The 

Times? that “the clergy exist not for themselves but 

for the people ;” that ‘‘the people don’t want to be dif- 

ferently taught;”’ and that “the liberty of the clergy 

means the slavery of the people;”—it was impossible 

not to see that the plea thus ostensibly put forward 

on the people’s behalf was really an apology for the 

indolence and hypocrisy of the clergy in availing 

1 Professional men, high or low, are mainly kept to their duty by 
vigilance and intelligence in those dealing with them. At least there 
is too often a germ of selfishness and craft which unthinking folly 
in the customer naturally fosters into maturity. Shopkeepers in 
general are what their customers make them; governments what na- 
tions make them. If buyers and subjects are thoughtless, indifferent, 
or ignorant, sellers and governments will scarcely teach them better. 
—The Times, Oct. 31, 1867. 

2 In February and March, 1863, 
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themselves of popular ignorance for the easier per- 

petuation of their own influence and power. The 

teacher who in this way suppresses a truth or var- 

nishes a statement out of deference to his audience, 

makes himself an accomplice in their self-deception, 

by giving to their ignorant surmises the stamp of 

his own authority. 

But plain speaking is often repulsive, and we 

are admonished as to the necessity of using lan- 

guage allowed and understood by the people. 

Language and illustration must, as conventional 

symbols, have a certain form, and with this a cer- 

tain portion of error inevitably mingles. To this 

it is of course necessary to submit, so far as it 

represents an inevitable condition of human utter- 

ance; the function ef the human mind is that of 

minister and interpreter, not that of professor or 

master of the truth; and so long as it faithfully 

interprets its results in their best available expres- 

sion no more can be expected of it. But the limit 

of allowable compliance is passed when it designedly 

stops short of a full disclosure, or distorts the expla- 

nation in deference to the perverse notions of ill- 

educated hearers. Equally reprehensible is every 

prostitution of the function of the teacher for an 

ignoble purpose; and it seems singular that while 

Plato stipulates in his model Republic for the 
employment of the highest forms of literature 
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and art, excluding even the most illustrious of 

Greek poets as too unveracious in his imagery 

to suit the requirements of harmonious souls, we 
adopt the opposite plan of pandering to the low 

tastes of ill-educated readers, the manufacturers of 

phantasms and literary unreality compounding a 

continually baser sort of intellectual nutriment for 

the swinish multitude, calculated as a Circeean cup 

to enfeeble their souls, and to keep them swine for 

ever, by preventing their developing into a better 

kind of animal. The Biblical dictum as to “milk 

for babes’”’ may be carried too far, especially in these 

days of food adulteration, and we should remember 

how St. Paul’s unfortunate saying about “ being all 

things to all men” became, under ecclesiastical ma- 

nagement, an excuse for that fraus pia of which the 

church has at all times so largely availed itself. In 

this way the experienced facilities afforded by what is 

called “accommodation” have induced defenders of 

the extreme theory of inspiration to ascribe the same 

sort of politic management to the providence of God, 

making God responsible for human errors; an in- 

ference scarcely to be avoided by those who, like 

Dr. Alford in his commentary on the New Testa- 

ment, would fain unite the doctrine of plenary 
inspiration with the duties of impartial criticism. 

Such, indeed, is the general tendency of dogmatical 
theology, which, abandoning the control of rea- 

4 
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son, leads to what the Germans call the headlong 

plunge of indiscriminate belief. ‘We cannot know 

the absolute,” it is said, “therefore we ought to 

believe,”—(not the most rational beliefs accepted 

by philosophy), but the crotchets inherited by 

opinion from tradition; the very theory which in 

the ninth century formulated the dogma of tran- 

substantiation, and which in all ages has been active 

in transplanting the rank growths of popular cre- 

dulity into the garner of the Church. 

The eager justification of the Sophists heard simul- 

taneously from so many quarters indicates the preva- 

lence of a strong sympathy and affinity with them, 

naturally combining with a desire for self-justifica- 

tion; and unfortunately there are plenty of indica- 

tions that the race of, illusory image-makers and un- 

scrupulous teachers of unreality and non-entity is by 

no means extinct; we see them in the press, the 

platform, and the pulpit;—like Autolycus, whose 

revenue was the silly cheat, they avow the intention 

to condescend to the lowest levels of vulgar credence 

to win popularity,' displaying their tinsel wares of 

decorous crotchet or wanton artifice in a thousand 

forms ;—whether counterfeiting candour in skilfully 

balanced assertions, or frittering away a true general 

1 Anuoota maxpots Adyois mpbs wAHOn Suvardy ecipwvéverOat. 
—Sophist. 268», 

Anglicté—One able to play the hypocrite in long-winded speeches. 

_ 
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idea in fabulous details, or forcibly delineating one 

side of a theory or question while partially or en- 

tirely suppressing the other. Indeed Mr. Mill, in 

his above-cited review of Grote, deprecatingly sug- 

gests that “to condemn the Sophists were to con- 

demn all popular teaching and all literature. Plato’s 

reprobation,” he says, “ would reach the most ap- 

proved teachers of the present day ; the established | 

clergy, bribed to profess an existing set of opinions 

whether believing them or not,—the ministers of 

non-established sects, the lawyers, the schoolmasters, 

the teachers and governors of universities, wlio must 

all either renounce their profession, or teach what 

is acceptable to those who listen to them. States- 

men have renounced even the pretence of giving the 

public anything but what it wishes for; the press, 

especially that most influential part of it, the public 

journals, incessantly displays its eagerness to court 

public opinion, and instead of disagreeable truth, 

to ply it with things which it likes to hear.” This 

is true, but then it is self-condemnatory, not a justi- 

fication of the Sophist; the very inference, in fact, 

.to which most men had already come, namely, that 

the tone of our public teaching, both ecclesiastical and 

lay, is misleading and insincere, ill suited to “ make 

a hedge for the people to stand the onset of battle 

in the day of the Lord;” a source of weakness 
which must be eventually fatal to the policy of a 
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nation affecting self-government, and so essentially 

dependent on the widest diffusion of accurate ideas. 

But the partial currency of deceptive estimates seems 

an inevitable result of an imperfect education and 

corrupt society,—affording protection and security 

to iniquity and falsehood, whose poison, long rankling 

unseen, becomes afterwards manifested in its effects, 

and so “curses,” as Shakespeare says,! the society 

harbouring it; while in the meantime— 

‘¢ Authority bears a credent bulk 
That no particular scandal once can touch,” 

so that at last it seems as if increasing corruption 

were a necessary adjunct of all artificial society, 

and the thoughts of philanthropists, like Plato or 

Rousseau, turn to the possibility of reform through 

a reconstruction placing it on a more natural 

footing. 

But this proposed reconstruction, in Plato’s view 

at least, is itself subordinate to the moral improve- 

ment of individuals; its object being that the 

State should act as an education, and be as a 

natural organism bringing forth good fruit in the 

form of good men.? And Mr. Grote would have 

1 Measure for Measure, Act 3, sc. 2. 
2 Plato’s first Alcibiades, p. 134». Also Aristotle, Eth. Nicom. 2, 1: 

—‘Oi vouobéra tovs wodltas e0iCovtes moibvow ayabdus’ Kal Siapé. 
pet TOUTH ToALTELa ToALTElas, ayalh pabans, Ibid. 1, 10,—Mep) dperijs 
emiskentéov, Taxa yap butws dy BéATiov wep) THs evdapmovias Oew- 
phoamev. Boxe. 86 Kat GAnOeay moditinds wept TdvTyy pddioTa 
memovicbat.—Apethy 5é A€youey avOpwrlynv bv Thy Tod oTHpmaros 
dAAa Thy Tis Wuxis, Kal thy eddaovlay 5¢ Wuxijs evépyeiar. 

4 
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a better right to call Plato prejudiced and un- 

practical had he himself pointed out a better way 

of effecting a similar purpose, instead of ridiculing the 

- notion of treating walls, clocks, ships as trivialities! 

in comparison with the paramount aim of forming 

good citizens. It is for the politician schooled ex- 

clusively in the empirical philosophy of the last 

two centuries, and on that foundation treating the 

State as a mere mechanism acting as a police force 

protecting one immoral unit against another, to deal 

with the question of reform as one of mere structural 

change or revolution; whereas the Platonist would 

treat it rather as a resuscitation of the moral qualities 

of its human members, or the making men good 

through the best educational agencies, fortifying . 

the irresolute will, and for this end facilitating the 

prompt exposure of insidious deception whenever it 

ventures to show itself. For such a one it was 

pleasant to read on a late occasion the instantaneous 

exposure of a mendacious plea for Ritualism based 

on the characteristic breadth and liberality of the 

English Church ; complimenting, in fact, the intended 

dupe on his superior magnanimity, and making 

liberalism the stalking-horse of the grossest illiber- 

alism.2 The refutation reaches beyond the particular 

1 Grote’s History, vol. viii. p. 538. 
2 See the Pall Mall Gazette, Sept. 3, 1867. The late catholic protest 

against the language used by Garibaldi at Geneva was also uttered in the 
name of liberty ; .¢. the liberty to wear chains of the worst description. 
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case, applying to all Protestant capitulation to an 

absolutist Church ; but it is of course more especially 

needed where the pretext is used to mask a fraudu- 

lent device, and to set up a domineering infallibility 

in the disguise of a liberal establishment. 

“Can philosophy do without religion ?” lately 

asked an astute bishop, “‘Can democracy subsist 

without God ?”! Assuredly not, but then it is not 

sectarian indoctrination or blind submission to tradi- 

tion from which safety and stability can be antici- 

pated; the laws and discipline of churches are by 

no means the expression of the ‘wisdom from on 

high” to which the Bishop appealed; rather may 

each advance made by churches in specifying dog- 

mas and details of obligation be accounted a step in 

demoralisation, supérseding free agency by priestly 

direction, and obscuring the divine order by artificial 

regulations. And when the Bishop went on to plead 

for ecclesiasticism against philosophy, on the ground 

of the discrepancies of philosophic systems, he sup- 

pressed the fact that these discrepancies, arising 

from the one-sided views of sincere enquirers, tend 

to become ever less in the progress of investigation ; 

whereas the differences of churches,’ being founded 

1 Times, October 10, 1867. 
2 The church fallacy may be succinctly disposed of by a simple con- 

sideration of the nature of morality and of a moral person. A person 
is a free agent, having rights and obligations; moral obligation is the 
allegiance owed by such a person to the divine erder. Now a church 
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on artificial conventionality and unreason, grow per- 

petually greater through the disintegrating powers 

constantly undermining their stability, until they 

eventually split down to the unitary soul, where 

alone the hope of rational reconstruction is to be 

found.} 

No doubt churches achieve a temporary precarious 

unity of a certain sort, but only through the blind 

faith or indolent subserviency of their members ; 

but irrepressible reason only awaits a fitting oppor- 

tunity to rebel—a crisis often precipitated by the 

mischievously felt results of the union of morbid 

theory and party feeling which it is sure to en- 

gender. There is, indeed, a striking analogy be- 

tween Church unions and the Trade unions lately so 

much discussed; and saw-grinders ethics may quote 

venerable precedents in the intolerant ecclesiastical 

professing divine authority interposes its own regulations in place of 
universal order, and supersedes free agency by priestly direction;—in 
short it suppresses God and man, leaving only its own corrupt incom- 
petent self surviving. This of course refers only to the corporate action 
of churches, not to the salutary efforts of many clergymen considered as 
individuals, who are generally far better than the system to which they 
are compelled to conform. 

! Church education is necessarily drill, because churches depend on 
the favour of the multitude, the passive inheritor of a routine derived 
from remote and barbarous ages. ‘The Bishop of Glocester and Bristol 
lately (Thursday, October 24th, 1867) proposed the following antidotes 
for dissent: First, To pray for strength to show greater earnestness in 
the work ; secondly, ‘lo remain strictly true to our own Church sys- 
tem, a ‘fixity of principle” which he said was “ attractive to the con- 
scientious dissenter ;’’—in other words the old plan of sound doctrine to 
be unalterably maintained in defiance of objection, and furnishing a 
welcome point d’appui to those who are too impatient to suspend their 
judgment, or too ignorant or indolent to judge at all. 
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practices of former ages. These were based on a 

similar distortion of moral sentiment, originating pre- 

tensions and acts astonishing as well as repulsive to 

those outside the magic circle. All artificial associa- 

tion narrower than the great natural one tends in a 

greater or less degree to suggest narrow views, and 

to turn the notion of obligation in the direction of 

special interest; while the very fact of speciality, 

by intercepting wider and more impartial estimates, 

renders such ostensible obligations profoundly im- 

moral. The immorality is certainly more flagrant 

where appearing as mere individual selfishness ; 

but the selfishness of classes, cliques, commercial 

companies, etc., is scarcely less obnoxious,! while 

far more insidiously misleading, because here the 

inherent nnmorality is veiled by a semblance of 

public spirit and an approximation to unselfish gene- 

rality, although, in fact, constituting a conspiracy 

against the general ; and though under apt manage- 

ment they might, in addition to the special purposes 

of the particular league, be made educationally in- 

strumental towards gaining truer and more perfect 

notions of the general, the imperfect moral condition 

1 The so styled “‘ educational reform” of the present day is after all 
only an effort for a better sort of Sophistical education, a plea for 
useful instruction or liberal accomplishment in opposition to the 
routine teaching of cliques, churches, and classes—those “solid 
existences’’ lately described by the Times (December 2nd, 1867) as 
holding the keys of education in their hands, and resolutely deter- 
mined to continue to hold them against all comers. Education is in 
short the property or prerogative of self-interested parties. 
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of their members usually operates in practice to ob- 

scure the true nature of obligation, and to reduce 

such associations to mere schools of selfishness. 

In none of the recent discussions about. education 

(so far as known to the writer) has the subject been 

largely and worthily treated ; on each occasion more 

stress is laid on form than matter, and again on the 

matter rather than on the spirit of the teaching ;— 

this being always represented as something to be ex- 

ternally laid on, or “ given,” in sophistical fashion, 

the only doubt being as to the sort of trowel with 

which it should be applied, whether it ought to be 

voluntary or compulsory, secular, denominational, or 

mixed. But even the question as to what ought to 

to be thus “ given,” or “ what it is of most import- 

ance that the people should know,” is not to be met, 

as lately attempted in the brilliant but somewhat 

flashy oration of Mr. Lowe,! by flippant remarks 

upon the discrepancies of metaphysical systems, or 

wholesale disparagement of ancient literature and 

old things generally, since all human development is 

continuous, and the old offers in many respects the 

best means of estimating the value and reason of the 

new. It is, indeed, the great fault of the English mind - 

to bow submissively to custom- and tradition, with- 

out any discriminating reference to circumstances and 
antecedents, or the possible reasons for its continu- 

1 Times, November 4, 1867. 
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ance or disuse. Few will dispute the proposition 

that plough-boys are unfit subjects for Latin gram- 

mar; but it does not follow from this, or because 

grammar may have been neglected by the Romans, 

that it is useless now, any more than that ethnology 

should be dropped because neglected by Esquimaux, 

or zoology, because unshared by its unconscious sub- 

jects in the Regent’s Park. ‘‘ Language grew,” says 

Mr. Lowe, “it was not made by grammatical rules ; ” 
but so do plants and trees; they owe nothing to 

Lindley or Linneus; and yet, though sharing the 
imperfections of all biological science, the science of 

botany is studied with advantage. The disparage- 

ment of literature as an educational instrument may 

easily recoil upon science, if we reflect how true 

science is essentially active and progressive ; whereas, 

applied as an instrument of rudimentary education, 

it can only be dogmatical information in the dry, 

unfruitful form of summaries of results, to be either 

passively gazed at as seen in experimental illustra- 

tions, or mechanically committed to memory ;—a 

painful effort to form out of tissues of old hypotheses 

a perennial vesture for the intellect, ending only in 

- the production of a net which hampers its movements 

while making its essential nudity ridiculously con- 
spicuous. Jor that boys can be got or “led” by 

their teachers to rediscover for themselves indepen- 

dently the known laws of nature, can only be re- 
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garded as an amiable hallucination, yet one very 

natural to the enthusiastic man of science, who sees 

around his lecture-table the eager faces of boys ani- 

mated with delight, not so much indeed at the laws 

as at the lovely gewgaws which it is his mission to 

exhibit. The advocates of science in schools con- 

sider the great end of education to be the “ sharpen- 

ing of the intellect,’””—undervaluing or forgetting the 

educational influences of art, and that in individual 

souls, as in general history, the cultivation of a feel- 

ing for the beautiful is the best and most natural 

prelude to the study of the true. - Mr. “Lowe 

intimates the education of a German waiter to 

be superior to that of an Oxford first-class man, 

and the advantage of knowing a modern language 

to be principally shewn by the facilities afforded 

by it in ordering dinner at a café. He advo- 

cates a low utilitarian standard, in seeming dis- 

regard of higher utilities, as where dwelling on 

the “felicity of expression”! to be met with in 

French or Greek, while omitting the uses of these 

languages for the study of history and philosophy. 

But it is not a question of mere elegance of style, or 

even the practical conveniences of a universal lan- 

guage, in some degree answered. by Latin; the spirit 

1 “Others for language all their care express, 
And value books, as women men, for dress— 
Their praise is still—the style is excellent! ” 

. 

E——— — 
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of ideal beauty, justice, and true humanity ennobles . 
ancient literature, and there is an absence of affectation 

as well as of dogmatical prejudice which is scarcely 

elsewhere to be found. Certainly it is no revolu- 
tionary feeling in the speaker which prompts dis- 

paragement of the classics, but rather the instinctive 

impulse of the orator to feed the prejudices of his 

audience. In this sense the address was well suited 

to flatter the self-complacency of ill-educated per- . 

sons naturally incapable of understanding the value 

of what they have not; but the wholesale deprecia- 

tion of moral philosophy and metaphysics is ill justi- 

fied by the fact of English neglect. It had been less 

sophistically plausible perhaps, but more really useful 

to have pointed out the causes and consequences of this . 

neglect ; how leading to an undignified utilitarian- 
ism and the abandonment of the highest human in- 

terests to the management of churches ; and origin- 

ating in the characteristic ecclesiastical jealousy by 

which, reversing the better tendencies of the Socra- 

tic period, the secular study of these sciences was in 

former ages discredited and suppressed. It is, in- 

deed, in his imperfect acquaintance with these 

sciences that the Englishman especially fails, be- 

coming in consequence a prey to all sorts of hallu- 

cinations and misconceptions in the respective de- 

partments, mistaking mere fashion for morality, and 

possessing no solid or rational assurance of having a 
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soul at all. Nor, according to certain recent utter- 

ances, can any interest be supposed to attach te 

the problem, except so far as a man requires “a 

sharp and bright instrument” or tool to enable 

him to “advance in life and to transact busi- 

ness ;” hence the derisively added words—“.a man 

may be expected to be a sort of gardener to 

his mind ;” yet if he have a mind, his mind 

. must be emphatically himself, and in that case it 

were better to be gardener to his mind than to 

merge his whole mind in the shoemaker or gar- 

dener. Mr. Lowe says, we ought to know, above 

all, “those transactions out of which the present state 

of our political and social relations have arisen.” 

But for this purpose ancient history is as needful as 

modern. If the first memorable example of freedom 

was given by Greece, while Rome shewed what could 

be effected on a large scale by organisation and legal 

institution, the histories of those nations can never 

become obsolete or unimportant for educational pur- 

poses, especially if it be considered that each of them 

impresses a° serious negative as well as a positive 

lesson, exemplifying in its decline the fatal conse- 

quences of the lack of the quality more especially 

cultivated by the other. How can the pretensions 

of the Papacy, or the motives of the municipalities, 

nationalities, and laws of Modern Europe, be ade- 

quately comprehended except in their relation to a 

\ 
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prior state of things, in which too many of the special 

usages of modern nations, religious and otherwise, as 

well as their theology and speculative philosophy, 

originated? The very subject which most of all 

incurs Mr. Lowe's ridicule, namely the heathen 

mythology, seems, in this respect, most especially to 

deserve our study,—that throughout the period best 

known through the commonly read Greek literature, 

it was in a perpetual state of inevitable decline, an 

obsolete symbolism tenacious indeed of life, and 

hanging to existence by many ties of vested in- 

terest and ignorant credulity, yet constantly tend- 

ing to obliteration with the advance of culture in 

the interests of a better religion of morality and 

philosophy. Even the antique symbolism itself, in 

its various stages of fetichism, anthropomorphism, 

and philosophical interpretation, may claim to make 

an important part of modern study, as immediately 

illustrative of important changes now in progress ; 

not, indeed, as ordinarily set forth by pragmatical 
historians, or in school books and ‘“ manuals of ques- 

tion and answer,” but as taught by Vico, Heyne, 

Buttmann, and many others, as a record of the in- 

evitable vicissitudes of inexperienced opinion, and as 

a light thrown by the most ancient history of the 

world on some of the most valued books and most 

prominent mental phenomena of the present day. 
In estimating the Platonic quarrel with the 
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Sophists, Mr. Grote misses the gist of the contro- 

versy,—all important as it is even to the politician,— 

namely, the elimination of the true notion of educa- 

tion, considered as a mental edifice to be raised on 

political and dialectical foundations; first, by the 

formation of good habits through social training, 

and next, through the further philosophic training 

of individual minds to a condition of moral auto- 

nomy. From this educational point of view the 

general weal becomes relatively subordinate to that 

of the individual, and Mr. Grote, from not per- 

ceiving this, is betrayed into the error of supposing 

the “Ethical End” to be better apprehended by 

the Platonic Protagoras than by Socrates himself; ? 

whose politics, unconfined to local interests and par- 

ticular societies, look to ideal harmony and perfection 

as a virtually religious end to be sought through 

individual improvement. Only in this sense can 

the determination of the best standard or most de- 

sirable educational quality be properly referred to 

the social status, meaning man’s place in the order 

of the universe; and this is only saying in other 

words that the aim of education should be to form 

a truly moral life. The Gospel here reinforces Plato 

in propounding an ideal life, or spiritual perfection, as 

the end of human effort, an aim which, though seem- 

ing but emptiness or revolutionary folly to material- 

1 History, vol. viii. p. 517. 
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istic politicians, borrows from secular politics many 

pertinent analogies, being itself susceptible of becom- 

ing in a sense both wealth and power. In its New 

Testament representation it appears as a priceless 

pearl, the one thing needful among many lesser uti- 

lities, consisting especially in righteousness or good- 

ness, and this again in a will harmonising with the 

divine, or, as elsewhere expressed, in sympathetic 

recognition of the “ Spiritual Word,” an expression 

which, considered apart from the formal peculiarities 

and personal associations of the Gospel in which it 

occurs, may be translated the manifestation of divine 

wisdom, or the light and life of the world. The 

kingdom of heaven in the soul forms the subject of 

endless evangelical illustration. It is the feast of the 

halt and maimed,—a distant inheritance, yet so far 

realised in the present as to be already the joy of 

the afflicted, the riches of the poor. Originating in 

seeming non-entity, like the secret fermentation in 

meal, yet from the smallest of all seeds expanding 

into the noblest of trees, it is essentially a growth, 

depending for its fruitfulness on the fertility of the 

_ soil and the purity of the food provided for it—often 

- jeopardised by a rank growth of interfering tares, 

and requiring weeding or even fiery purification ; 

a hidden treasure demanding investment and active 

cultivation, without which it becomes really the va- 

cuity which to the uninitiated it always appears, fall- 
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ing back into the original nothingness from which 
apparently it issued.! It is built neither on Pharisaic 

ceremonial nor on the wisdom of the Scribes, nor is it 

to be considered as won by learning dogmas and hy- 

potheses by rote, or curiously gazing at the “signs and 

wonders” of the lecture-room ; it is rather a new birth, 

an internal power contemplating and ideally imitat- 

ing the living operations of creative power, and so 

increasing in life and energy, whereas sophistry, 

attaching itself to the husk of dogmas and formulas, 

becomes enslaved and at last suffocated by its cum- 

brous unassimilated investiture. The aim of this 

perhaps too lengthy introduction has been to shew, 

in opposition to certain recent disparaging commen- 

taries on Plato, the paramount necessity of cultivating 

the soul’s life, or its active and moral capabilities, as 

popularly set forth in the above Gospel illustrations ; 

of making this the all-influencing aim of educa- 

tion, not in the sense of mere discipline or drill, but 

as the infusion of a new spirit underlying all super- 

structures of professional dexterity or sophistical 

accomplishment; to shew how these commentaries, 

interesting and able as they are in many respects, 

fail utterly? when approaching the subject of philo- 

1 Matthew xiii. 12. 
2 Thus Mr. Mill says—* The idea of measure as a good in itself, in- 

dependently of an end beyond it, seems to have grown upon Plato as 
he advanced in life; but we measure a thing to make it conformable 
to something else; and Plato does not tell us what that something 
is.’ Yet the omission is of no moment in Mr. Mill’s view, for he 
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sophical idealism, by them regarded as “ unprac- 

tical,’ but without which, as if without room to 

expand or a congenial atmosphere, all spiritual life 

must languish and die. And this is of more especial 

consequence when we touch the subject of morality, 

which can have no real existence in ephemeral 

opinion, or among the economic, physiological, and 

other miscellaneous lore where casuistical ingenuity 

professes to find it; and which must continue to 

baffle and perplex the English mind until, neglect- 

ing the superficial nostrums of sophistical advisers, 

and looking back to the Christian, Socratic, and 

Kantian teaching, it begins to study itself, and to 

recognise in that hitherto little explored region the 

possibilities of a new world. And though the 
natural law, which is the sage’s only law,! be not 

originally written there, a congenial faculty for its 

discovery will at least be forthcoming; while in 

adds—* Scepticism as to the Absolute never did any harm nor made 
any difference to any human being.’”’. Mr. Mill complains (p 287) that 
no writer of equal merit to Plato leaves us in so much uncertainty as 
to his real opinions ;—the dialogues ‘‘ exhibit no consistent system.” 
Elsewhere he suggests that the non-solution of difficulties started arose 
from indifference to truth; and, moreover, that Plato became incon- 
sistent with himself by dogmatising ‘‘in his old age; ” as if it were not 
the most natural thing in the world to sum up our knowledge in old 
age, and as if the more didactic tone of the later dialogues were not to 
a great extent problematically ilustrative and mythical. 

C’est en vain qu’on aspire a la liberté sous la sauvegarde des lois. 
Des lois? Partout tu n’as vu regner sous ce nom que l’interet par- 
ticulier et les passions des hommes. Mais les lois eternelles de la nature 
existent. Elles tiennent lieu de loi positive au sage; elles sont écrites 
au fond de son cceur par la conscience et la raison; c’est a celles-la 
qwil faut s’asservir pour étre libre.—Rousseaw’s Emile, Bk. 5. 

~ 
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the voluntary appropriation of such a law by means of . 

education lies the germ of that true liberty! which be- 

longed to the slave Epictetus, and without which the 

contest for rights and franchises among the nominally 

free resembles only the self-defeating struggles of 

a fly becoming continually more tightly entangled 

in the meshes of its foe: And this foe, the cun- 

ning spinner of sophistical cobwebs, is everywhere 

at hand, intent with subtle and inexhaustible re- 

sources to stifle and extinguish the better influences 

which might be fatal to his craft; not only by 

constructing appropriate instrumental apparatus in 

the way of delusive images and multifarious lures 

of morbid excitement and frivolous amusement, 

but more especially by the corruption which is the 

object of all this machinery, namely by feeding and 

cherishing the lie-engendering spirit, all that in the 

way of selfishness, envy, intolerance, ignorance, or 

self-conceit,—prepares opportunities for deception 

generally among mankind, and also acts the ever busy 

sophist within our own souls. How, under such cir- 

cumstances, can truthful sincerity hope to succeed 

where Socrates and Jesus failed ; how shall the advo- 

cate of ideal excellence compete with the champions 

of popular opinion, or expect to prevail against those 

whose sole business is to flatter and to please ? 
1 Je ris de ces peuples avilis, qui, de laissant ameuter par des 

ligueurs, osent parler de liberté sans méme en avoir l’idée, et qui, le 
ceeur plein de tous les vices des esclaves, s’imaginent que pour étre libres 
il suffit d’étre des mutins.— Rousseau, on the Government of Poland. 

a 
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SYNOPSIS OF THE CONTENTS. 

ENUMERATION of various aspects of the Sophist, described under 
the head of— 

Ist. Forcibly acquisitive art, as a fisher or angler. 
2ndly. Peaceably acquisitive art, as a trafficker in knowledge. 
8rdly. Again, as forcibly acquisitive—in public—in the way of 

disputing or wrangling. 
4thly. As a sifter or purifier. This seemingly anomalous aspect 

perplexes Theetetus, hence the necessity of seeking some farther 
essential mark reconciling and uniting those before named. 

dthly. The Sophist as a word-contender or wrangler, professing to 
dispute about all manner of things, and to teach others to do the like. 
This of course can be seriously attempted only in the way of make- 
believe or imitation. 

6thly. But there are two kinds. of imitation, assimilative and 
exact, or unfaithful and fantastic; which of the two should be 
ascribed to the Sophist is left for the present doubtful. 

But how is fantastic or untrue imitation possible? How can false- 
hood, which is virtual non-entity, be said zo de, or exist? How affirm 
that which is not? 

' This plea urged on behalf of Sophistry, as if in the obnoxious 
sense it were an imaginary or impossible thing, introduces a long 

' discussion on relative as distinguished from absolute existence, in the 
course of which the followers of Zeno and Parmenides are shown to 
have missed the mark. For— ) 

1st. We may admit that the dictum of Parmenides as to the con- 
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trariety of being and non-being, each understood in an absolute sense, 
would in strictness lead to the above perplexing dilemma, and to the 
sophistical vindication of falsehood deduced from it. It is certainly 

impossible to speak of falsehood, in the sense of absolute non-entity, 
without self-contradiction; so that the Sophist, as an image-maker, 
seems to have here gaincd an unassailable position; but an image 
is not absolute non-entity, it is only relatively so, existing as an image 
or likeness, though not as the thing itself, and in a certain sense 

mingling and uniting being and non-being. 
2ndly. This not being immediately allowed by the Sophist, it 

becomes necessary to reconsider carefully the whole subject of entity 
as well as of non-entity, which an historical review of the preceding 
philosophy shows to have been hitherto very inadequately dealt with ; 
the theories defining it numerically, either as one or as many, are both 
beset by insuperable difficulty. 

8rdly. The same may be said of other customary methods of 
dealing with it, as those of the materialists and idealists; the former 
being compelled by the phenomena of life and soul to admit spiritual 
being, and that true being is best described as power to do or suffer ;— 
the latter, who talk of holding communion with movement through 
our bodies, and with true being through our thoughts, are bound to 
explain what they mean by the phrase “ holding communion ;”” which 
in fact can only be a sort of mutual doing and suffering, again leading 
us to power or force as its origin ; a faculty not confined to body, since 

the soul knows, and knowing and being known are essentially an 

acting and suffering ; the “communion” with real being attributed to 
thought implies this mutuality, which is necessarily a result of force. 
Yet it also implies rest, since without stability and repose in real 
being, science or knowledge were impossible. This contradictory 
assertion of combined rest and movement leads to a new dilemma. 

4thly. Explanation of the seeming antinomies of many and one, 
rest and movement, etc., in the intellectual sphere, or that of true 
being, through the doctrine of the intercommunion of ideas, carried on 
in diversified lines of movement; one leading through their correctly 
formed connection to greater truth and light, the other through their 
incorrect Sophistical combination to increasing obscurity and error. 
The correct association and severance of ideas, like that of letters or of 

sounds, is the object of a special art, namely that of dialectics; the 
perverse ingenuity of the Sophist which severs the congruous and 
unites the inconsistent, is a manipulation of relative, not absolute non- 
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entity, through the multifarious byepaths and labyrinthine complica- 
tions of the different. 

This is made to appear more clearly in an example. Of the five 
leading ideas or terms—being, movement, rest, identity, and. difference, 
some unite, some refuse to unite, some unite partially, others generally 
or universally. Movement is opposed to rest, but both unite with 
being, since both are; movement again is not identity, yet it is an 
identical thing—+.e. considered in itself, and even movement may be said 

to partake of rest in a certain sense. Movement again is not diversity, 
yet it partakes of diversity ; it is not being, yet it partakes of being; 
thus non-being passes through all forms ; each is, and yet is not, 
so far as partaking the nature of diversity; each form contains much 
entity and also an infinite abundance of non-entity (pp. 255, 256). 
In this sense non-entity may be said to be. 

The Platonic doctrine here transcends the Elean or Parmenidean, 

blending with it the essential truth of the Ionian or Heraclitean 

theory, aad not only affirming non-entity, but showing how it may 
be said to exist. But it ill becomes a true philosopher to take 
advantage of these antinomies for purposes of mere empty display 
or cayilling disputation (p. 259); since an arbitrary severance of all 
ideas as well as their perverse intermixture must be destructive to 
all reasoning, Reasoning or discourse is the correct association 
of ideas. But non-entity, as already said, extends through all forms 
of being; and if it be capable of mingling and associating with 
opinion and discourse, error and false reasoning may easily ensue. 
Error and falsehood lead to illusion and deception; and so the world 
becomes full of misleading imagery. This was the very point at 
which we before left the Sophist,—protesting that according to the 
deliberate dicta of venerable philosophers, it is impossible to think or 
speak non-entity,—to which is now added the objection that opinion 
and discourse are not among the number of forms with which non- 
entity mingles. A refutation of this objection convicting the Sophist 
of being a wordy imitator or mimic of the real in conformity with the 
general argument extends to p. 264°. 

It remains only to consider whether the Sophist belongs to the class 
of faithful and exact image-makers, or the fantastic class,—distin- 
guished at p. 236¢ from the other. Here we are referred back to the 
initial distinction of all art into acquisitive and creative (p. 219); since 
imitation is a creation of imagery; creative art is either divine or 
human, each creating images as well as things. Human imagery 

~~ 
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is, as before stated, either faithful ‘or fantastic; the latter may be 
effected either by borrowed instrumentality or through the personal 
resources of the individual; by one knowing ‘what he imitates, #.¢. 
the true philosopher—or by one only appearing to know; and this 
either in an ignorant supposition that he does know, or else deliber- 
ately and consciously pretending to a knowledge which he has not. 

_ Of this last sort, some are stump orators or public speakers; others 
exhibiting their insincere ironical pretensions in private discourses, 
are the Sophists, 

The prominent part here assigned to the Elean Stranger, while 
Socrates remains silent, is probably owing to the consideration that the 

- refutation of the purely dialectical fallacies combated in the dialogue 
had been less dramatically appropriate in the mouth of one whose aim 
was mainly ethical, and more especially in order to indicate that in 
Plato’s opinion the Elean or Parmenidean doctrine, understood with 

due qualification and in its most legitimate development, did not really 
warrant the overstrained and perverse inferences drawn from it by 
some of its professed adherents. 

| 
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THEODORUS, SOCRATES, AN ELEAN STRANGER, | 

THEATETUS. 

TxuEop.—Conformably to our yesterday’s agree- 

ment, Socrates, we have come ourselves and have 

216 

brought with us this stranger, by birth an Elean, — 
one of the followers of Parmenides and Zeno, and a 

great philosopher. 

Socr.—Possibly, Theodorus, you have uncon- 
sciously brought with you not a mere mortal visitor, 

but a God; since Homer tells how Gods—the God 

of strangers especially—are wont, in company with 

just and conscientious persons, to come inspecting 

the iniquities and righteousness of men. ‘So per- 

haps this stranger is some higher being who has ~ 

followed you in order to inspect and impeach the 
imperfections of our reasonings, being, in truth, 
some cross-examining God. 

_ Taxop.—Not so, Socrates ; our friend’s argumen- 
a 
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tative method is, comparatively speaking, temperate 

and moderate ;! and though the man, in my opinion, 

is no God, he has nevertheless something divine 

about him; for such, indeed, I hold to be the case 

with all true philosophers. 

Socr.—You do well, my friend; although I fear 

that this kind of man is not much easier to dis- 

tinguish than that of the Gods. For these,—I mean 

the true, not fictitious, philosophers,—assume all 

sorts of fictitious semblances through others’ ignor- 

ance, and in the course of their peregrinations and 

inspection of the life of those below them, appear 

to some nothing worth, while surpassingly excellent 

in the esteem of others. .Sometimes they take the 

form of statesmen, sometimes of (teachers or) 

sophists, while to some they seem as if altogether 

insane. However, I would gladly learn from this 

our guest, if not displeasing to him, what opinion 

his countrymen entertain, and what name they give 

to these several characters. 

TuEop.— W hat characters ? 

Socr.—Those of the Sophist, the politician, and 

the philosopher.? 

THEop.—What specific doubt respecting them 

prompts your inquiry ? 

1 That is, compared with other dialecticians of the same school. 
2 The entire subject would rroage bir Ps disposed of ay adding to 

the the present dialogue a translation o eeetetus and Politicus, with 
illustrations to the former from the Parmenides and Philebus. 

| 

| 
| 
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Socr.—I wish to know whether they esteem them 

as one, or as two, or as three, assigning each of the 

three names to a separate genus. 

-Turop.—There can, I presume, be no objection to 
answer the question ;—how say you, Stranger P 

~ Srranc.—None in the least, Theodorus ; ; there 

is neither scruple nor difficulty in saying that they 

consider them to be three; at the same time, to 

define each of them accurately is no small or easy 

task. 

THEop.—You have accidentally, Socrates, touched 

on matters which we happened to be questioning 

him about before coming here, and he then made 

the same answer to us as now to you, Saying he 

has heard and recollects all about it. 

Socr.—Do not» then, Stranger, refuse the favour 

already asked. Tell us first, however, this—whether 

you prefer to reply in the form of a continuous dis- 

course, or rather in that of answers to a series of 

questions, the form in which once, when young, I 

remember hearing Parmenides deliver some very 

beautiful arguments, he being very old at the time ? 

Srrane.—The colloquial form is certainly better, 

if it be used fluently and easily ; if not, the form of 

monologue were preferable. 
Socr.—Choose, then, among those present one 

with whom to converse, for all will readily follow 
you. But if you take my advice you will select one 

f. 
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of the younger men—Theetetus here, for instance, 

or any other you like. 

Srranc.—I feel ashamed, Socrates, at having 

in this, our first interview, to hold a lengthened 

discourse, either alone or with another, as if to 

make a display; for, in truth, the subject proposed 

is not to be comprised in a simple answer to a 

question as one might think, but is a matter re- 

quiring long discussion. Yet not to comply with 

your and their wishes were rude and unfriendly, 

especially after what you have said; and I accept 

Thesetetus as my fellow dialogist the more eer’ 

because I was. already. conversing With hint in. id 

cipation of your recommendation. atl 
THEZT. —Pray do then, Stranger, consent to 

gratify us all? 

Stranc.—Say no more, Thestetus; I shall now 

address myself to you; and if hereafter you should 

feel fatigue through the prolixity of what you 

undertake, you must not blame me, but your own 

friends here. 

Tueat.—I don’ t fear defeat this~time; but, in 

case of accident, I will take this younger Socrates, 

a crony of my own age, as an ally—one who is 

not unaccustomed to share my exercises. 

Srrane.—Well! settle this between yourselves as 

the discourse proceeds. We will begin, then, our 

mutual enquiry with the Sophist: considering and 
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explaining what he is. At present you and I have 

only the name in common; each of us probably 

entertains a different idea as to the thing. But in 

every matter it is far more important to be agreed 
as to the thing by means of rational explanations, 

than to repeat the name without explanation. Now, 

it is not easy to determine the class or kind in which 

the Sophist is to be placed. But since, in order to 

deal effectually with great and important matters, 

universal experience shews it to be better to ap- 

proach the investigation by means of simple and 

easy examples, I propose that we should do so in 

the present case, and study the obscure nature of 

the Sophist and his mode of action in some familiar 

instance; unless you, Theetetus, can point outa . 

better way. 

Tueat.—I can think of none better. 

Srranc.—Suppose then we take something com- 

mon and trivial, using it as a pattern or illustration 

of a greater thing. 
THExzT.— Well! 

Srranc.—Let us take something easily manage- 
able and familiar, yet admitting rational exposition 

as much as a greater,—a fisherman, for instance ; 

this is a well-known and common thing. 
- Turar.—Certainly. 
Srranc.—I think it may suggest a method and 219 

an explanation not inapposite to our purpose. 
~ 
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THEeat.—Then will it answer well. 

Stranc.—Come, then, let us begin thus: shall 

we call the fisherman an artist; or inartistic, but 

possessing some other faculty. 

Turxt.—Certainly not inartistic ! 

Strane.—But all art falls under two kinds. 

THExtT.—How so P 

Srranc.—Agriculture and all manipulations of 

material body,—the putting together and forming 

of utensils, and the imitative art, all these may be 

called by one name. 

THEat.— What name? 

Stranc.—When one brings into: existence that 

which before had no existence, then we say that he 

who does so makes, and that the thing so brought 

into being is made or created. 

Torxzt.—Right. 

Stranc.—But all the above-recited arts have a 

power of effecting this. 

THExT.—They have. | 

Stranc.—Summing them altogether in one, we 

may call them creative art (qowrtixn). 

THExtT.— Yes. 

Srrane.—On the other hand, all the operations 

of science and knowledge, of money-making, gym- 

nastics, hunting, etc.,—these, as creating nothing 
new, but only taking hold of things existing 

already, in the way of apprehending them by acts 
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or words, or preventing others doing so, may be 

called acquisitive art («TnTwK7). 

THExt.—Just so. 

Srrane.—All art, then, being either creative or 

acquisitive, in which class shall we place the art of 

fishing ? 

THEZxT.—Doubtless in the acquisitive class. 

Stranc.—But is not the acquisitive art: itself of 

two kinds: one carried on by voluntary interchanges 

of gifts, wages, and values; the other, a seizure by 

means of acts or words altogether forcibly ? 

THErxt.—So it appears. 

Strane.—But is not the forcibly acquisitive art 

too susceptible of two-fold division ? 

THEexztT.—How ? 

Srranc.—One kind consisting in open competition, 

the other in secret hunting. 

Toeat.—Yes. 

Srranc.—But the art of hunting too we must 

needs in reason divide. 

TuHEat.—Say how. 

Strane.—Into hunting the inanimate, and hunt- 

ing the animate. 

Turxt.—Of course, if there are both these. 

Srrane.—Of course there must be; and we must 

leave alone the hunting of the inanimate, which, 

for the most part, is nameless, unless it be the art 

of diving and such like; on the other hand, we 
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will call the art of hunting the animate—animal - 
hunting. ° 
THrxt.—Be it so. 

Stranc.—Of animal hunting again there may be 
said to be two sorts: one hunting on dry land, of 

which there are several kinds and names; another, 

the hunting of sailing and floating animals, or liquid 

hunting. 

THrxt.—Certainly. 
Srranc.—Of the floating animals, some are in air, 

some in water. 

Toeat.—Certainly. i 

Stranc.—The hunting of the feathered tribe is 

called fowling. 

THEexzt.—True. 

Srrane.—And the aquatic hunting is almost 

wholly fishing. 

THEZT.— Yes. 

Strane.—But say, shall we not divide this sort 

of hunting also into two chief parts ? 

THExT.— What parts P 

Srrane.—One sort carried on with nets or gins, 
the other with blows. 

Turxt.—How do you distinguish each ? 

Srranc.—One, because everything enclosing and 

constraining another may be called a barrier or net. 

TuErat.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—Such contrivances, whether formed of 
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wicker or twine, or nooses of reeds or drags, are they 

not all snares or nets ? 

THezt.—Doubtless. 

Strane.—This sort of hunting then we may term 
net hunting, or something of the sort. 

THErat.— Yes. 

Srranc.—But the hunting with hooks and spears 

or by a blow, we may call hunting by striking, or 

can you suggest a better name ? | 

THrxt.—Never mind the name; this is quite good 
enough.! 

Srrane.—But of the hunting by blows some is 
carried on by night with torches, so that the fishing 

is called torch fishing. | 

1 The throwing out a network of generalisation or hypothesis is the 
first step towards the construction of science, and Mr. Grote (Plato, 
vol. ii, p. 402) points out the importance, in Plato’s time, of these 

_ examples of systematic classification and analysis, when as yet there 
were no treatises on logic, nor any clearly recognised course of mental 
procedure. It were gratuitous to suppose here a satirical allusion to the 
pedantic hair-splitting practised by contemporary Sophists (Ibid. p. 407 
sel “The positive aim of the Platonic dialectics,’ says Mr. 
Mill (Essays, 3, p. 321) ‘is the direct search for the common feature 
of things classed together, in other words, the meaning of the class- 
name. It comprehends the processes of definition and division, the 
systematic employment of which was a new thing in Plato’s day. 

y are indissolubly connected, division being the only road to 
definition. To find what a thing is it is necessary to set out from 
being in general, or from some large and known kind, including the 
thing sought; to dismember this into its component parts, and these 
again into others, each division being, if possible, only into two 
members, (an anticipation of Ramus and Bentham) marking at each 
stage the distinctive feature differentiating one member from the other. 
By the time we have divided down to the thing sought, we have 
remarked its points of agreement with all the things to which it is 
allied, and also those constituting its differences; and are thus enabled 
to produce a definition of it which is a compendium of its whole nature. 

-~ 
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- Tuezxt.—So it is. 

Srranc.—But that by day may be all called hook — 

fishing, since the spears too which are used in it are 

barbed or hooked. 

THEmtT.—So they say. 

Srrane.—But of the hunting by blows of hooks 
one sort is practised from above, downwards, and is 

called spearing or harpooning. ; : 

TuEmtT.—So indeed they call it. 

Strane.—And there remains one kind only, in 

221 which the hook, unlike the harpoon, does not strike 

any part of the body at random, but always some 

part of the mouth or head, and by means of a reed 

or rod draws the fish from below upwards. Now what 

name, Thesetetus, shall we give to this operation ? 

Turxt.—I think we have now solved the problem 

which it was proposed to unravel. 

Stranc.—You and I, then, are now agreed not 

only as to the name of the art of angling, but as to 

the thing. For of all art one-half was acquisitive, 

the half of this seizing, half of this hunting, half of 

this animal hunting, half of this hunting in a fluid, 

—the lower division of which was the fisherman’s 

art ; of fishing half was fishing by blows, half again 

of this hook fishing ; and the half of this which draws 
from below upwards is the angler’s art, which has ob- 

tained a name! in analogy with the action practised. 
/ 

1 "AgmadtevTiKh 
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Tuexr.—This is certainly very sufficiently ex- 
plained. | 

Srranc.—Come now, let us endeavour to find out 

according to this example what a Sophist is, 

Turazt.—Very well. 
Strane.—In conformity with our plan we have 

to enquire first, whether the angler be an ignoramus 
or possessor of art ? 

Turazr.—Certainly not an ignoramus; I under- 

stand your meaning, namely, that one having the 

name of ‘“Sophist” should possess the thing to 

which the name applies ; but what particular art are 

we to suppose him to possess ? 

Srranc.—What art? has it then escaped us that 

the two men we have been talking of have affinity 

with one another ?. ' 

THEezt.— Which men ? 

Srrane.—Why the angler and the Sophist. 
THEeat.—How so P 

Srranec.—Both appear to me to be hunters. 
TxHExt.— What then is the game of the Sophist ? 

of the other enough has been said. 
Srrane.—Did we not just now divide hunting 

~ into fluid hunting and land hunting? 
TuEenxr.— Yes. 
Srrane.—And that portion of the whole which 

has to do with floating in water we have already 

in 6 
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explained ; the land hunting we left undivided, re- 

marking only that it comprehends many kinds. — 

Turxt.— Yes. 

Srranc.—So far then the Sophist and angler both 
proceed from a common art of acquiring. 

THEeztT.—So it appears. 

Srrane.—But in their animal hunting they sepa- 

rate, one turning to the sea, the rivers and lakes, the 

other to the land, and to certain other rivers, inex- 

haustible pastures as it were of wealth and youth, in 

order to get hold of the animals there nourished. 

Tueat.—How mean you? 

Srrane.—Of the land hunting there were two 

great divisions. 

Taeat.— Which ? 

Srranc.—One the hunting of tame, the other of 
wild animals. 

Turat.—Are tame animals then hunted ? 

Srranc.—Yes; if man be a tame animal. But 

make what supposition -you like: either that there 

is no tame animal, or that some other animal is tame 

and man wild; or will you suppose man to be tame, 

but not an object of chase. Tell me which supposi- 
tion you prefer. : , 

Turat.—I think, my friend, that we are tame 

animals, and that man is an object of chase. 

Srranec.—Let us then say that tame animal hunt- _ 
ing is of two kinds. | 
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TuEext.—How s0 ? 
Srrane.—All robbery, enslavement, tyranny, and 

warfare we place under one head of hunting with 

violence ; but judgment, oratory, affability, we may 

also include in one term as popular conciliation or 

persuasion. 

Turxt.—Very well. 
Srrane.—But of persuasion we may say that 

there are two sorts; one private, the other public. 

Of the former again, one kind seeks pay, the other 

confers gifts. 

Turxt.—I don’t follow this. 

Srrane.—It seems you have not yet paid atten- 

tion to the chase carried on by lovers ? 

TaoEezt.—In what respect ? 

Srrane.—Inasmuch as they confer gifts on the 
beloved objects. 

Toeat.—True. 

Srrane.—Let this then be set apart as the form 

of the lovers’ art.1 But of the mercenary or pay- 

seeking subdivision, that kind which courts popular 

favour, and using pleasure as a bait, seeks only 

_ sustenance for self, all men would, I suppose, call 
the art of pleasing or adulation. 

- Toextr.—Certainly. 

1 The subdivision of hunters of individuals by persuasion into two 
classes, one disinterested and self-sacrificing, the other having profit 
in view, oe to one, though certainly not the only difference 
between the philosopher and Sophist. ; 

223 
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Strane.—But the other kind, professing to court 

association for the sake of cultivating virtue, yet 
receiving reward in the shape of pay, does not this 

deserve a different appellation ? 

Turar.—Certainly it does. 

Srranc.—But what name? Try and tell us. 
Turzt.—It is evident. We seém now to have 

discovered the Sophist: this, I think, is the fitting 
name for him. 

Stranc.—So then, according to our present course 

of reasoning, Thestetus, the Sophistical art is a sort 

of acquisitive’ land-animal-hunting, a chase of indi- 

vidual men for money reward, a hunting of rich and 

noble young men by seeming educators. 

Turxt.—Such it certainly appears. 

Srranc.—But let us also consider it thus; for the 

object of our present enquiry is no trivial thing, but 

a very various and complicated one; it would seem 

indeed from what was before said not to be of the 

kind now stated, but something quite different. 
THErxt.—How so ? 

Srranc.—We divided, I think, the acquisitive art 

into hunting, and another kind carried on by way 
of exchange ? 

TuEztr.—lIt was so. 

Srranc.—But of exchanges there are two sorts, 

one by way of gift, the other of purchase. 
Turxt.—Yes. 
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Srrane.—And shall we also divide purchase into 
two kinds ? 

Turzt.—How ? 

Srranc.—By distinguishing fitags exchanging 

their own productions from those exchanging the 

productions of others. 

Turxzt.—Very well. 
Srranc.—But of all exchange, is not that which 

takes place within the same city, constituting nearly 

half of the whole, called retail traffic ? 

THEazt.— Yes. 

Srranc.—And that which occurs in the way of 
purchase and sale between city and city is called 

wholesale or mercantile ? 

TuEeat.—Of course. 

Srranc.—And observe, one kind of trade ex- 

changes for money things for the use and nourish- 
ment of the body, another things for the use of the 
soul. 

Tuzxt.—How mean you ? 
Srrane.—That which concerns the soul escapes us, | 

perhaps; the other kind we understand well enough. 

THezxzt.—Yes. 
Srrane.—Well then, may we not say that he 

who imports and furnishes the different kinds of 

ernamental culture, the arts of music, painting, 

wonder-workmg, and other aids of the soul, destined 

either for its amusement or instruction, deserves the 
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name of trader or merchant, quite as much as the 
purveyor of meat and drink. 

THEext.—Very true. 

Srranc.—And does not the same name belong 

also to him who buys knowledge and sells it again 

from city to city ? 

ToEezt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—But of this traffic in commodities for 

‘the soul may not one part be justly styled display ; 

while the other, though no less ridiculous than the 

former, must nevertheless, as a selling of learning, 

be called by some analogous name ? 

TuEeat.—Certainly. 

Srrane.—Of this traffic in knowledge and learn- 

ing, then, that part which concerns the arts generally 

must be called by one name, that which concerns 

virtue by another. 
THEatT.—Very true. 

Srranc.—Dealing in arts and accomplishments 

is a sufficient designation of the one; for the other 

do you yourself devise a name. 

THEext.—What other name can we well give it 

but that of the Sophistical art which we are now 

seeking ? 

Srranc.—No other, certainly! Now then let us 

recapitulate the heads of our second description of 

it, having the characteristics of acquisition, acquisi- 

tion by exchange, commercially exchanging, trading, 
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trading in commodities concerning the soul, namely, 

in reasonings and knowledge, and trafficking in virtue. 

Turzt.—Very true. 3 

Srrane.—Again, thirdly, if any one coming to 
establish himself in the city should propose to get 

his living by selling such stores of learning, partly 

purchased and partly fabricated by himself, you 

would give him no other name. 

Turzt.—Certainly. 

Stranc.—That acquisitive art, then, which is 

carried on by traffic and exchange, whether the 

commodities sold are bought or self-produced, must 

in both cases, if dealing with commodities of learn- 

ing, be termed Sophistical. 

Turzt.—Certainly; such is the necessary in- | 
ference. 

Stranc.—Let us also consider whether what we 

are now seeking is not allied to something like 

the following :—Of the acquisitive art one part, 
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you may recollect, we defined as contentious or com- 
petitive. 

Torat.—True. : 

Srranc.—We may then, as usual, divide it into 

two sorts—the struggle of rivals, and the fight of 

| foes. | 

ToEezt.—Well. 
Srrane.—Of fighting, that kind which is’ carried 

on bodily between man and man may be termed 
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violent ; whereas strife carried on in words against 

words is controversy. 

THEemtT.—Yes. | 

Srrane.—But controversies are of two sorts: 

those publicly held in continuous discourses on 

questions of just and unjust are legal pleadings; 

those privately conducted in the form of question 

and answer are called disputations. 

ToEmr.—Yes. 

Srranc.—But disputation, so far as it concerns 

business contracts, and is carried on carelessly and 

unartificially, though recognisable as a _ separate 

kind, has not obtained a distinct name in former 

time, nor shall it now from us. 

Turxt.—Certainly ; for it concerns only a variety 

of small trivialities. 

Srrane.—But the artificial kind, which treats 

generally the nature of justice and injustice and 
other matters, we are wont to call “eristic” or 

wrangling. 

Toexzt.—Yes. 

Srranc.—But of wrangling—one sort destroys 

wealth, the other increases it. 

THext.—Very true. 

Srranc.—That which occurs to the neglect of our 

private affairs, to gratify the idle garrulity of the 

speaker, and often to the disgust of the hearers, may, 
I think, be called prosing or babbling. | 
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Tunxr.—So it may, indeed. 

Strrane.—And the kind opposed to this, which 
makes money out of private disputations, what would 

you term it ? 

Turemt.— What answer can be given to such a 

question except that we have here a fourth cha- 

racteristic of the wonderful being we are in search 

of, namely the Sophist ? 

Srrane.—It doubtless is that acquisitive race 

which, practising the general art of wrangling and 

controversy, is specially distinguished by the private 

character of its contentions and their lucrative re- 

sults.! | 

THEaT.—Very true. 

Srranc.—You see, then, how true it is that this - 

is a various and “very questionable animal—one not 

to be caught with the left hand, as the saying is. 

Tueat.—Nay ; we must use both hands. 

Srranc.—True; and let us do our best to do so, 

following up its footmarks, for instance, as follows : 

say, do we not sometimes employ household terms ? 

1 The class of acquisitive artists leads to the identification of the 
Sophist as a practitioner in the way of arbitrary seizure,—as a hunter 
or fisher of men—a hunter for profit; while through another deriva- 
tion from the same genus, through acquirers by consent, we come to 
-exchangers—itinerant hawkers providing merchandise for the mind, 
the purveyors of accomplishments and sophists. Again, a reference to 
the class of acquirers without consent leads, through the subdivision 
contenders, to the specification of fighters or contenders in argument, 
public pleaders and private disputants ; some wrangling as amateurs, © 
others professionally ; and here, too, we find the sophist, 
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Txrxt.—To which do you allude ? 

Srranc.—Expressions such as straining, filtering, 

sifting, sorting ?} 

THEeat.—Of course. 

Srranc.—Moreover, carding, weaving, combing, 

and many other expressions used in the arts. 

Turat.—For what particular purpose of explana- 

tion do you select these instances ? 

Srrane.—All these instances denote division and 

separation. 

THExt.— Yes. 

Strane.—Since, then, one operation pervades 

them all, we may apply one name to all. 

Turxt.—What name ? 

Srrane.—The discriminative art (Diacritike). 

Turxt.—Be it so. 

Srranc.—Consider, now, if there be two sorts of 

this. : 

THEratT.—You are rather too quick for me. 

Srrane.—Of the divisions alluded to, some are of 

better from worse, some of like from like. 

THExT.—So, indeed, it seems. 

Srranc.—F'or one of these I have no name; but 

1 Another specification of the Sophist branches off here from one of 
the miscellaneous arts alluded to, namely those consisting in sifting or 
separating, one kind of which is purification, leading to the subdivision 
mental purification; this being indeed the proper task of the generic 
Sophist or genuine teacher;—the instrument for effecting it is the 
Elenchus,—the process of dialectial refutation, which however admits 
of being prostituted to purposes very inferior to its true and rightful 
aim of purification. 
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for that which leaves the good and rejects the bad, I 
have one. 

THEat.— What is it? 

Srranc.—All separation of this nature is called, 
I think, purification. 

THrzr.—So it is. 

Srranc.—And are there not two sorts of purifi- 

cation P 

Turxt.—Yes, perhaps, if one had time to con- 

sider ; but I don’t at present see it. 

Stranc.—The various kinds of bodily purification 

may be comprehended under one name. | 

THExt.— What are they? 

Stranc.—In regard to animal bodies, the legi- 
timate inward purifications of exercise and medi- 

cine; in regard -to the outside, all that is effected 

by bathing; in the inanimate, all that is done: by 

the fuller’s art and by cosmetics, suggesting many 

minute specialities and ridiculous terms. 

Tueazt.—Certainly. 

Srrane.—Yes, Theetetus; but our method of 

enquiry cares little for differences of quality or 

utility in the particular kinds of purification cited 

as examples. For its aim is clear and definite 

ideas;' for this it endeavours to distinguish in all 

1 See Mr. Grote’s excellent remarks—(Plato, vol. ii. p. 406)—on 
the tendency of prejudices of emotional sentiment to intrude preju- 
dicially into philosophical enquiries ;—no obstacle to the discovery of 
truth being more general or more pernicious than this. 
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arts that which is similar or dissimilar, treating 

all for its own particular purpose as being on the 

same footing in regard to dignity—none of them, 

indeed, as more despicable than another if only it 
can supply a useful analogy. For instance, it does 

not esteem the hunting pursued in a military cam- 

paign more really important than the hunting of 

vermin, but only a more ostentatious and pretentious 

sort of it. In reference to your question, it matters not 

by what name we denominate the various purifica- 

tions of animate or inanimate bodies ; only it should 

be one comprehending all, purifications of the soul 

excepted. Our sole object, at present, is to separate 

mental from other sorts of purification. 

Turxt.—I understand, and admit two sorts: one 

relating to the body, the other to the soul. 

Stranc.—Very well. Now listen; try to diwtae 

the kind just alluded to into two parts. 

Tueat.—Lead, and I will try to follow you in 
the division. 

Srranc.—Do we not reckon vice as differing from 

virtue in the soul ? 

THeat.—Certainly. 

Stranc.—And purification was found to consist 
in leaving the one and expelling what is evil ? 

TuEext.—Of course. 
Srranc.—Any expulsion of depravity from the 

soul then may properly be termed purification 
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Tue ztr.—Certainly. 
Srranc.—We may, I think, distinguish two kinds 

of mental depravity,—one analogous to bodily sick- 

ness, the other to bodily deformity. 
Tuorear.—I don’t follow. 

Srranec.—Are not sickness and sedition identical 

things ? 

Tuezt. I don’t quite see. 

Srrane.—Is not sedition a corruption of some- 
thing naturally allied, in consequence of some dis- 

cord ? 

Turmt.—Yes. 

Srrane.—And is deformity anything but the 

repulsive appearance arising wherever harmony is 

absent ? 

Turxt.—Nothing else. 

Srranc.—Well then,—do we not see in the souls 

of the ill-conditioned, opinion at issue with desire, 

fortitude with pleasure, reason with pain, and indeed 

discord of all kinds? | 

ToEraxt.—Certainly. 
Srranc.—Nevertheless all these elements are 

naturally allied ? 

Ture xt.—Of course they are. 
 Srranc.—We may therefore aptly call vice a 
sedition and disease of the soul. 
Turat.—Very truly so. 
Srrane.—But when things having motion and a 

228 
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certain end in view, fail in their efforts to reach it 

by being carried hither and thither by particular 

impulses, shall we say that the failure arises from 

internal harmony and congruity, or from incon- 

gruity P 

Turzt.—Evidently through incongruity. 

Srranec.—But we are certain that all ignorance 

is contrary to the instincts of the soul. 

THERT.—Quite so. 

Srrane.—lIgnorance, however, is only the error 

of a soul aiming at truth, but swerving from its 

course. 

TaEeat.—Assuredly. 

Srranc.—An ignorant soul must therefore be 

considered deformed and inharmonious ? 

THEezxt.—So it appears. 

Srranc.—There are then two kinds of evil beset-~ 

ting it; one called by the many vice or depravity, 

and being most certainly a disease in it; the other 

ignorance ; but this they will not allow to be the 

special vice of the soul. 

TuEeat.—I must admit the truth of what I just 

now doubted, namely what you said about there 

being two kinds of vice in the soul ; cowardice, 
intemperance, injustice, and faults of this deserip- 

tion, must be allowed to be diseases; but the state 

of ignorance in its various phases is deformity. 
Srrane.—But now, so far as the body is con- 

iii 
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cerned, are there not two arts dealing with these 

two evils respectively ? 

THEeat.— What are they ? 

Srrane.—Gymuastics for deformity, medicine for 
disease. 

Turxzt.— Tis so indeed. 
Srrane.—To repress insolence, injustice, coward- 

ice, etc., is not the best preservative that which 

punishes, namely law or justice P 

Turzt.—So it appears, to human estimation at 
least. 

Srrane.— But for ignorance generally what 

remedy is there except instruction ? 

THEext.—None. 

229 

Srranc.—But now, consider; is there one kind © 

of instruction only or several; and of many are not 

two of supreme importance? Reflect! 

Tuezt.—Well. I am reflecting. 

Stranc.—It seems to me that we shall best. get 

an answer by considering whether ignorance does 
not admit a two-fold division, for so each of its 

divisions will ask its own special remedy. 

Turmt.—Do you see the way to a solution ? 

Srrane.—Yes, I do think I see a great and very 
dangerous kind of ignorance, which alone may well 

be considered equivalent to all its other forms. 
Turxt.— Which is it ? 
Srrane.—The fancying we know when we are in 
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fact ignorant; out of which mistake almost all our 
intellectual errors arise. 

Torzt.—True. 

Stranc.—I think it is this sort of ignorance 

which has specially earned the name stupidity 

(apabia). 

Tuexzt.—Very true. 

Srrane.—Which kind of instruction then shall 
we propose as a remedy for this? 

Tuexr.—All other teaching may, I think, be called 

handicraft teaching ;' the kind here particularly re- 

quired is among us at Athens called education. 

Srrane.—So it is, Thestetus, by nearly all the 

Greeks; but let us consider whether education be 

entirely homogeneous, or something admitting divi- - 
sion. 

TuExT.—We must consider this. 

Srrane.—It seems to me then to be susceptible 

of division,—of the teaching by means of discourse 

one way appears to me difficult, the other easier. 

Turat.—Tell me which they are. 

Srrane.—One is the respectable hereditary prac- 

tice used of old, and even now, when a fault is 

committed, either in the way of angry reprimand or 

1 “The object of the education usually given to the poor in England 
is not to help them on, to inspire them with intelligence and energy— 
it is rather to teach them to do their duty in the state of life to which, 
as said in the Catechism, they have been called. First get your state © 
or society, and then train individuals and classes to fit their proper 
niches in it.”"—Saturday Review, Nov. 28, 1867, p. 656, . 
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mild reproval; all this may pass by the name of 

admonition. 

THExtT.—So it is. 

Stranc.—But the other kind,—since some seem, 

after mature reflection, to have come to the conclu- 

sion that all ignorance is involuntary, and that no 

one esteeming himself wise would wish to learn the 

things which he thinks he already knows, and under 

any circumstances would benefit but little from the 

admonitory method— 

Tarzt.—And they are right. 

Srrane.—So they address themselves in another 

way to eradicate this opinion. 

Tuear.—How ? | 

Srranc.—They question a man as to things about 

which he thinks he can speak when in reality he 

cannot. They expose the vacillating uncertainty of 

his opinions, placing the latter as summarised from 

the discourse side by side in clear contrast, so as 

to show their essential weakness and inconsistency. 

Seeing this, their authors get angry with them- 

selves and at the same time more tolerant towards 

- others; and in this way they become emanci- 

pated from strongly self-complacent and invete- 

rate prejudices, an emancipation very pleasant to 

listen to and very salutary to the patient himself.! 

1 This will of course be recognised as a description of the method of 
the Elenchus as used by Socrates himself. “ 

7 
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For as physicians consider that the body cannot — 

properly profit by the nourishment given it, until 

obstructions have been removed, so these purifiers 

of the soul believe that it cannot make proper use 

of instruction until obstructive opinions have been 

expelled, and the patient, shamed by refutation, 
becomes intellectually pure and clear, thinking he 

knows what he really knows, and nothing more. 

Turat.—This is a most excellent and wise pro- 

ceeding. 

Stranc.—For all these reasons, Thestetus, the 

‘Elenchus (criticism or argumentative refutation), 

appears to me the greatest and most effectual of all 

purifications, and that he who has not passed 

through this ordeal, even were he the great king 

himself, is impure, ignorant, and uncomely in the 

important matters most concerning his real happi- 

ness. 

Turzr.—Very true. 

Srranc.—But, now, what shall we call those using 

this art ; for I fear to call them Sophists. 

THEazT.— Why so? . 

Srranc.—Lest we ascribe to them a higher honour 
than they deserve. 

Turar.—Yet the description just given resembles 

something of the sort. 

Srrane.—So does a wolf a dog, the wildest 
animal the tamest. But a prudent man will be 
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cautious in’ making comparisons, for this is a very 

slippery and hazardous kind. Nevertheless let them 

pass as such; for, if we are sufficiently on our guard, 

there will, I apprehend, be no dispute about small 

differences. 

Turxt.—No, it is not likely. 

Stranc.—Of the discriminative or separative art 

then, let us take the purifying; of purification gene- 

rally the purification of the soul ;. of this instruction, 

of instruction generally, education ; and of education 

generally let. that part which consists in refuting the 

false semblance of wisdom be called, for the reason 

now given, the noble art of the genuine or generic 

Sophist. 

THExT.—So be it. But I am at a loss now, in 

consequence of so much having been brought for- 

ward, what we are to say with confidence that the 

Sophist really is. 

StrRaANG.—You' may well be puzzled; yet even- 

the Sophist himself will now probably feel not a 

little puzzled how to escape our analysis ; since 

as the proverb says, it is not easy to escape 

all traps; let us then attack him now with all our 

might. 

' Turatr.—Well. 
Srrane.—Let us, however, first breathe awhile, 

considering with ourselves, while resting, the many 

various forms under which the Sophist has presented 
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himself to us; first; I think, he was found to be a 

mercenary hunter of the young and rich ? 

THEeat.—Yes. 

Srranc.—Secondly, a kind of trafficker in instruc- 

tion of the soul. 

THExtT.—Just so. 

Stranc.—Thirdly, a retailer of these same com- 

modities. 

Turxt.—Yes, and, fourthly, a seller of wares of 

this nature of his own manufacture. 

Stranc.—Correctly recapitulated: I will now 

try to recall a fifth characteristic ; in the depart- 

ment of contention he was defined as a wrestler with 

words, a professor of the art of wrangling. 

THEezt.—He was. 

Stranc.—A sixth characteristic was left in some 

uncertainty ; yet we allowed, though with some 

slight misgiving, that the Sophist purifies the soul 

from prejudices obstructive to real knowledge. 

THExt.—So we did. 
Srranc.—But do you not perceive that when a per- 

son appears conversant with a variety of things, while 
nominally professing only a single art, this appear- 

ance is not wholesome, the spectator not being able to 

see the common kind referred to by the various accom- 

plishments of such artist, whence he is induced to 
give their possessor many names instead of one ?! 

1 This refers to the perplexity just before expressed by Theztetus 
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THExtT.—So it indeed seems. 

Srrane.—Let us not then through indolence un- 

dergo the same sort of misconception in our enquiry, 

but let us recall to mind the various predicates as- 

signed to the Sophist ;—one particular trait seemed 

to me especially to mark him. 

ToEezt.— Which ? 

Srranec.—Did we not describe him as a disputer 

or wrangler ? 

THEexztT.—Yes. 

Strane.—And also a teacher of this qualification 

to others ? 

Turat.—Of course. 

Strane.—Let us then consider about what things 

such persons undertake to qualify others to dispute , . 

and suppose we begin our inquiry thus :—say, do 

they profess to do this in relation to divine things, 

which are non-apparent to the many ? 

Turezt.—They are certainly said to do so. 

Stranc.—And what of the conspicuous phenomena _ 

of earth and sky and things pertaining to these ? 

Torezt.—The answer must be the same. 

Srrane.— When in private conversation questions 

arise about generation and existence generally, do 

. (231¢.), who feels confused by the many different characteristics of 
the Sophist as above described ; the only way of dissipating the 
obscurity is to consider well the specific nature of the subject, and in 
the man of many ostensible faculties and varieties of accomplishment 
to look to those general features and that common essence to which 
they all refer. ~ 

- 
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we not find them powerful in reply and able to make 
others equally so P 

Turaxt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—But again in regard to the laws and 
political affairs, do they not undertake to give 

ability to argue about these also P 

TuHEemt.—Assuredly no one would converse with 

them if they did not promise this.! 

Srranc.—In regard to the arts, all and singular, 

is it not published and laid down in writings, what 

replies are to be made to the professors of such arts ? 

TuExt.—You seem to allude to the writings of 

Protagoras having to do with wrestling and other 

arts. 

Srranc.—And many other similar writings also, 

my good friend; may we not then say in a word 

that the art of wrangling implies ability to argue 

about everything ? 

TuHEext.—It, indeed, seems to omit nothing. 

Strranc.—But, in the name of heaven, boy, do 

you think this possible? Perhaps you youngsters 

see this matter more clearly than us old folks. 

THEeat.—What mean you? I don’t quite under- 

stand the question. 

1 Mr. Grote, not being “sufficiently on his guard,” as recommended 
at p. 231, disclaims the distinction here drawn between true and false 
teachers; he says that Plato, being unwilling to allow the Elenchus— 
the great Socratic accomplishment—to be shared by the Sophists, “ finds 
or invents a subtle distinction to keep them off.””—Plato, vol. ii. p. 410. 
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Srranc.—Whether it be possible for one man to 
understand all things ? 

Turzxt.—Happy, indeed, should we be if it were 

so ! 

Srranc.—How, then, can one who is unskilled 

say anything to the purpose in arguing with the 

skilled ? 

Turat.—He cannot. 
Srranc.—In what, then, consists the marvel of 

the sophistical art P 

Tarat.—How shewn ? 
Stranc.—In the power they possess of making 

young people think that they themselves are wisest 

of all and on all subjects. or it is clear that if 

they neither answered correctly, nor seemed to their 

hearers to do so, or did not leave the discussion with 

increased reputation for cleverness, what you just 

now suggested hypothetically would be realised— 

none would choose to pay them or learn from them. 

Turxt.—Scarcely, indeed ! 

Stranec.—But as it is, they do choose to do so. 

THemt.—Yes; very eagerly. 

Srrane.—Il presume, then, it is because they ap- 

pear to be intelligently conversant with the matters 

upon which they dispute. 

Tuext.—Certainly. 
Srrane.—And they dispute on all subjects ? 
TuEat.—Yes. 
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Strana.—They appear, then, wise in the eyes of 

their disciples on all subjects ?' 

Turmt.—Of course. 
Srranc.—But not as being really so; for this was 

found to be impossible ? 

THexzt.—Clearly. 

Srranc.—So, then, the Sophist is found to profess 

a seeming universal wisdom, not a real ? 

Turaxt.—Certainly ; and this appears to describe 

him exactly. 

Srrane.—Suppose we take a stil more evident 

illustration. 

THEeazt.— W hat is it ? 

Srrane.—This—and consider well before an- 

swering. 

L'urat.— Well ; say what. 

Srranc.—Suppose any one were to profess to be 

able not merely to speak and to reply, but to make 

and do all things by one art. 

1 Old things reappear in new forms, and the present is little more 
than the past in altered costume. How striking, for instance, the 
resemblance between the ancient Sophist and the “serenely omniscient 
reviewer” of modern times, for whom nothing is too obscure or com- 
plicated, and who lectures the professors of the several sciences in the 
elementary terminology of their own departments! Mr. Grote (Plato, 
vol. ii. p. 432) remarks that in an age when “ positive knowledge” 
was scanty, it was natural for a clever talker or writer to fancy he 
knew every thing; yet this seems equally easy in days superabounding 
with this same sort of knowledge, especially if the pretension be made 
before an audience having less knowledge than positiveness. The 
professor on the other hand unfortunately often loses in point of 
comprehensiveness what he gains in precision, and is apt to speak in a 
uniformly assured tone on matters with which he is ill-acquainted. 
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Tuezt.—How all ? 
Strane.—You forthwith forget the prime point 

of the question ;—you don’t understand, it seems, 

what I mean by all? 

THEeat.—No. 

Stranc.—I mean by all that which comprehends 

you and me, and, moreover, other things, both animal 

and vegetable. 

ToEeat.—How say you ? 

SrraNG.—Suppose one were to profess to be able 

to make you and me and all natural products ? 

Tuext.—What kind of making mean you by 
this? Not that of a husbandman, I suppose; for 

the maker you spoke of is a maker of animals. 

Srranc.—Yes; maker also of sea and land, of . 

the heaven, of the gods, and of all things; one who, 

having made these things, disposes of each of them 

for a very small amount. 

THEeat.—You are jesting. 
Strane.—And pray, then, shall we not esteem it | 

a jest that any one should profess to know all things, 

and to teach all for a small sum in a short space of 

time ? 

Turaxt,—Certainly we must. 
Srrane.—Of jesting or sporting, now, is there any 

‘more agreeable or ingenious kind than imitation ? 
Tuext.—None. In that one word you sum up 

a very large and most multifarious genus. 

234 
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Srrane.—He, then, who should profess to be able 

to make all things by one art, might, by forming 

homonymous imitations of things, for instance, by 

the art of painting, and by showing such painted 

images to silly little children at a distance, cheat 

them into a belief of his being able to make any of 

the things he chose. 

THrazt.—Very likely. 

Srranc.—Well, then, in the case of word imita- 

tions by the art of language, is it not the same? Is 

it not possible, by means of discourses, so to impose 

on the ears of young people, who are still far from 

the truth of things, by exhibiting all sorts of wordy 

imagery to them, to make them believe that the 

things spoken are true, and that the speaker is 

universally wise and wisest of men ? 

Tueat.—Certainly, there may be such an art. 

Srranc.—And is if not inevitable, Thesetetus, that 

the majority of such hearers, when, with advancing 

time and age they become more closely intimate with 

realities, and compelled by experience to see things 

as they are, should change their previous opinions, 

so that what appeared great before should now seem 

little, and that which was easy, difficult—in short, 

that all the phantastic notions so engendered by dis- 

courses should be entirely upset by being brought 

into contact with practical facts ? 

Turezt.—Yes, so far as I can judge. But I must 
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admit myself to be of the number of those who are 

still far remote from truth. 

Srranc.—We, then, who are here present, will 

endeavour to bring you as near to it as possible 

without the painful teaching of experience. But 

now tell me about the Sophist;—is it agreed that 

he is a juggler or impostor, as being an imitator of 235 

reality, or do you really suppose he really possesses 

scientific knowledge of the things about which he 

professes to dispute ? 

Tueat.—How can he? Surely it is clear from 

what has been said, that he is one of those occupied 

with child’s play.’ 

Srranc.—One must then call him a mimic and a 

mountebank. 

Tarxt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—Now, then, we must be careful not to let 

the quarry again give us the slip; for we have now 

pretty nearly enclosed him in a network of argu- 

ment, from which he cannot escape. 

THrxzt.— What network ? 

Srrane.—We have convicted him of being a cer- 

tain kind of juggler. 

Turmt.—So it seems to me, too. 

Srranc.— We must then at once search carefully 

1 Abundant instances of this might be cited from the language used 
by materialists confounding perceptions with realities, their so-called 
“facts”’ often being mere elementary conceptions or mental impressions. 
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the image-making art, and, invading its confines, 

seize the Sophist, if he await our coming, so as to- 

deliver him up captive to the king! whose servants 

we are; or if he try to escape by any bye-path of 

the mimetic art, we must follow him up, continually 

dividing the department containing him, until he be 

caught ; for neither he nor any other shall ever boast 

of being able to escape the method of those who can 

thus follow up the game both severally and generally. 

TuErzT.—Well said, so let us do. 

Stranc.—Following our former plan of subdi- 

vision I think I now see two kinds of imitative art ; 

but am not yet able to discern in which of them the 

species now sought is to be found. 

TuEat.—Tell us first what two kinds you mean. 

_ Srrane.—One is the assimilative art. This is 

when any one produces an imitation according to 

the true dimensions or proportions of the original 

in length, breadth, and thickness, adding colours 

suitable to the respective objects. 

TuEextT.—But do not all imitators do the like ? 

Srranc.—Not those who paint or mould any 

great work. For you know that if they were to 

give the true and exact proportions of the beautiful, 

the upper portions would necessarily seem smaller, 

the lower larger, on account of their respective dis- 

tance or nearness to the eye. So that here the artist, 

1 Reason, that is; Comp. the Menexenus, ch. x., p. 240». 
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abandoning literal copying, tries to give not the 

real but the seeming and most agreeable proportions 

to his imitative work. 

TorztT.—Certainly. 
Strane.—May we not then call the one, as being 

copied, a faithful image or copy ? 

THEext.—Yes. 

Stranc.—And the department of the imitative 

art concerned with this is called, as we have said, 

assimilative. 

Turat.—lt is so. 

Srrane.—But what shall we term that which 

appears indeed from a fitting point of view to 

resemble the beautiful, but which, when seen by one 

able to form a just estimate of such matters, is not 

really like’ the thing it professes to be like? Must 

we not call it an appearance or phantasm, since it 

appears to be like, but is not ? 

Turat.—Certainly. 
Srrane.—And is not this sort very common in 

‘painting and all imitative art ? 

Turat.—Of course. | 

Strane.—The art, then, which produces a phan- 

tasm, but not a true image or copy, we may term 

phantastic ? 

Turat.—And rightly. 

Srrane.—But I before doubted in which of the 
two kinds I should place the Sophist, and this doubt 
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still continues: for he is truly a marvellous being, 

very difficult to understand thoroughly. You see 

how very adroitly and cleverly he has at this moment 

hid himself in a genus in which it is very hard to 

find him out. 

THEaZT.—So it seems. 

Srrane.—Does your assent proceed from know- 
ledge and conviction, or has a certain rush of words 

hurried you into hasty assent through the mere 

habit of assenting ? 

THrat.— What mean you by the question ? 

Srrane.—Most certainly, my friend, we are en- 

gaged in a very arduous investigation. For that a. 

thing should appear and be thought. to be, yet not 

be, or that a man should assert certain things,: yet 

not true things, all this is now, as it ever was, full of 

difficulty. It is indeed very difficult to see how a man 

can be said to affirm or suppose falsehood really to 

exist without being involved in a contradiction.} 

THEaxt.—How so ? 

1 The proposed distinction between faithful and supposititious imita- 
tion, or between the truly imitative and the phantastic art, leads to 
new perplexity, owing to the current quibble about the impossibility 
of predicating falsehood. For falsehood is that which is not; how 
then can it be said to exist? This was an inference derived from the 
memorable dictum of Parmenides denying the real existence of all 
except that true existence which is recognised by reason.. Now false- 
hood is mere non-entity ; he who i necessarily affirms that 
something 7s, and he who says that which is says truth. Moreover 
non-entity has no predicates—for instance that of number; it cannot 
even be conceived or spoken, for the very predicates inconceivable and: 
ineffable require the connecting copula “is,” which was supposed to 
mean affirmation of existence. Hence it would seem az if Sophistry © 

et 
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Srrane.—Because this would be equivalent to 
affirming non-entity to exist; since, otherwise it 

were impossible for falsehood to exist. The great 

Puarmenides, my son, was always conjuring us both 

in prose and verse to this effect— 

“‘ Never affirm that non-entities exist ; 

But carefully guard your mind from this way of thinking.” 

Such was his testimony, and a little consideration 

of the subject will clearly prove its correctness. 

Suppose, then, we examine it a little? 

Turmt.—I am quite at your disposal, and pray 

conduct the argument as may be most suitable; lead 

the way and I will follow. 
Srranc.—So be it then. And now tell me; do 

we ever venture to speak that which in no respect is ? 

Tuext.—Why not ? 
Stranc.—Suppose that, not jestingly or for con- 

tention’s sake, but in sober earnest, one had to 

answer as to how and in reference to what the 

phrase “non-entity” should be used, what. think 

you would be the reply ? 

Turat.—You ask a difficult and to me altogether 

insoluble question. 

in the sense of false representation were impossible—so that it becomes 
necessary to qualify the saying of Parmenides by the consideration that’ 
non-entity—and consequently falsehood—may Je or exist in a certain 
way. Here commences the famous discussion about existence, the 
foundation of faith and truth as contrasted with fallacious seeming, and 
thus forming the basis of the essential distinction between the philoso- 
pher and Sophist. : 

- 
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Stranc.—But this, at least, is clear that non- — 

entity cannot be ascribed to any entity. 

THEmxt.—How can it ? 

Strane.—lf, then, not to be ascribed to an entity, 

it cannot be ascribed to anything. 

THrxt.—No, indeed. 

Stranc.—But it is evident that the word ‘ some- 

thing” is always applied to some entity ; we cannot 

pronounce “something”? nakedly as it were, and 

as wholly destitute of reality ; is it not so? 

TuEeatT.—Impossible. 

Stranc.—And do you admit that when we 

speak of something we necessarily mean some one 

thing P 

Turaxt.— Yes. 

Srranc.—You admit that “ something’ means 

one thing, “somethings”? many ? 

Torxt.—Of course. 

Srranc.—And does it not follow that he who 

speaks of that which is not something necessarily 

speaks of nothing ? 

ToEemt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—Must it not further be allowed that one 

undertaking to speak of non-entity not only speaks — 

of nothing, but does not even speak at all ? 

TuEeat.—This seemingly ends the difficulty. 

Srranc.—Don’t exult too soon, my good friend, 

for the difficulty is before us still, and, indeed, the 
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primary and greatest difficulty of all, since it con- 

cerns the very essence of our argument. 

Toezt.—How? Explain yourself. 

Srranc.—To any existing thing another thing 

may, you will allow, be added ? 

Tureazt.—Of course. 

Stranc.—But can anything which is be added 

to that which is not ? 

Tuext.—Impossible. 

Stranc.—But the general attribute of number, does 

not this belong to (the category of) existing things ? 

TuErxzt.—Yes, if indeed any other thing can be 

said to be. 

Stranc.—We must not, then, attempt to ascribe 

number, either as plurality or unity to the non-existent. 

THEmtT.—It would certainly be improper to do so, 

as the argument shows. 

Strrane.—But how can any one speak or think 

of the non-existent, either as one or as many, apart 

from number ? | 

TuEext.—How, indeed ! 

Srrane.— When we speak of “non-existent things” 

do we not predicate number ? ! 

Turmat.—Of course. 
Srranc.—And is not speaking of “the non- 

existent” the speaking of unity? 

1 The words “ predicate,” “‘ category,” etc., here used in translating, 
properly belongs to a later vocabulary. 

~ , 8 
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TuoEeat.—Clearly. 

Srrane.—And yet we just now denied it to be— 

just or right to add the existent to the non- 
existent. 

Turzt.—Very true. 

Srrane.—You see, then, that it is impossible 

rightly to speak or think of the non-existent alone 

and by itself, it being unthinkable, unspeakable, 

unpronounceable, and irrational. 

Tueat.—Certainly. 

.  Srrane.—Was I then wrong just now in saying I 

had still to state its greatest difficulty ? 

TuEeat.—How indeed can there be a greater 

difficulty than this ? 

Strane.—Do you not perceive, my good friend, 

from what has been said, that he who undertakes to 

refute the non-existent is obliged, by the very nature 

of his subject, to contradict himself ? 

Turxzt.—How say you? explain, more clearly. 

Srrane.—It is vain to look to me for a clearer 

explanation. I before showed that neither unity 

nor plurality could be ascribed to the non-existent ; 

now I speak of it as one; I say “the non-existent.” 
Do you understand ? 

Turmt.— Yes. : 

Srranc.—And yet just before I said it was unutter- 
able, unpronounceable, irrational ;—do you follow me? 

TuEeat.—To a certain extent—yes. 
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Srranc.—Do I not contradict myself in trying to 

combine being with non-being ? 

Turztr.—So it seems. 

Srrane.—Did I not in fact attempt to make this 

combination when speaking of non-entity as a unity ? 

THrat.— Yes. 

Strane.—And while declaring it irrational and 

ineffable, I spoke of this ineffable non-entity as one ? 

THEeaztT.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—But I am assuming that in strictness 

we ought to speak of it neither as one, nor as many, 

nor indeed to name it at all; since by so doing we 

necessarily mention it as one. 

Turzt.—Assuredly. 
Srrane.—Why then continue the exposition as 

from myself, being proved both before and now to 

be at fault and defeated in this question about non- 

entity ; suppose, then, instead of looking for a solu- 

tion of the problem from my answers, we pursue the 

enquiry through the medium of yours. 

TuErxzt.—How ? 

Stranc.—Come now, try with all the generous 

enthusiasm of youth, exerting yourself to the utmost, 

to say something correctly about non-entity, adding 

to it neither the predicate of existence nor that of 
number. 

Taezt.—Such an attempt would be very absurd 
in me; after witnessing your failure. 
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Srranc.—If so we must both give it up and 
finally dismiss the argument; and until we chance 

upon some one able to do what we cannot, we must 

conclude that the Sophist has with unequalled 

knavery undertaken to pass where there is positively 

no outlet.! 

THEZxT.—So it clearly appears. 

Srranc.—If then we say he possesses a certain 

phantastic art, he will easily take advantage of that 

use of language to contradict us by asking what we 

mean by image when calling him an image-maker ? 

We must therefore consider, Thezetetus, what answer 

should be given to the fellow.? | 

THeat.—We should of course advert to images 

reflected in water and in mirrors, also to painted, 

sculptured, and other similar imagery. 

Srranc.—It is evident, Theeetetus, that you never 

saw a Sophist. 

THrexzt.— Why ? 

Srranc.—Because, if you had, you would have 

found him to be blind or blinking. 

THEat.—How ? 

1 The Sophists were inconsistent, because, according to their own 
showing, non-existence can have no predicates, and so cannot be talked 
of ; how then themselves dispute and talk about that which they 
allow to be non-existent and ineffable > 

? The Sophist having virtually refuted himself by attempting to 
argue about that which is no subject of thought or of reasoning, will 
next try to refute us by taking exception to our proposed definition of 
him as an image-maker, and asking what we mean by image? attempt- — 
ing to force us to the dilemma of calling it ‘an entity or a non-entity. 
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Srrane.—If you made him your proposed answer 
about mirrors and sculpture, he would laugh in your 

face for talking to him as to one possessing eyes ; 

he would ignore water, mirrors, and eye-sight gene- 

rally, and restrict his interrogations to the logical 

inferences of your own admissions.! 

TuExt.—How should he do this ? 

Srranc.—He would require you to define an 

image, the one common idea running through the 

many particulars you have named. Speak then, 

and maintain your ground manfully. 

Turezt.— What, O stranger, should an image be 
but a sort of imitative other or counterpart of the 

true ? 

Srranec.—Do you mean by “other” another true 

thing or repetition, or how another ? 

Toexzt.—Not a true thing, but a resemblance. 

Srrane.—Meaning by “true” that which really 
exists P 

1 The modern Sophist,—following, more especially in England, the 
materialistic tendencies of the age, will generally be found on the 
opposite side, disparaging the postulates of reason, and insisting on 
the authority of the senses. A good historical summary of the later 
phases of this coca will be found in a paper by Dr. Rosenkranz 
in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift fiir Wiss. Theologie, vol. 7, pt. 3, p. 225,— 

~ and Professor Schilling’s paper on Theories of the Nature of the Soul, 
- Giessen, 1863. Also in J. H. Fichte’s Anthropology, p. xviii. note. 

J. Bona Meyer’s “Streit tiber Leib u. Seele,” and Paul Janet on the 
“Materialism of the Day,” translated by Masson (Williams and 
Norgate, 1867). In a critique of the last-named work Dr. Fligel 
pertinently remarks that materialism is not contradicted by merely 
substituting the word force instead of matter, if the forces be assumed 
to be uncaused and aboriginal. See Zeitschrift fiir Exacte. Philos. 7, 
p. 193. : 
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Turxt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—But that which is contrary to the true 

is, I suppose, the false ? 

Turxr.—Of course. 

Stranc.—When then you speak of a resemblange 

as not true, you mean, I presume, that it is non- 

existent ? 

Toeat.—No ; it does exist in a certain way. 

Srranc.—But not truly, you say ? 

Turxt.—No, only as a resemblance of the true. 

Srrane. —The image of the real is then a really 

existing unreal thing ?! 

Turxt.—There indeed seems to be some such sort 

of combination of non-entity with entity, and very 

strange it is. 

Srranc.—Of course it is; see now, how, in con- 

sequence of this ambiguity, our many-headed Sophist 

has forced us unwillingly to admit that the non- 

existent does in a certain way exist. 

TuEezxtr.—I see it well enough. 

Srranc.— What now shall we define his art to be 

without ourselves falling into a self-contradiction ? 

TuEext.—How mean you? What fear you? 

Srrane.—If we say that he deals in phantasms and 

exercises a deceptive art, must we not infer that our 

souls, misled by his art, form false conceptions ? 

Turxt.—Certainly ; how can it be otherwise ? 

1 Reading—’Ov« dy ap’ duv dvtws éoriy dvTos, etc. 
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Srrane.—But a false conception is one formed in 

contrariety to that which exists, is it not ? 

THeat.—Certainly. 

Strane.—You mean then that a false conception 

is a conception of the non-existent ? 

- Tuext.—Of course. 
Srrane.—Does the falsehood consist in supposing 

that non-entities exist not, or that they somehow 

exist ? 

Turat.—In the latter supposition certainly, 

namely that non-entity somehow exists; there is no 

other room for falsehood. 

Srranc.—But is it not possible to conceive that 

that which truly exists exists not ? 

THExT.— Yes. 

Srrane.—And this too is false ? 
Torxr.— Yes. 

Srranc.—lIt will then be equally false to say that 

the existing exists not, and that the non-existent 

exists P 
Turat.—Assuredly, and I don’t see how there 

can be any other kind of falsehood. 

Srranc.—Scarcely ; but this the Sophist will not 
admit. For how can any one of sound understand- 

ing be brought to admit that things just before 

allowed and granted are unspeakable, irrational, and 

incomprehensible? Do you fully enter, Thestetus, 

into the Sophist’s meaning P 
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THExT.—Yes: he will tell us we contradict our- 

selves, when venturing to speak of falsehoods as 

existing, either in opinion or discourse ; that we are 

constantly obliged to unite entity to non-entity, after 

having just before admitted this to be of all things 

the most impossible. 

Srrane.—Correctly recapitulated. But it is high 

time to consider what to do with the Sophist. For 

you see how many ready contradictions and difficulties 

suggest themselves as soon as we try to track him 

out in that art of mountebank imposture in which 

we have placed him. 

THExT.— Yes, indeed. 

Srranc.—We have gone through only a few of 

them ; but they are, in fact, infinite. 

Turxt.—If so, it must be impossible to catch and 

refute him. 

Stranc.—What, then, shall we yield to fatigue 

and give it up? 

TuEezxt.—I am for continuing the pursuit, even if 

we only catch the fellow by the skirt of his coat. 

Srranc.—You must, then, excuse shortcomings, 

and be satisfied if we drag him ever so little out of 

the strong fences of argument in which he intrenches 

himself ? : 
Turxt.—Of course. 

Srrane.—And may I further make this request of 

you—namely, not to take me for a kind of parricide ? 

5 | 
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TuErxt.—How so ? 

Srranc.—lIt will be necessary for our defence to 

criticise the doctrine of father Parmenides to prove 

that non-entity may have a relative existence, and 

entity be said, in a certain sense, not to exist. 

Turzt.—Such, indeed, appears to be the task 

before us. 

Srranc.—It is evident even to the blind, as the 

saying is; for how, while these matters are neither 

admitted nor refuted, can any one speak about false 

reasonings or opinions, whether as appearances, 

images, resemblances, or phantasms, or about any of 

the arts relating to them, without ridiculously con- 

tradicting himself ? 

Tuext.—Very true. 

Stranc.—Therefore we must now venture to 

attack our father’s reasoning, or, if reluctant to do 

this, give up the matter altogether. 

Tuexzt.—By no means let any false delicacy 

stay us. 

Srranc.—Well then, allow me to make one 

trifling request more. I just now said I felt con- 

siderable difficulty and misgiving as to the coming 

enquiry, and such indeed is my present feeling 

- about it. 

TuErat.—You did so." 

Srranc.—I fear too I may appear to you half 

1 Sup. pp. 236, 239, 
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insane, through the many turns and changes inevit- 

ably occurring in the course of the argument; for 

your sake, however, I will attempt it to the best of 

my ability. 

THErxzT.—Be assured, so far as I am concerned, 

there is no risk of your appearing to act improperly 

in advancing boldly to this task of negative demon- 

stration. 

Srranc.—Come, then, how shall we begin this 

perilous argument? We must needs methinks 

take this course; first, let us examine that which 

seems already familiar, that we may not hereafter 

feel confused by making inconsiderate concessions. 

Toeazt.—Explain. 

Srranc.—Parmenides séems to me to have taken 

it very easily in his discourses, and the same may be 

said of all who have hitherto attempted to define 

the nature of things in regard to quantity and 

quality.! . 

THExT.—How so ? 

Srrane.—tThey all appear to be, as it were, telling 

1 Tn order to understand the nature of non-entity, it becomes neees- 
sary to review the opinions entertained about existence or entity ; 
whether, for instance, it be one or more of the so-called ‘‘ elements,” 
or something underlying and connecting these, or itself *‘ the one” and 
“the whole,” as supposed by the philosophers of Elea. But every 
whole is compounded of parts, whereas the one, strictly speaking, is 
not so; though certainly it may be called a whole in a certain sense, 
as sharing the property of totality; it could not exist at all unless it 
did so. Moreover that which becomes or is produced, is produced as a 
whole ; so that to sever unity and entirety from things were to deny 
their origin and their very existence (pp. 242-246). 

eee | 
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stories to children; one saying that there are three 

elements or kinds of being, some of them at war 

with the others, or again in amity with them, 

marrying, bringing forth, and nourishing their 

progeny. Another, speaking of two elements, as 

moist and dry, or warm and cold, brings them to- 

gether and marries them; our school alone, namely 

that of Elea, commencing with Xenophanes and 

even earlier, speaks in its poetical lucubrations of all 

things as one. Other votaries of the Muse, Ionian 

or Sicilian,! thought it safer to combine the two 

theories; to say that all things are both one and ° 

many, held together by love and hate. Of these the 

more firmly modulated strain taught how the sepa- 

rated elements are continually reunited ; while the 

softer, admitting this to be true in the universal, 

contended that in particulars the all is alternately 

one under the sway of Aphrodite, and then again 

many and at issue with itself. Whether in all this 

they or any of them spoke truly it were difficult, 

perhaps invidious under the circumstances, to ques- 

tion ; yet thus much at least may be said, that they 

who so curtly wound up their several theories 

evinced little regard for us their ordinary readers, 

caring little whether we follow them or not. 

1 “Tonian and Sicilian Muses,” meaning Heraclitus and Empe- 
docles. See Karsten’s Empedocles; also Seebeck on early Greek 
Philosophy, in the Zeitschrift fiir Exacte Philosophie, vol. vii. Heft 4, 

57. . p. 357 ns 
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THEext.—What particular difficulty do you allude 

to? 

Srranc.—By heaven, Thestetus, when they talk 

about two or many, or the one as being or becoming, 

or speak of the combinations and separations of warm 

and cold, are you able to understand them? When 

as a young man I first heard our present problem 

about non-entity discussed, I fancied I understood 

it thoroughly ; but you see now how completely we 

are in the dark about it. 

TuEat.— Yes. 

Srrane.—It is quite shetie too that the case 

may be exactly similar in regard to entity; that 

while fancying we understand it perfectly we may 

be really as much at fault respecting it as about 

non-entity ;—in short, that we are equally ignorant 

of both. 

TuEezt.—Very likely. 

Srranc.—And the same may also be said as to 

the other things mentioned above.! 

Toreat.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—We will then, if you please, adjourn 

our consideration of the other things, and now con- 

centrate our attention on the main and most im- 

portant part of our subject. 

ToExT.—You doubtless allude to the problem of 

1 That is, the various aspects of the Sophist. Stallbaum gives a 
different and inconsistent explanation of the “‘ things” alluded to. 
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entity or being; we must first enquire what is 
meant by those who speak of it. 

Srranc.—Rightly apprehended, Thestetus ; yet 

we must pursue the enquiry as if in presence of 

those whom we thus interrogate—Ho! ye who 

assert the All to consist of hot and cold, or any two 

elements of this nature,—what is it you mean when 

you affirm both of these severally and conjointly, to 

exist ; what are we to understand by this predicate 

“existence ?” is it a third element to be added to 

the other two? for in assigning to both the attribute 

of being you surely do not mean that both are or 

exist in the same manner ? for in that case they 

would not be two, but one. 

Turat.—tTrue. 
Strane.—But still you call both entities ? 

Torat.—Perhaps. 

Srrane.—Yet even so, my friend, we must say 

that the two are clearly one. 

Toext.—Most true. 

Srranc.—Since then we find ourselves at a loss, 

do you yourselves explain what it is you mean 

when speaking of being. For you evidently under- 

stood the matter long ago; we, on the contrary, 

before thought we understood, but now find a dif- 

ficulty. Instruct us then first in this very thing, 

that we may not fancy we understand you, and 

afterwards find ourselves mistaken. In making this 
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request of these and all others who assert the All to 

be more than one, say, boy, are we asking any more 

than is fair and reasonable ? 

Tueat.—Not at all. 

Stranc.—Again, as to those who affirm all to be 

one, must we not try as far may be to find out what 

they too mean by being ?} 

Turzt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—Let them, then, answer this: you say 

only the one is or exists; yes, they reply; I rejoin, 

do you call being anything ? 

TuErazt.—Of course it is. 

Srrane.—Is it, then, the same as the one, or 

another name for it, or how ? 

TurxtT.— What, O, Stranger, will be their answer 

to this P 

Strane.—Clearly, Thesetetus, it will not be very 

easy for those holding this hypothesis (i.e. of the 

identity of the two) to reply to the question now 

proposed, or, indeed, to any other.? 

1 Let not any one imagine that, now that we are arrived at the 
happy epoch of so-called positive philosophy, these problems as to the 
many and the one are definitely settled or obsolete; they subsisted 
throughout mediéval speculation in copious draughts from new 
Platonism and realistic scholasticism on one side, and nominalism and 
Italian peripateticism—leading down to modern empirical science on 
the other; they still subsist in the alternative of all-matter or all- 
mind bequeathed to modern times by Des Cartes, in the seemingly 
incommensurate aspects of nature as considered in its atomic forces or 
in its general laws. 

2 Simple unity admits no predication according to this argument ; 
—to say “the one is,” already signifies a duality of unity and being ;— 
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ToEmt.— Why so ? 

Strane.—Because it seems absurd to admit two 

names after having said there is only one thing. 

Turezt.—Very true, 

Srranc.—Absurd too to admit that a name may 

exist by itself without a corresponding thing. 

THrx1.—How so P 

Srranc.—He who proposes a name differing from 

a thing, speaks, in fact, of two things. 

THEexztT.— Yes. 

Strane.—Even if he propose the name as one 

with the thing, he must admit it either to be the 

name of nothing, or else only the name of another 

name, not of another thing. 

Torezt.—It is so. 

Srrane.—And the one, too, is the entity of unity 

only, not that of a mere name ?! ‘ 

Turar.—Of course. 

Srranc.—Once more :—will they call the whole 

something different from the one. existing, or the 

same with it ? 

sition it could have no magnitude, or be at all) this implies parts, and 
consequently plurality. Yet unity, as well as plurality, belong to 
being: this is shown by the capacity of inter-communion existing 
among the ideas, without which predication, and consequently know- 
ledge and discourse would again be impossible. 

. _ 1 This is Stallbaum’s reading; another has—“‘ The one too, being 
. one name of one, this too were the mere entity of a name.” Steinhart 

suggests that, ens being the main. subject, the sentence should begin 
with xd 7d dv ye, instead of 7d Ey ye,—in the sense, “‘ Even ens (or 
being) —if a name of the one, would only be the name of a name.” 

and if, as said by Parmenides, being be a whole (without which suppo- 

- 
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Turmt.—Of course they must mean it to be the 

same. 

Srranc.—lIf, then, it be a whole, as described in 

the verse of Parmenides— | 

‘¢ Like the bulk of a perfect sphere, 
Equally balanced everywhere from the centre, 
Having no greater size or weight on one side than the other”’— 

it follows that such an entity must have a middle 

and extremities, and consequently parts ; is it not so P 

THrat.— Yes. 

Stranc.—Now, certainly, a thing having parts 

may have the affection of unity, or share in all 

its several parts the quality! of unity; in this sense 

an aggregate existence or whole may, doubtless, be 

one. 

Tuext.—Of course. 

Srranc.—But it is impossible for that which has 

this secondary kind of unity to be itself the very one. 

THEeat.— Why so ? 

Srranc.—Because reason demands that that which 
is truly one should be absolutely and entirely without 

parts. | 

THEext.—Certainly. . 

Srrane.—But the divisible whole in question, 

being compounded of parts, does not agree with this, 

THEzxzt.—I see. 

Srrane.—ls, then, being or the existent a whole 

1 wd0os. 
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and one in the secondary sense, as ‘suffering or 

sharing the character of unity and entirety; or is 

it not to be called a whole at all ? 

TuEeaxt.—A perplexing alternative this! 

Srrane.—Right! for the existent, as partaking in 

a secondary sense of unity, is not the same as the 

one, and the all must be more than one. 

THratT.— Yes. 

Srrane.—And if the existent be not a whole in the 

aforesaid sense of partaking of unity, but be itself 

the very whole, it will turn out to be less than itself. 

ToEeat.—Certainly. 

Srrane.—And being minus itself, will not be 

existent ? 

THEaT.—J ust so. 

Stranc.—The all, again, seems more than the one, 

the existent and the whole having each obtained 

their proper nature apart from the other. 

THratT.— Yes. 

Srranc.—But if the whole exist not at all, the © 

same inference must be made as to existence or 

entity ; and moreover, not only it could not be, it 

could never have been produced. 

TuEemt.—How so? 

Srrane.—That which is produced is ever produced 

as a whole; so that it is impossible to speak of ex- 

istence or generation unless the whole be placed 

among entities. 
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_ Turzxt.—Such appears to be the case. 

Srranec.—Moreover, the non-whole could have 

no magnitude; for whatever it be, it must be the 

quantity of its being which constitutes it a whole. 

THrzt.—Of course. 

Srranc.—A thousand other similar insoluble dif- 

ficulties will be found to beset the path of him who 

maintains being to be two or only one. 

THEatT.—So it appears from what has been ad- 

vanced ; each point is linked with another, entailing 

ever more and more obscurity on all that had gone 

before. 

Srranc.—We are far from having gone through 

all the current philosophic subtleties about being 

and non-being; but let this suffice; and now let us 

advert to those treating the subject on a different 

footing,? that it may be on all hands evident that 

being is no easier to define than non-being. 

TuExt.— Yes, let us address ourselves to these too. 

Srrane.—There really seems to be a sort of battle 

of giants among them in regard to the problem of 

being. 

1 The object has hitherto been to show the difficulties attaching to 
the numerical conception of being as many or as one; this being as 
hard to conceive in the case of entity as of non-entity. Plato now 
proceeds to criticise the theories of those dealing with being otherwise 
than numerically, specifying two classes of them, materialists and 
idealists or defenders of ‘* Forms,”’ 

2 Stalbaum renders “ %AAws” by—‘‘ pinguius rem tractantes ”— 
or coarsely handling the subject,—as if an antithesis to d:axpiBoAoyou- — 
wévous Were meant. 
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Turxt.—How so ? 
Srranc.—Some of them are for dragging every- 

thing down from heaven and the unseen world to 

earth, rudely clutching with their fingers trees and 

stones ; laying their hands on these and the like, they 

stoutly maintain that alone to exist which can be 

pressed or touched, defining being as identical. with 

body ; and if any one talks of the existence of the 

incorporeal, they frown and refuse to have anything 

more to say to him. 

Turxt.—These are terrible fellows indeed; I 

have met with such ere now. 

Strane.—Their opponents very adroitly defend 

themselves out of the, resources of the supernal in- 

visible world, insisting that certain incorporeal 

forms (é6n) cognizable by intellect are the true 
existences; and breaking up or analysing what the 

others held to be body and truth in their discourses, 

they call it generation or becoming instead of being. 

Between these two parties, Thesetetus, there has ever 

raged the fiercest antagonism. 

Tueat.—Surely. 

Stranc.—We will then reckon with each party 

separately about existence. 

Turmt.—How is it to be managed ? 

Srrane.— With those who attribute existence to 

“ideas” or forms the task is easy; for they are of 

milder temper; those on the other hand who drag 
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all things down to the corporeal, it is difficult, almost 
impossible to manage. The only way of treating 

them is, I think, this; we must in the first place 

try, if possible, to make them really and indeed 

better; failing in this we must make them so hypo- 

thetically in word and discourse, assuming their 

willingness to answer more fairly than is their wont. 

For that which is assented to by the good carries 

more weight with it than the opinions of inferior 

persons; however, it is not of them that we have to 

think so much as about truth. 

Turazt.—Certainly. 

Stranc.—Summon then our hypothetically re- 

formed respondents to the bar, and do you interpret 

their answers. 

TaEext.—So be it. 

Srrane.—Let them say if they admit a mortal 

animal to be an existing thing. 

Turat.—Of course they must. 

Stranc.—And do they not admit this animal to 

consist of body and soul ?' 

Tuext.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—Do they reckon the soul among existing 
things ? 

THEaT.— Yes. 

1 Plato here shows, in opposition to materialism, that there must 
needs be some existence other than that apparent to the senses; such 
as force, the power of initiation,—leading to the inference of the sole 
reality of spiritual being. 
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Srrane.—But do not souls differ ? are there not 
just and unjust, wise and unwise souls ? 

Turxt.—Of course. 

Srrane.—And do not these differences arise in 
each instance from the possession and presence of 

each of these different qualities ? 

Turzt.—Yes, they allow this too. 

Srrane.—Since then justice, and prudence, and 

the other virtues with their contraries exist, as also 

the souls in which they exist, do they consider them 

as visible and tangible, or as all of them invisible ? 

Turat.—As nearly all invisible. 

Strane.—But have such things a body ? 

TuExT.—To this question they do not give one 

uniform answer; the soul they suppose to have a 

certain body; but as to prudence and the other 

matters enquired about, they would neither venture 

to deny their belonging to the number of existing 

things, nor to say that they are bodies. 

Srrane.—Clearly, Thezetetus, these men are mend- 

ing; for the genuine original and earth-born (mate- 

rialist) would not shrink from either assertion, but 

would insist that whatever he cannot clutch and 

_ press with his fingers has no existence whatever. 

Tuext.—You express very nearly their real 
meaning. 

Srrane.—We will, then, once more question them, 

since if they will but allow any thing, however 
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small and unimportant, to possess existence inde- 

pendently of body it suffices. Let them, then, ex- 

plain what it is they mean by the word existence 

used in both instances, what they intend it to desig- 

nate as naturally given both in the incorporeal, and 

also in that which has a body. They may perhaps 

feel at a loss here; if so, try and find out whether 

they are disposed to receive and approve the propo- 

sition we are about to make as to the nature of being. 

THEmt.—State your proposition and we shall see. 

Srrane.—It is this: I say that that which pos- 

sesses power of any kind, either in the way of 

acting on some other thing or of being acted on by 

it, although it be ever so little and for the shortest 

time, all this really exists; in short, I define 

existence to be nothing else than power or force.! 

1 Mr. Mill in his review of Grote’s Plato (Essays, vol. iii. p. 355) 
calls the above passage ‘‘ a happy apergu, a remarkable anticipation by 
Plato of the latest and best results of modern thought ;’’—it were 
truer to say that ‘‘ modern thought,”—meaning of course the thought 
of the empirical philosophy of the present day, is beginning to admit, 
in its own sense, one half of Plato’s theorem here stated, namely, so 
far as referring to the ultimate nature of corporeal existence ; Mr. Mill’s 
imperfect conception of its import is shown by what he immediately 
adds about “ Forms not being, after all, the only real existences in 
Plato’s estimation ;’’ but such a separation of forms from force is far 
from being intended by Plato, who immediately proceeds to question 
the theory of ideas or forms held by the preceding philosophy, and to 
endow them with power, life, and motion, to show that the same. 
active power which appears in the agency of living bodies is displayed 
also in the phenomena of cognition and of thought. (See Zeller’s 
Gr. Philosophy, vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 437). In this and other Platonic 
passages (comp. Repub. 477¢, and Phado, 99c) may be recognised 
the basis of Aristotle’s famous doctrine of Evepyem, or the im- 
manent eternal life of the universe, never really resting, yet every 
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THeat.—Hayving themselves nothing better to 

propose at the moment, I may say that our respond- 

ents accept this. 

Srrane.—Very well; let a possible alteration of 

opinion be reserved on both sides; for the present, 

so far as concerns these parties, let this be under- 

stood as mutually agreed. 

THaert.— Well. 

Srranc.—Proceed we now to the others—namely, 

the friends of forms, and be you interpreter of their 

pretensions. Say, therefore, in your capacity of ex- 

positor, do you not distinguish (becoming or) gene- 

ration as something differing and apart from being 

or existence ? 

THrmt.— Yes. 

Srrane.—Do you not also say that, by means of 

our bodies, we have communion with the nature of 

becoming, the object contemplated by the senses ; 

where meeting the eye as if resting in transient phenomenal varieties 
of matter and form, It may be useful to add here an explanation of 
the much debated word “Entelechy” in its relation to form,—the 
latter being phenomenal only, the former an attribute or attitude 
of ever-changing life; so that if the general theory be designated by 
the term ‘‘ Energeia,” then in the figure below, the interior factors 
will represent the vital play of Nature’s reality, while the lateral ones, 
aire contemplated by materialists, are merely subjective and pheno- 

Nature or ENERGEIA. 
Matter. Dunamis or +: Movement. : Entelechy— | Form. 

capability— : : attainment 
the prius : : or 

of movement. : : fulfilment. 

so that “Entelechy” means the living energy realising forms, not 
apparent forms. . , 
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and by means of our souls with that of true and 

real being, the object contemplated by reason ;—that 

which you hold to be ever unique and changeless, 

whereas generated being is ever changing ? 

TuEaxt.—Such is the doctrine held by us. 

Srranc.—But what mean you, my dear friends, by 

the phrase “ having communion” in these two cases ; 

is it not identical with the active and passive influence 

just now alluded to as exercised by power or force ? 

Perhaps, Thesetetus, you may not exactly compre- 

hend the answers given to this, while I, being more 

accustomed to them, apprehend it better. 

- Turazt.— What, then, do they say ? 

Srranc.—They don’t agree with what we just now 

said in reference to being when dealing with the 

earth-born fellows; I mean, when considering it 

sufficient to define it as consisting in power to act or 

suffer, even to the smallest extent. 

ToErat.—Indeed ! 

Srrane.—They rejoin that generation partakes of 

the power to act and suffer, but that neither of these 

powers agree with the nature of being. 

Turzt.—lIs the objection well founded ? 
Srranc.—We reply, we desire further to learn 

from them whether they allow that the soul knows, 

and that being is known ?} 

1 Intelligence implies act or agency; as through our bodies we 
communicate with other bodies, so we do through our souls with forms 
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Turzt.—They do agree to this ? 

Srranc.—Well, then, are not knowing and being 

known a sort of acting and suffering, or both; or is 

one an act, the other a suffering; or are we to 

suppose that neither has anything to do with 

either ? 

Turext.—Evidently, neither with either; were it 

otherwise, they should be contradicting what they 

just before admitted. | 
Stranc.—Yet, assuredly, if to know be a certain 

act, to be known must imply passivity or suffering, 

and then being, so far as it is a subject of knowledge, 

becomes also subject to passivity and movement, 

which had before been said to be impossible. 

THEeat.—Very true. 

Srranc.—But more than this :—surely we shall 

or ideas; the communication is effected through a power ;—it consists 
in a mutual play of doing and suffering performed in the spiritual 
sphere. Mr. Grote (Plato, vol. ii. p. 439) holds the argument here 
aimed by Plato against a certain class of Idealists to amount to a “ refu- 
tation of the Absolute,” and indeed to be self-contradictory, as showing 
the ‘* Forms” assumed to be absolute to exist only relatively to our 
intelligence. But Plato says nothing of the sort; on the contrary, he 
anticipates the logical cavil, here ascribed to the Formalists of 
Megara. Action and reaction, subject and object, it is urged, imply 
relativity and duality, and so they of course do in ordinary instances, 
but the Absolute vonors includes both, and if we admit spiritual life 
at all, we must be prepared to allow inferences unacknowledged by mate- 
rialistic logic. Aristotle indeed complains that the Zife of the Absolute 
is not made sufficiently prominent by his master; see Metaph. i. ch. 9, 
sec. 19—but then the mythical language elsewhere resorted to by 
Plato when appealing to an active principle in the shape of a Zeus or 
Demiurgus must be taken into account; moreover, it should be recol- 
lected that Plato’s theory is primarily ontological, not dynamical, so 
that the consideration of the Ideas as forces is secondary and supple- 

- mentary. See Zeller’s Gr. Philosophy, vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 441. 
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not easily allow ourselves to be persuaded that move- 

ment, life, soul, understanding, do not appertain to 

(perfect or) absolute existence;! that it is lifeless 

and unconscious, a motionless stability, destitute of 

the sublime attributes of mind ? 

Turat.—This were, indeed, O Stranger, a miser- 

able concession to make ? 

Srranc.—Yet if it have mind, it must have life, 

surely ? 

Tueat.—Of course. 

Strane.—And if it possess both these, does it not 

possess them by virtue of a soul? 

Tuext.—How can it be otherwise ? 

Srrane.—And if it have mind and life and soul, 

can we imagine this living existence to stand for 

ever motionless ? 

Turat.—The supposition appears the extremest 

absurdity. 

Stranc.—The moved and motion itself then must 

be allowed to share the nature of existence ? 

Torxt.—Of course. 

Srranc.—lIt follows then, Thestetus, that were 

being entirely motionless, no one could have any 

intelligence of any thing. 

THexzt.—Evidently. 

Srrana.—And yet, were we to concede every 

thing to be borne about and moved, we should 

1 ¢@ wayTEdas byTt. 

or 2) 
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be forced in consistency to draw the same in- 
ference ? 

THEexztT.—How so ? 

Srrane.—Can you conceive the unique, identical, 

and immutable to be without stability.! 

Turazt.—Certainly not. 

Srrane.—But is any mental cognition or under- 
standing of any thing possible without these cha- 

racteristics ? 

Turat.—Certainly, all knowledge implies them.’ 

1 Parmenides and his followers spoke of ideal being as the immu- 
table One; later speculators, as Plato’s friend Euclides and the 
Megarici, introduced number and variety into the conception, but not 
movement,—(moAA& &5n axlynra); Plato assigns movement also to 
true existence, here chiefly on the ground that without it there 
could be no cognition; yet he also insists on the inference drawn 
in the “ Theetetus,” that for the same reason we must hypo- 
thetically retain for ideal reality the seemingly opposed attributes of 
constancy and stability: for what is science or knowledge but recogni- 
tion and appropriation of the stable and permanent? Thus the 
Heraclitean and Parmenidean theories merge in a more comprehensive 
one. But the real existence so endowed by Plato with movement and 
life as well as number, is still, as with Parmenides, separate from 
phenomena ; so that his theory,—(i5éa: xwpiordt) stands intermediate 
between Parmenides and Aristotle.—It need scarcely be repeated that 
the old perplexity as to the one and the many still subsists ;—how to 
reconcile the principles of constancy and variability, the one order or 
reason of the universe with the infinite numbers of its elementary 
atomic constituents,—this must in all probability ever remain a pro- 
blem to the finite intellect, to be approached only through the con- 
currently pursued study of nature and of itself. 

2 Mr. Grote insists on treating the Platonic Ideas not on the 
footing intended by Plato, but in the way of their apparent origi- 
nation as mere logical generalisations, as subjective thoughts of 
a mind, instead of ph ghee entities or energies constituting a 
mind; hence he not only infers the theory, as here propounded, to 
imply, as above stated, a refutation of the Absolute, but also to 
authorise the insertion of any fanciful monstrosity or arbitrary con- 
ception among Ideas (see his Plato, vol. ii. pp. 442-444); as if 
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Srranc.—And assuredly we ought to contend with 
all our might against any one who, while obliterating 

belief in science, understanding, and reason, pretends 

to speak with assured certainty about anything what- 

ever ? 

TuEext.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—Consequently no philosopher or friend 

of truth ought to accept the doctrine of the absolute 

immobility of the All, whether viewed as one or as 

many ; nor, on the other hand, listen to those repre- 

senting it as wholly in motion; but should rather, as 

children do when asked to choose, decide for both,— 

combining immobility with stability, whenever deal- 

ing with being and the All. 

Tuezxt.— Very true. 

Srrane.—Well, then, have we not satisfactorily 

explained the problem of existence ? 

THEAT.—Quite so. 

Stranc.—Pooh, pooh, Thesetetus! it seems to me 

that we are but just beginning to ih the 

difficulty of the enquiry. 

Tuezt.—-What mean you by this? 

Srrane.—Do you not see, my-dear friend, that we 

Plato had foregone all requirement of verification, and as if the 
very object of the present dialogue were not to distinguish true con- 
ceptions from erroneous ones. The ‘ confusion’’ alluded to is his own. 
Mr. Campbell, in his edition of the dialogue, notices how Plato 
‘insists on hitting the real lines and veins of things,” hence distin- 
phere between the artificial “ wepos”—and the natural or essential 
ivision ¢i5os. 
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are in the greatest ignorance respecting it, while 

fancying we are giving a satisfactory account ? 

TuEeat.—To me it appeared satisfactory, and I don’t 

see how we are unconsciously so wide of the mark. 

Strane.—Consider well whether our present in- 

ferences would not justly leave us exposed to the 

Same questions as those we lately addressed to the 

maintainers of ‘“ hot and cold.” 

THEeaztT.—Which questions? Do me the favour 

to recall them. 

Srranc.—Certainly ; and I will endeavour to do 

so by interrogating you as I before did those others, 

so as to make some progress. 

TuHEezt.—Right ! 

Stranc.—Well, then, are not motion and rest con- - 

tradictories ? 

THratT.—Of course. 

Stranc.—Yet you maintain that both and each 
alike exist ? 

THExT.— Yes. 

Srranec.—Admitting both and each to be moved 

when you say they exist ? 

THraztT.—No. 

Srrane.—You mean then that both exist in a state 

of rest ? 

THEaxt.—How can that be ? : 
Srrane.—You must then be assuming some third 

condition of being comprehending both rest and 

250 
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motion, and so viewing them as partaking of the 

common property of being you say that “they are.” 

_ TuEexzt.—We seem, in very truth, to be divining 
a third kind of being when asserting both rest and 

motion to be. 

StraNG.—Rest and motion then combined do not 

constitute being ; it must be something distinct from 

these. 

THExT.—So it seems. 

Srranc.—Consequently being in its own essential 

nature is neither at rest nor in motion. 

THEaT.— You almost hit it. 

Srranc.—Which way then can we turn our 

thought in order to arrive at a certain inference in 

regard to being? It’s assuredly no easy problem! 

If not moved, how can it be otherwise than still P 

If not still, how other than in motion? But being 

has just now appeared to us to repel or stand apart 
from both ; is this possible P 

THExT.— Quite impossible. 

Srranc.—And we should, moreover, remember 

this, that when interrogated as to what the name 
of non-being should be referred to, we were utterly 

bewildered and at fault. Do you recollect ? 

ToErat.—Of course. 

Srranc.—And now are we not in equal perplexity 

about being ? | 

Tuezt.—Nay, in more, if possible, in my opinion. 
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Srranc.—Let the problem then rest here awhile 

unsolved ; and since being and non-being seem both 

of them to involve equal difficulty, we may hope 

that, in proportion as the one becomes darker or 

clearer, so too will the other; and should we fail 

in comprehending either, we shall thus be most 

appropriately pursuing our enquiry as best we may 

in regard to both.! 

Turxt.—Very well. 

Srranec.—Suppose, then, we explain how one and 

the same thing comes to be called by many names. 

Tuext.—As how? Give an example. 

Srrane.—To man, for instance, we assign various 

appellations derived from colour, magnitude, form, 

vices and virtues; in all which cases and many 

others we say not only that man exists, but that a 

good man exists, and so forth; and so too in the. 

case of other things, we suppose.a single thing, and 

then assign many names (or predicates) to it. 

TueaztT.—True. 

1 The enquiry into being promises to be of use in clearing up the 
obscurities of non-being. The different ideas, forms, or varieties of 
being are, as already seen, capable of intermingling and entering into 
communion with each other, yet not indiscriminately so; some being 
mutually exclusive ; others admitting intercommunion with few or 
with many, yet not with all, unless ‘“‘ being’’ itself be an exception. 
Now the proprieties of this intercommunion may be investigated, 

 systematised, and reduced to the form of art;—as the art of grammar 
teaches the due arrangement of words, so the determination of ideas 
suited or unsuited to associate belongs to “‘ dialectics,” an art in some 
degree common both to true philosophers and Sophists ; only the latter 
hide themselves in obscurities of falsehood or non-being, while the 
former are hard to Sea ce for an opposite reason, namely owing 
to the dazzling radiance of being or truth (down to p. 254.) 
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Srrane.—Here methinks we have prepared a wel- 

come treat for the young and also for late learners 

among the old: for any one can readily cavil at the 

proposition that the many are one and the one many, 

exultingly proclaiming that it is absurd to talk of a 

good man, good being solely good, and man man.! 

You often, I think, Theetetus, fall in with men 

addicting themselves to this kind of quibbling, some- 

times even grave and elderly persons, who through 

the poverty of their intellectual stock-in-trade make 

much of such like things, and even esteem them to 

be the perfection of wise discovery. 

THEeaztT.—That is quite true. 

Srranec.—Therefore, in order that our argument 

may meet all who have ever reasoned about exist- 

ence, let the questions we are now about to put be 

supposed to be addressed to them as well as to our 

former respondents. 

THe xtT.—W hat questions ? 

_ Srrane.—I will make three alternative proposi- 

tions, and ask which of them you accept. First, is 

1 This quibble, derived from the strictly logical postulates of the 
school of Zeno, is ascribed to Antisthenes by Aristotle, Metaph. 5, 
ch. 29; also to the ‘late learners” Euthydemus and Dionysodorus in 
the dialogue named from the former, p. 272>.; see Stalbaum’s Intro- 
duction thereto, p. 37, and his note to the present passage. Also Zeller’s 
Greek Philos. vol. i. p. 764. What the Sophists did was to show the 
impossibility of knowledge on the two current elementary assumptions 
drawn respectively from a one sided appeal to reason and expe 
and the present was one of the fallacies by which the first logicians 
tried to subvert all logic. See Kuno Fischer’s Logik, p. 28. 
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it impossible to conjoin being or other things with 

rest and motion and other things on the ground 

_of their unmixed singleness and incapacity to share 

each other’s nature ; or secondly, are all things alike 

indiscriminately susceptible of intercommunion with 

all others; or finally, susceptible of some but not 

of all; which of these answers, Theetetus, are we. 

to suppose they would adopt ? - 
Tueat.—I feel incompetent.to answer on their 

behalf; pray be good enough yourself to consider 

what would follow from their answers in the several 

cases stated. 

StranG.-—Very well; suppose first that there is 

no capacity in anything to associate or share the 

nature of anything else, have motion and rest no 

share in existence. 

Toear.—Certainly not. 

Stranc.—How? Can either of them be, if they 

have no share of being ? 

Turxt.—No. 

Stranc.—The admission then seems at once to 

overthrow the first supposition, both in the case of 

those who assert universal movement and those assert- 

ing universal rest; nay, all who consider things as 

maintaining a constant uniformity according to forms 

or ideas; for all these conjoin existence when affiirm- 

ing the real existence of movement and rest. 

Turat.—Certainly. nae 

10 
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Srranc.—Likewise, all those who at one time unite 

all things, at another separate them, whether uniting 

infinite elements in one, or dividing one into many 

finite or infinite elements and again recomposing 

them, whether alternately or continuously,—all these 

affirmations would mean nothing were there no con- 

junction. S 

ToEezt.—Right. 

Srranc.—Besides, they would be most absurd 

reasoners if they allow nothing to be called different 

(i.e. to vary in its nature) through participation in 

something else. 

-Turzt.—How so ? ; 

Stranc.—They have continually to employ the 

category of being, as well as that of division, dif- 

ferentiation, isolation, and others innumerable, which 

being absolutely obliged to use in connecting their 

discourses, they need no adversary for their refuta- 

tion, since they bear about with them a domestic 

adversary, like the strange voice of the ventriloquist 
Eurycles,! internally thwarting them and recording 

their own refutation. 

Turat.—A very apt and true parallel ! 
Srranc.—But what of the second supposition ? 

Are we to allow to all things the capacity of com- 

bining alike with all ?? 

1 See Aristophanes, in the Wasps, 1014, and Schol. 
2 This opinion seems to have been held by Euthydemus. See 

Cratylus, p. 586%. Zeller, 7. ¢. 
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Turezxt.—This even I can refute. 

Srrane.—How ? 

THEaT.—Because on this supposition motion itself 

might be at rest, and rest in motion, if they com- 

municated with each other. 

Strane.—It is certainly quite impossible that 
movement should stand still and rest be moved. 

Toexzt.—Of course. 

Srranc.—There remains then only the third sup- 

position, for we had but these three alternatives,— 

either that all may join, or none, or that some may 

and some not. 

Turzt.—Certainly. 

Stranc.—Well, the two first suppositions being 

dismissed, the third must in fairness be accepted. 

Turear.—Evidently. 

Srrane.—Some things being thus susceptible of 

association, others not, the case resembles that of 

letters, some of which fit together, others not. 

THEear.—dJust so. 

Srrane.—The vowels especially are as a chain 

passing throughout, so that without one or other of 
them it is impossible to join any letters together. 

THezr.— Certainly. 

_ Srrane.—How, then, is it known which letters fit 
with others? Does it not require the dexterity of 
art. to join them correctly ? 

TuErat.— Yes. 
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Stranc.— What art ? 

Turat.—That of grammar. 

Stranc.—And is it not the same in the case of 

low notes and high ones: the person possessing the 

art of discriminating notes capable of blending being 

a musician, whereas he who has it not is unmusical ; 

and so of other arts ? 

THEeaztT.—True. 

Srranc.—But since it has been agreed that genera 

or kinds are susceptible of similar combinations, does 

it not follow that some sort of science must be needed 

in order effectually to demonstrate what kinds agree — 

with others, and the reverse ; also whether the com- 

binations are universally continuous, so as to be 

susceptible of intermingling, and again, in cases 

of severance, whether there are kinds universally 

causing separation ? | 
TuExt.—Certainly there is need of science—in- 

deed, the highest science. 

Stranc.—What name then shall we give to this 

science? Can it be that we have unsuspectingly 

stumbled against the science of the free, and while 

seeking the Sophist have found the true philo- 

sopher ? 

TuratT.—How mean you? 

Srranc.—Is not the separating according to kinds, 

taking care not to combine or distinguish inaccu- 
rately, either by confounding the different or severing 

ae NS 
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the identical, that which is meant by the art of dia- 

lectics ? 

THEextT.— Yes. 

Srrane.—He then who can do this will perceive 

clearly how one kind or idea pervades. many several 

individual things, and also how many diverse ideas 

are externally comprehended in one; how, again, the 

one extending throughout the aggregated many is 

internally knit together, and how many ideas are 

sundered and entirely inconsistent with one another.' 

This is what is meant by knowing how to distinguish 

1 Of the four dialectical processes or operations here enumerated 
the two first denote the original discovery of the Ideas, or the 
analytical and synthetical ascertainment of them as given in things or 
nature; tae two last the consequent affirmative and negative aspects © 
of their internal correlation, their congruity or incongruity, or capacity 
of intercommunion with each other, The first concerns the formation 
of genera from several individuals; the second the analysis of the 
genus into its comprehended subkinds or species; (although the 
words %w0ey meprexouevas—may refer rather to the complex meta- 
physical import of the empirical individual than to the logical entirety 
or formal circumference of the genus); in the third we come to: the 
application of these data in thought and predication,—either as 
regards congruity, owing to: the permeation ef one idea through the ~ 
many treated as a conceptual whole; or incongruity, comprising the 
cases of exclusion and entire incompatibility. ‘There will them be two 
instances of analysis and two of synthesis ;—congruity, in the 
first is opposed to that of the third, so far as the phenomena are 
conceived as aggregate or several ; incongruity too differs in the second 
and fourth, in the second seeming as if neutralised in the genus (or 
integer), whereas when contemplated abstractedly and by itself the 
incongruity is complete. See, however, Stalbaum’s elaborate ex- 

_ planation, and Zeller’s Gr. Philos., vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 390. Susemihl, 
Genetische Entwickelung der Platon. Philosophie, pt. 1, pp. 304, 305. 
On the contrast between the Eristic and Dialectic arts—one trying to 
promote scepticism by harping on captious difference, the other pur- 

_ suing knowledge by ete 4 bases of rational agreement, see Zeller, 
ibid. vol. i. p. 765, and Kuno Fischer’s Logik, pp. 30, 34. 
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scientifically between kinds,—between those, I mean, 

which are capable of combination and those not so. 

ToErat.—Exactly. 

Srrane.—But surely you will not attribute the 
true art of dialectics to any: except to the true and 

genuine philosopher ? 

THrxt.—How, indeed, assign it to any other ? 

Srrane.— Certainly we shall always find the philo- 
sopher conspicuous in this department: yet it is 

difficult to identify him exactly ; and the difficulty 

in his case and that of the Sophist is of a different 

sort. 

THEatT.—How so ? 

Srrane.—The difficulty in the case of the Sophist 
consists in his ever running off into the darkness of 

non-entity, the subject of his habitual concern and 

occupation,—and so eluding observation through the 

surrounding obscurity. 3 

THEatT.—So it seems. 

Stranc.—But the philosopher, ever intently study- 
ing the idea of true existence by means of reason, 

becomes difficult to follow through the brightness of 

the region inhabited by him; for the mental eye of 

the many is unable to endure continuously the efful- — 

gence of the divine. 

Tueat.— The explanation here is correct as 
before. 

Srranc.—Respecting ‘the philosopher, we will, if 
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agreeable, treat more accurately hereafter ;! as to the 

Sophist, it seems impossible to stop until we get a 

clear view of him. 

THEeaxt.— Well said. | 

Srrane.—Since then it is acknowledged that some 

genera are disposed to communion with each other, 

others not, and that some may have communion with 

a few, others with many, while others again are free 

to combine universally with all,*—I propose we follow 

up our course of reasoning by enquiring, not about all 

genera, lest we be confounded by their number, but 

selecting some of the most important,—first, what 

‘are the specific qualities of each, then what capa- 

city they have of mutual intercommunion ;—in order 

that, though we may not be able to comprehend 

thoroughly the nature of entity and non-entity, we 

may, at least, not be without some comprehension of 

them, so far as permitted by the plan of our present 

argument, if, indeed, we may in any way venture 

unscathed to say that non-enity exists.’ 

1 Plato here seems to intimate an intention to describe the ideal 
philosopher in a separate dialogue. See below p. 254>, and above 
217a, Also the Politicus, p. 257%. . 

2 From the universality of space and time, and the impossibility 
of thinking of any thing apart from these, Kant supposed them to 
be mere forms of subjective thinking. And a similar misapprehen- 
sion seems now imminent in regard to kinds or natural forms; bein 
discovered to be more ‘variable and evanescent than at first scpolads 
they are thought to be little more than a mere arbitrary nomen- 
clature or convenience of classification. 

3 But now, what are these obscurities_of non-being in which the 
 Sophist is said to lurk? The argument: proceeds to show, that as 
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THE«T.—Such, indeed, must be our plan. 

Srranc.—The most important forms or genera are 

those just mentioned—namely, existence itself, and 

rest.and movement. 

TuEezxztT.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—And yet we agreed that two of these 

are mutually incongruous ? 

TuExtT.—No doubt. 

Srranc.—But existence mingles with both; for 

both rest and movement exists. 

Tuexzr.—How not ? 

Strane.—These, then, are three ? 

THEeatT.—Certainly. 

Srrane.—Each different from the two others, but 

identical with itself ! 

THEzT.—lIt is so. 

Srranc.—But what is it we are now saying about 

difference and identity ? Are these also two ideas or 

kinds,' differing from the others, although neces- 

there are many forms or varieties of being, so non-being not only 
exists, but exists in infinite variety. Each idea is not, so far as it is 
not another. Difference, or “ otherness,’’ in short, runs through all 
ideas. And he who alleges unreal difference, and denies real differ- 
ence or real being is‘a Sophist,—an asserter of falsehood or non-entity ; 
although the falsehood represents nothing else, it represents itself, the 
Sophist being its impersonation. (Down to p. 259.) 

1 Ts difference or otherness a mere abstraction, as some seem 
to suppose, or must it not rather be referred to a real principle in — 
nature, in which variability unquestionably plays so large a part? 
Although the general spirit and many of the particular teachings of 
Plato are valid for all time, it certainly does not follow that equal 
validity belongs to his specific theory of ideas ; Aristotle at all events « 
refuted one side of it. Yet it may be questioned how far Bacon’s 
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sarily ever mingling with them, so that we have now 

five existences before us for consideration instead of 

three P or do we unconsciously mean by “ different ” 

and “identical” one or other of the former ? 

THexzt.—Perhaps we do. 

Strane.—But motion and rest are not the same as 

diversity and identity. 

Turxt.—How so? 

Stranc.—That which we affirm of, or assign as an 
attribute to, both rest and motion indifferently can- 

not possibly be itself either rest or motion. 

Toext.—Why? 

Srranc.-~—Because if it were, motion would be 

rest, and rest motion; for in both cases the hap- 

pening of one or other to either of the two will 

force the other to change its nature, as participating 

in its contrary.’ 

THrat.—Very true. 

Srrane.—For both rest and motion partake the 

nature of identity and diversity. 

notion of forms was essentially an advance on’Plato’s; he too of course 
treats them as belonging to the “Natura Naturans” or inner life of 
things; sometimes identifying them with “laws,” as in the phrase 
“leges et determinationes actts puri — hy with the qualifying addi- 
tion—“ Quod in natura naturata lex, id in natura naturante idea 
dicitur.” - 

1 Identity and diversity applying equally to rest or motion, cannot 
be the same as rest or motion; for these are contraries, and it 
were no more correct to identify them with equivalents of these 
contraries than directly to confound themselves. Suppose, for instance, 
identity to be the same as rest, while predicable also of motion; then 

~ motion would necessarily become confounded with its contrary. 

255 
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TuErxat.— Yes. 

Srrana.—Let us not then call motion and diversity — 

one, nor rest one with identity. 

Torat.—No. 

Stranc.—And are we to conceive existence and 

identity as one? 

THrxt.—Possibly. 

Srrane.—But if existence and identity are the 

same, we shall again find ourselves compelled to iden- 

tify rest and motion, since both rest and motion exist. 

THrxtT.—But this is impossible. 

StrRANG.—Then it is impossible that existence and 

identity should be one. 

THEeatT.—So it seems. 

Srranc.—We must then consider identity as a 
fourth kind or “ form” along with the others. 

Toezt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—And must we not make diversity a fifth ? 

or shall we take both this and existence to be merely 

two names for one thing ? 

THEaT.—Possibly we may. 

Srranc.—Yet I think you will admit that of 

existences some are spoken of as absolute, some rela- 

tive. ; 

THExzT.—Yes. | 

Strane.—And is not diversity always relative ? 
Turxt.—Certainly. 
Strane.—Not so unless existence and diversity be 

a.) oe 
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thoroughly distinct ; if diversity could be participant 

of both these, like being or existence, then there 

might be a kind of diversity which is not relative ; 

but we have just seen that whatever is diverse must 

always be so relatively to something else. 
THEexzt.—So it is. 

Srrane.—Diversity then must be reckoned as a 

fifth in the list of our selected forms. 

TuEat.—Yes. 
Srranc.—And we may say of it that it pervades 

all the others, for each differs from the other not 

through its own nature, but through participating 

the form of diversity. 

ToEeat.—Certainly. 
Srranc.—We may then thus recapitulate the 

nature of our five forms:—motion differs wholly 

from rest—it is not rest, yet partakes of being as 

existing ; motion, again, differs from identity—it is 

not identity, yet still it is in one sense identical 

inasmuch as all things partake of identity; and 

this equivalency and non-equivalency of motion and 

identity must not be taken amiss; for in asserting 

both propositions we do not mean to assert them in 

the same sense ; in the first case, we mean the sharing 

identity in regard to itself; in the second, we think of 
the same thing’s participation in diversity, through 

which, parted from identity, it becomes not that but 
another, so as again to be rightly styled non-identical. 
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TuEeazt.—Very well! 
Srranc.—And if in any respect motion should 

partake of the nature of rest, it would not be absurd 

to speak of it as resting. 

TuEext.—Certainly, since we agree that of kinds 

or forms some have a tendency to mingle with one 

another, others not. 

Srranc.—Indeed, we came to the demonstration 

of this before, shewing it to be naturally thus. 

Turat.—Certainly. 

Srrane.—Let us repeat then—motion differs from 

diversity, as it also differed from identity and from 

rest ? 

Turat.—Necessarily. 

Srrane.—Yet in a certain sense it is not different, 

though different according to our present meaning ? 

THEazT.—True. 

Stranc.— Well, then, having divided it from three 

of our forms, shall we confound it with the fourth, 

after having agreed upon five several forms as sub- 

jects of enquiry ? 

Tueat—How can the number possibly be less 

than that before shewn ? | 

Stranc.—We may then boldly assert motion to 

differ from being ?! 

1 Without mistaking the Platonic generalisations or forms for more 
than they are worth, it may be said that they not only supply an 
ingenious ‘answer to the sophistical quibble at Late but fad upon 
a true general hypothesis, countenanced by the best modern philosophy 

a 
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Turat.—Most certainly. 

Srrane.—Is not motion, then, actually an instance 

of non-being, although at the same time being, inas- 

much as participating being ? 

Turxr.—Clearly. 

Srranc.—Of necessity, then, non-entity must exist 
both in regard to motion and all forms, since through- 

—namely, that the products of nature are products of thought—a 
thought, to a certain extent, ascertainable and reproducible by the 
reconstructive efforts of the human soul. See Von Baer, Reden, vol. i. 
p- 275. The attempts to re-establish philosophic realism during the 
Italian Revival by Achillinus and others—(though Achillinus clearly 
saw the difference between natural and artificial generalisation),—seem 
to have been ineffectual until the Botanist Cesalpini began to collect 
and arrange results in his own department, and after a long interval, 
Linneus, followed subsequently by Cuvier in his famous controversy 
with Geoffroi St. Hilaire, assumed species to be inalterably given, or 
nearly so, by original creative fiat. Lamarck, on the other hand, 
broached the theory of evolution, and the assumption of an original 
creation with unvarying types gradually gave way before the progress 
of geological and paleontological research. Then the problem was 
subjected to experiment, and Darwin showed the wide extent of possible 
variation through well-known agencies, until at last the reality of - 
species seemed to melt away. But here the Heraclitean half truth 
needs to be supplemented by the Parmenidean. ‘Though nature allow 
no absolute arrest or pause, unvarying constancy reigns in her under- 

- lying law or thought, which is not a mere blind force implicitly 
following the line of least resistance, but one inwardly self-determined 
in that of progressive excellence. (See Prof. Nageli, ‘‘ Begriff der 
Naturhistorischen Art,” p. 29.) We are not, then, driven to suppose 
that natural forms or kinds are nothing but illusion or mechanical 
accident—that man exists only as a sum of connotation or subject of 
classification—that his rational are no more essential than his cooking 
qualities, or his having four incisors in each jaw, tusks solitary, and 
erect posture.” Mr. Mill (Logic, vol. i. pp. 142, 145) complains of 
the absurdity of the notion of an essence of a thing, making it what 
it is, and causing it to have the various properties distinguishing its 
kind; no one, he says, can tell what this essence is; and certainly it 
is not to be confounded with the logical differentia or the label of a 
naturalist ; yet he would not assert that any amount of external 
circumstance alone would suffice to produce a horse, were there not 
some inwardly determining power at work. 
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out all of them the nature of diversity distorts and 

suppresses their being, making each of them in a 

sense not to be; so that in this way we may correctly 

speak of all as not being, although at the same time 

being—namely, as partaking of being. 

TuEeztr.—So it appears. | 

Srrane.—In each of the forms, then, there is 

abundance of being, also an infinite quantity of non- 

being.! 

THEZxT.—So, indeed, it seems. 

Stranc.—Must we, then, not speak of being itself 

as differing from the other forms ? 

Turxt.—Necessarily. 

Srranc.—Being, too, then may be said relatively 

not to be in as many cases as there are other forms ; for 

though considered as excluding each of these, it is in 

itself individual and one, its negations (or diversities) 

relatively to other forms of being are infinite. 

THEeazT.—Almost, indeed. 

Srrana.—These positions, then, should not be 

thought extravagant, since genera tend by their 

very nature to mutual communion ; if any one dis- 

allow them, let him shew that we are wrong in the 

former steps of the argument, and so proceed to dis- 

pute what follows. 

1 In other words, much may be truly predicated of any thing; 
but the area of possible untrue predication is still more extensive. 
According to an old proverb (see Aristotle Eth. Nic, 2, 5) the way of 
rectitude was said to be one; that of error manifold, 
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Turar.—Your claim is just. 
Srrane.—Let us also consider this, that when we 

speak of non-being, we do not predicate the contrary 

of being, but only diversity. 

Turzt.—How so? 

Srranc.— When, for example, we speak of a thing 

as not great, do we seem to mean the small rather 

than the unequal (or the relatively small) ? 

Tueat.—Certainly not. 

Srranc.—Therefore when negation is said to 

imply contradiction, we shall not concede this, but 

only that the negative sign implies some diversity 

or exclusion of the after accompanying properties 

or predicates.’ : 

Toezt.—Very true. 

Srranc.—Let us also, if you please, attend to 

this, that the nature of the diverse appears to me 

to be liable to subdivision to the same extent as 

science itself. 

Turzt.—How so? 

1 Mr. Grote seems to misapprehend Plato when stating him to make 
‘‘non-ens as much a reality as ens” (p. 447), and to resolve ali nega- 
tion into affirmation of diversity (pp. 428, 455); ens being expressly 
stated by Plato to have absolute as well as relative significancy, whereas 
non-ens, in the sense of diversum, is always relative, and always, when 
otherwise perversely thought of or spoken, produces sophistry or false- 
hood ; in regard to the negative, Plato may fairly claim to be allowed 
to attach his own meaning to the terms he uses; he is arguing against 
those who asserted negation of entity to be inconceivable and ineffable, 
which he too admits it to be if understood in the absolute sense; he 
therefore puts it aside in this sense, reserving only its relative signifi- 
cancy in the sense of diversum, as manifested in forms of false opinion 
and false proposition. a 
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Srrane.—Science, too, is one, yet each of its’ 

several provinces has its own specific name. Hence 

the usual enumeration of many arts and sciences. 

Turxt.—Certainly. 

Strane.—And is not this equally the case with 

subdivisions of the diverse ? : 

THErxtT.—Perhaps so; but say how. 

Strranc.—Has not the beautiful a certain diversity 

opposed to it ? 

Turat.—Yes. 

StrRANG. Has this diversity a name, or is it name-. 

less P 

Turxt.—It has a name; for what we call not 

beautiful is that which is diverse from the nature of 

the beautiful, and from that only. 

Stranc.—But tell me, is not the not beautiful to 

be considered as existing, as being severed from, 

and also opposed to, a certain class of existences ? 

THrxzt.— Yes. 

Stranc.—The existence of the non-beautiful is 

then an antithesis of being to being ? 

Turat.—True. 

Srrane.—And according to our present reasoning 

has the beautiful more claim to be reckoned among 

existences than the non-beautiful ? 

THEeat.—No. 

Srrane.—Similarly we must say that the non- 
great exists equally with the great ? 
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THExtT.—Quite so. 

Srranc.—The unjust too must. in this view be 
placed on an equal footing with the just, inasmuch 

as one exists no less than the other ? 

THEext.—Of course. 

Srranc.—It will also follow in other cases, that 

since the diverse has appeared to be among the 

number of existing natures, its several parts or sub- 

divisions must likewise exist P 

ToEeat.—Certainly. 

StrRanG.—It seems, then, that the opposition be- 

tween a particular segment of the diverse and a seg- 

ment of the existent is no less existent—if we may 

so say—than the existent itself; not in the sense of: 

contradiction between the two, but only of diversity. 

THErat.—Clearly so. 

Stranc.—How shall we then name it? P 

Tuexr.—Evidently, it is the non-existent or 

non-entity which we have been looking for on the | 

Sophist’s account. 

StraNG.—Non-entity then is no more deficient in 

regard to existence than other kinds of being, and we 

may now declare confidently that it possesses a nature 

of its own, like the great and the not great, the beau- 

tiful and not beautiful; so, too, non-being exists as 

non-being, a specific kind or form among the many 

kinds of being. Is there any reason, Theztetus, for 

distrusting this inference P 

il 
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THExtT.—None whatever. 

Srranc.—Do you see, then, how we have done 

more than disobey the immediate prohibition of Par- 

menides P 

THrazt.—How so P 

Srrane.—Because we have not only not abstained 

from enquiry as he directed, but have arrived at a 

positive result. 

TuEeazt.—How ? 

STrRaNG.—Parmenides says :— 

‘‘ Never venture to assert non-entity to exist, 
But carefully withdraw your mind from this enquiry ’”’— 

whereas we have not only shown that non-entity exists, 

but also how it exists—namely, its kind or form ; for 

we have explained how the diverse exists and is dis- 

tributed through all forms of correlated being; and 

have ventured to call that portion of it which is seve- 

rally antithetical to each segment of being as consti- 

tuting in the aggregate the true essence of non-entity. 

THExtT.—Y our inferences, Stranger, appear to me 

altogether unexceptionable. 

Srranc.—Let not, then, any one assert that we 

venture to speak of non-entity as existing in the 
sense of the contrary of entity; since long ago we 
gave up asserting the existence or rationality of any 

such contrary. But in regard to what has just been 
advanced as to the nature of non-entity, let it either 

be distinctly proved that we are wrong, or else let 
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our adversaries agree that the kinds of being and of 

diversity intermingle throughout,—that the diverse, 

by participating being, is or exists through such 

participation, yet not as identical with that in which 

it participates, but as something different, and being 

so different from being, is so far clearly non-being ; 

on the other hand, that being, by participating 

diversity, becomes differentiated from all other kinds 

or forms; and as such is neither one of them in 

particular, nor all together, nor any except itself; so 

that incontestably being appears in a thousand ways 

as non-being; and all other forms, both individually 

and collectively, in many respects may be said to be, 

in many not to be. 

THEeztT.—True. 

Srrane.—And if anyone disputes these antitheses, 

let him reflect and produce something better ; or if, 

seeing the difficulty, he amuses himself by cavilling 

this way and that, let him be assured that he only 

wastes his time, as our present arguments shew. For 

this last alternative is neither clever nor difficult ;} 

whereas the former is not only difficult but glorious. 

1 Mr. Grote’s objections to Plato’s description. of non-entity as the 
different are two ;—first, that ‘“‘since Ens includes all there can be 
nothing different from the whole of it;’’ secondly, that Plato is 
illogical in using the negative sign in the sense of difference only, 
not contrariety. To the first it may be said that if Ens be 
considered as a whole, the parts must differ from it as well as from 
other portions of the whole, as Jones differs not only from Brown 
and Robinson, but in still greater degree from the nation and from 
the universe; if, again, Ens be considered as dynamically absolute— 
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TuExtT.— Which former ? : 

Srranc.—I mean that before stated, that allowing 
the possibility of these (inferences or antitheses) he 

should be able intelligently to follow each step in 

argument, and, whenever the diverse is alleged to 

be in a sense identical, or the identical diverse, to 

discriminate the special manner and relation predi- 

cated of each kind; while, on the other hand, 

arbitrarily to confound the several kinds, indis- 

criminately calling the identical different, the great 

small, the similar dissimilar, etc., and moreover to 

exult in making this confusion, this is no genuine 

mode of argument, but only the rash venture of one 

newly attempting the problem of being. 

Turazt.—Very true. 

Srranc.—And moreover, my good friend, a con- 

stant effort to sever every thing from every thing is 

inharmonious and rude, the part of one quite un- 

tutored and unphilosophical. 

THEat.—How so ? 

Srrane.— Because the complete severance of 

the ‘natura naturans” of Spinoza, each of the modi and also their 
totality summed up in the ‘“‘natura naturata” will also differ from it. 
Secondly, in regard to the so-called “graver error” of resolving 
negation of entity into affirmation of the different, negation properly 
meaning not difference only, but exclusion and contradiction, it has 
been already seen that Plato proceeds on another hypothesis; he 
nowhere says that a// negation means affirmation of the different; — 
the seeming negations indicating something mean for him the deter- 
minate and relative—‘‘omnis determinatio est negatio;”— therefore, 
some negation may mean, not contradiction, but only determination. 
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every thing from every thing else amounts to com- 

plete suppression of all rational discourse ; for it is 

through the mutual interlacement of ideas or forms 

that discourse becomes possible. 

THEeaztT.—True. 

Stranc.—Consider now how opportunely we have 

fought the matter out with these men, and com- 

pelled them to admit that one kind mingles with 

another.! 

TuEext.—To what end P 

Srrane.—In order to make it appear how dis- 

course forms one of our existing genera. Were we 

deprived of it, first and foremost, we should be 

bereft of all philosophy ; moreover, it is especially. 

needful to come to an understanding about it at 

the present moment, since if compelled to relinquish 

it as an existing reality we could not utter a word 

more. And this, indeed, we should be, were it 

admitted that there can be no union of anything 

with anything. 

1 The aim of sophistry, understood in its practical form of Eristic 
art, was to parade and exaggerate the perplexities of thought and 
expression besetting the approaches to knowledge, with the view of 
discouraging the serious pursuit of it, by inducing the mind to rest 
satisfied with immediate utilities, and with employing against others 
those expedients of fallacious refutation by which it had stultified 
itself. To the paradoxes of thought which occurred to Zeno, and the 
mysteries of life and experience which perplexed Heraclitus and 
Protagoras, all the subtle ambiguities of language were afterwards 
superadded; and it cannot appear surprising that enormous moral 

_ as well as intellectual power should have been needed to carry even a 
few in the ancient world rt ta the obstacles by which even now 
many vigorous intellects seem hopelessly arrested. 
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Turexr.—In this you are right; but I don’t see 

why we should at this particular moment have to 

come to an agreement as to the nature of discourse. 

Srrane.—You will, perhaps, best learn by thus 

following the course of the argument. Non-being 

or non-entity was found to be one of the other forms 

or genera, spreading through all existence. Was it 

not ? 

THExtT.—Yes. 

Srranc.—We have then to enquire further whether 

it mingles with opinion and discourse. 

Turmat.—How so? 

Srrane.—Because if it mingle not with these all 

language and opinion must be true; if on the con- 

trary it can and does mingle, false opinion and false 

reasoning become possible ; falsehood, in thought and 

speech, being, in fact, nothing more than thinking 

or saying the thing which is not. 

Torzt.—Very true. 

Srrane.—And from falsehood follows deception. 

THErxtT.— Yes. 

Srranc.—And deception implies the prevalence 

of visionary and phantastic images. 

TuEear.—Of course. | 

Srranec.—But this was precisely the hiding-place 

to which we before! traced the Sophist—he all the 

time utterly denying even the possible existence of 

1 See above, p. 235°. 
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falsehood ; for he said that no one could either think 

or speak non-entity, non-entity no way possessing 

any share of being. 

Tarzt.—lIt was so. 

Srrane.—But the contrary of this has been made 

evident, and will probably no longer be disputed ;' 

but perhaps it may be pretended that some forms or 

genera. partake of non-entity, others not, and that 

opinion and discourse are of the latter class. Hence 

the Sophist may say that the phantastic and image- 

making art,do not exist at all; since if there be no 

union of opinion and discourse with non-entity, 

there can be no falsehood. Therefore we will con- 

sider the nature of discourse, opinion, and phantasy, 

in order, in the first place, to shew their communion 

with non-entity; and, on the basis of this showing, 

prove the existence of falsehood, and having proved 

the falsehood, bind the Sophist to it, if he be guilty ; 

or else release and seek him in some other kind. 

Tuzat.—Most true, O Stranger, appears to be 

what you said at the beginning, that the Sophist 

is a species difficult to hunt out. -For he seems to 

be inexhaustible in resources of defence, and we 

have to fight our way through each of these fences 

before getting at himself. Scarcely had we got 

1 The general analysis of the Sophist’s nature,—interrupted at 
p- 241,-is here resumed,—on the basis of the discovery of the 
indisputable actuality of non-entity, and as here shown, of falsehood, 
passing itself off as truth. 
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through the pretence that non-entity exists not, 

when we had to face another, and to shew that 

falsehood exists both in opinions and discourses ; 

after this we shall, perhaps, find another, and 

another after that, and so on endlessly. 

Srrane.—He, Thestetus, who is able to make 

even a small advance, must be of good courage. 

For what would he, who in these circumstances de- 

sponds, do in another case in which he should make 

no advance or be driven back? Scarcely would such 

an one take the city, as the saying is. But now, 
since the obstacle you speak of is passed, the main 

fortress may be considered to be won—the rest is 

easier and less important. 

ToEext.—Very well. 

Srrana.—First, then, let us consider opinion and 

discourse, in order to ascertain whether non-entity 

reaches them, or whether they are universally true 

and exempt from falsehood.} 
ToEeat.—Very well. 

Srrane.—Well, then, let us now consider words, 

as we before dealt with ideas and letters ;? for this 

way seems to lie the object of our search. 

1 This seems like the demonstration of a truism; yet how often 
do mere plausibilities pass unimpeached and assume an air of infalli- 
bility when uttered by a popular authority, or read in a printed 
book ! How often is language used rather as a means of concealing 
thought than of honestly expressing it! Authorities should be 
weighed, not worshipped, and extremes of scepticism and of sub- 
mission are equally misleading. 

2 See p. 253%. 
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THErat.—What, then, is to be said respecting 

words P 

Srranc.—Whether all words agree together! or 

none ;* or whether some do and some not. 

Turat.—Clearly the latter alternative is the 

truth. 

Srranc.—You mean possibly that those which 
follow each other in a sentence or proposition agree, 

and that such as are unmeaning when placed con- 

secutively disagree ? 

Toeaxt.—Why so? 

Strane.—lI allude to what I presume to be your 
meaning in your last given assent; for in fact there 

are two distinct sorts of words used in declarations 

about existence. 

Taoreat.— Which are they ? 

Srranc.—Some called names, others predicates 

or verbs. 

Turat.—Describe them. 

Srranc.—Declarations about actions are called 

verbs. 

Turazt.— Yes. 

_ Srrane.—And the vocal signs affixed to the agents 

(or subjects) of those actions are names. 

ToEemr.—Very true. 

Srranc.—Names alone uttered consecutively do 

! The opinion of Euthydemus. wah Gr. Ph. 1, 764. 
2 That of Gorgias, 
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not form a discourse, neither do verbs spoken alone 

without names. 

THrxt.—lI don’t see this. 

Srranc.—Clearly, then, you were thinking of 

something else when you just now assented to what, 

in effect, I am now saying,—namely, that such 

words alone spoken together do not make a dis- 

course. 

Toemt.—As how ? 

Srrane.—For instance, “ walks, runs, sleeps,’ 

and so of other words denoting actions; no amount 

of these strung together would make a discourse. 

Turxt.—How indeed should it ? 

Srrana.—Again, if you say “lion, stag, horse,’”— 

and so forth, no such series of words amounts to a 

discourse ; for in neither case do the words say any 

thing, by attributing action or inaction to being or 

non-being ; this occurs only when verbs are joined 

with names; each then fits the other, and discourse 

is produced in its first and simplest form. 

Turaxt.—How mean you this ? 

Srranc.—As when one says—man learns—here 

is an instance of the shortest and most elementary 

speech. 

ToratT.— Yes. 

Srranec.—For, then, by connecting verbs with 

nouns, he asserts something about the existing or 
‘becoming things which are or are about to be; not 
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merely recounting names, but also transactions ; 

hence we said that he not only names but speaks, and 

called the tissue of such connected speech discourse. 

Toreat.—Right. 

Srrane.—Thus, then, as among things some fit 

together, others not, so too among vocal signs or 

words some disagree, while to those agreeing to- 

gether we give the title of discourse. 

Toext.—Very true. 

Srranc.—Add also this trifling circumstance— 

that discourse, in order really to be, must be about 

something, not about nothing. 

Turat.—Certainly. 

Srranec.—Hence it must have a certain quality. 

THEear.—Of course. 

Srranc.—Now, then, let us look to ourselves and 

our own doings; I will frame a discourse, connecting 

a thing with an act by means of a noun and verb; 

do you tell me what the discourse is about. 

Turxt.—To the best of my power I will do so. 

Srranc.— Theetetus sits’’—this discourse is no 

long one. 

_ Turzxt.—Short enough ! 
Srrane.—You are now to say what it is about, 

and whom. 
Turar.—About me and my act. 
Srrane.—But how is it with the following— 

‘ Theaetetus, with whom I am now talking, flies.” 
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TuEextT.—This too can scarcely be said to be other 

than of and about me. 

Srranc.—But we said that all discourse must 

have a certain quality ? 

THEat.— Yes. 

Srranc.—Then what is the quality of each of the 

two foregoing propositions ? 

THExT.—One is false, the other true. 

Srranc.—The true one affirms that which is 

respecting you, the false something other than. 

what is P 

Tur xt.—Certainly. 

SrrRanG.—Stating the non-existent as if it existed ? 

THe xt.—Yes. 

Srranc.—An existence different from that truly 

existing about you; for we said before that much is 

about every individual, and that much 7s not ? 

THeat.—Yes. 

Srranc.—Now the last uttered discourse about 

you must, according to the definition given, be 

necessarily one of the shortest ? 

THEea#tT.—Such was our conclusion. 

Srranc.—Also about something ? 

 Tuezxr.—So it is. 

Srranc.—And if not about you it is about no one 
—or nothing. 

THEa?T.—Of course. 

Srrane.—But if about nothing it is not discourse 
=_—- 
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at all; since we showed that it is impossible for 

discourse to be about nothing ? 

Turxt.—Very true. 

Strane.—When, then, in speaking of you the 

different is stated as identical and the the non- 

existent as existent, it appears that such a tissue of 

nouns and verbs is really and truly a false discourse ? 

Tueat.—Most certainly it is. 

Stranc.—But how about thought, opinion, and 

appearance ? Is it not clear that all these kinds are 

formed falsely as well as truly in our souls ? 

Turzt.—How ? 

Stranc.—You will understand better by con- 

sidering separately the specific nature of each ;— 

are not thought and discourse the same, save that 

the former, being the soul’s silent discourse (dialogos) 

within itself, has hence been called “Dianoia ?” 

THratT.—Certainly. 

Strane.—And its outpour thence through the lige 

in sound is called (Aoyos) speech or discourse ? 

Turat.—True. 

Stranc.—And this so expressed in words we 

know to be either affirmation or denial ? 

Turar.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—But when occurring silently within the 
soul in the form of thought, what name can you 264 

give it save that of opinion ? — | 
Turzt.—None. 
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Srrana.—And when such a condition occurs not 

independently in the soul, but as a consequence of 

sensation, what name can you give it save that of 

phantasy or appearance P 

THErat.—None other. 

Srrane.—Since then discourse was shown to ibe 

of two qualities, namely, true or false, and since 

thought is the internal discourse of the soul termi- 

nating in opinion, while fantasy is a compound of 

sensation and opinion, it follows that of these cor-_ 

relatives of discourse some are sometimes false. 

THeatT.—Of course. 

Srranc.—See now how false opinion and dis- 

course have been far more easily and quickly dis- 

covered than we lately anticipated.! 

Turxt.—I perceive. 

Srrane.—Let us then not despond as to what 

remains, and having so far pursued our discoveries 

let us recall our former several kinds and divisions. 

THEat.— Which divisions ? 

Srranec.—We distinguished two kinds of the 

imitative art, the assimilative and the phantastic.? 

Torat.— Yes. 

Srrane.—And we then abner keh to be at a loss 

in which to place the Sophist. 

THExt.—So it was. 

1 See above, 260, 261. 
2 One producing correct i images, the other only plausible appearances. 

Above, p. 236. 
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Srrane.—And while thus doubting we became 

involved in still deeper obscurity in consequence of 

the all-controverting suggestion, that there can be 

no unveracious image, similitude, or phantasm what- 

ever, falsehood being everywhere and always im- 

possible.! 

THEeat.—True. 

Strane—But now, since it has been made evident 

that there may be both false discourse and false 

opinion, it follows that false imitations of real being 

may exist, and that hence a deceptive art may be 

produced. 

Torxt.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—Also it was before agreed that the 
Sophist must belong to one or other of those two | 

kinds ? 
 Turmr.—Yes. 

Srrane.—Let us, then, again proceed to divide 
the given genus, and so adhering to the right hand 

segment continually follow the characteristics of the 

Sophist, until, having divested him of all that he 
has in common with others, we exhibit him in his 

proper and peculiar nature,—for our own edification 

in the first instance, and next for the benefit of 

those who by nature are most nearly allied to his 
mode of arguing. 

1 Comp. above pp. 225°, 232, and Zeller’s Gr. Phil. i. 768. Tlep} 
mdvrav audicBntrev” was, it will be recollected, the chief mark of 
the Sophist. : 

265 
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THEeatT.—Very well. 

Srrana.—Did we not at the outset distinguish 

the formative and acquisitive arts ? 

Turat.—Yes. 

Stranc.—And under the head of acquisitive he 

appeared to be among hunters, wrestlers, traffickers, 

and others of the sort ? 

THEeat.—Certainly. 

Srranc.—But now, since the imitative art has 

caught him, it is clear that we must first make a. 

twofold division also of the formative or creative ; 

for imitation is a sort of forming, that is, of images, 

not of things themselves; is it not so? 

Turat.— Yes. 

Srranc.—Of the formative art, then, let there be 

two kinds, the divine and human. — 

Turat.—I don’t quite see this. 

Stranc.—The formative or creative art was, 

according to our former definitions,’ any force or 

agency causing things not existing before to exist 

afterwards. 

Turat.—I remember. 

Stranc.—Well, then, shall we say of animals 

and plants, and all things growing from seeds or 

roots, or formed within the earth of a fusible or 

infusible nature, that these were brought from non- 

being into being by any other than a creating God? 

_ 1 See p. 219%, 
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—or, borrowing the words and notions of the many, 

shall we suppose them to be casual spontaneous pro- 

ducts of unreasoning nature, rather than of a divine 

cause acting with reason and divine science ? 

Turazr.—It is inexperience, probably, which 

makes me hesitate between two opinions; looking, 

however, at the present moment to you, and sup- 

posing you to be so minded, I now hold them to 

originate from God. 

Strane.—Very well, Thesetetus; if I thought 

that hereafter you would be one among differently 

minded persons, I would even now endeavour to 

persuade you to the contrary by cogent reasons; 

but, knowing your disposition and that you are of 

yourself, without any argument of mine, already 

tending the way to which you now incline, I omit 

this as taking up too much time; assuming, mean- 

while, that the so-called products of nature are 

creations of divine art, as those formed by man out | 

of these are of human, so that there will be two 

kinds of formative art, one human, one divine. 

Toeazt.— Well. 

Srrane.—Divide now each of these again into 

two, so that the whole of formative art may appear 
in four segments, two dependent on us, or human, 

two on the gods, or divine. ; 
 Turxr—vVery well. _ 

Srrane.—And since they are again divided trans- 

12 

266 
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versely, let one segment of each of the former divi- 

sions be called ‘freely creative,” of the other two 

‘image creative.” } 

THExT.—Pray describe them. 

Stranc.—Ourselves and other animals, and the 

elements, as fire, water, etc., out of which things 

arise, each of these products we recognize as the 

very work of God, do we not ? 

THrezt.—Yes. 

Srranc.—And the accompanying images of these, 

not their very selves, these too are formations of 

divine art, are they not ? 

THEeat.—W hat are you alluding to? 

Strane.—All sleeping and waking images that 

are called natural, such as dreams, shadows pro- 

duced by intercepted light,’ also the images reflected 

from smooth bright surfaces, where a confluence 

of original and derived light exhibits the ordinary 

appearance reversed. , 

Tureat.—These two, then, are products of divine 

1 As thus— 

Divine Human 
Free Creative. Free Creative. 

Divine Human 
Imagery. Imagery. 

2 Or—shadow caused by the mingling of darkness with light 3 as 
e.g. in cases of twilight or eclipse, or even in the way of optical 
illusion as described by Brewster, Letters on Natural Magic, p. 21. | 
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art, the thing itself, and its accompanying image or 

shadow. | 
Srrane.—But what of human art? Shall we 

not say that it too has a double function, one pro- 

ducing things, e.g. a house by the builder’s art, the 

other, the painter’s art for instance, producing a 

sort of waking dream ? 

THexzt.—Certainly. 

StRANG.—So that of these two products of human 

formative art the one may be called freely creative 

or autopoetic, the other imitative or image creative. 

THrar.—I see now, and assume two kinds of 

formative art under two separate heads; human and 

divine according to one division, according to the 

other true existence and fictitious or simulative. 

Strane.—It should be also remembered that of 

the image-making art there were to be two kinds, 

the assimilative and phantastic, at least if it turned . 

out that falsehood really is, as one among things 

existing. 

THEezt.—So it was agreed. 

Srranc.—Well, such shaving proved to be the 

case, We May now assume these two, and then again 

divide the phantastic art into two kinds. 

THEat.—How ? 
Srranc.—The one produced’ by means of instru- 

ments, the other where the appearance-producing 

artist is himself the instrument of his work. 
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THEemt.— What mean you ? 

Stranc.— When any one in his own person 

counterfeits your person or voice, this aspect of 

phantastic art may, I presume, be called mimicry ? 

THrmr.— Yes. 

Strane.—Let this name, then, be awarded to it 

as a distinctive appellation; the remaining portion 

it were more easy and agreeable to omit, leaving it 

to some one else to summarise and find a fitting 

name for it. 

Turaxt.—So be it. 

Strane.—But mimicry too, Thesotetus, should be 

treated as twofold; some mimics practice their art 

knowingly, others not; and what difference can be 

greater than that of knowledge and ignorance ? 

THErat.—None. 

Strane.—The instance just adduced was one of 

knowing mimicry ; for only one knowing you and 

your appearance could imitate it, 

THEZzT.—Otf course. 

Srrane.—But how of the form of justice and of 
virtue generally, do not many, destitute of knowledge 

and having only seeming or opinion, strive with all 

their might to counterfeit the semblances of virtue, 
imitating it as much as possible in act and word ? 

Turxt.—Very many indeed. 
Srranc.—Do they fail in their efforts to appear 

what they are not ? 
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THEmT.—Quite the contrary. 

Srrane.—Such ignorant mimics, I presume, 

must be held to be quite different from the others, 

who know what they imitate ?! 

TuExzt.—Yes. 

Srrane.—Whence, then, shall we get a suitable 

name for each? Evidently it is difficult, because 

former thinkers entertained a groundless prejudice 

against special. and generic distinctions, so that 

none attempted to make them; and hence a dearth 

of appropriate names. Nevertheless, however rash 

the attempt, we will venture to call the mimicry or 

imitation resting on opinion only—‘“ doxomimetic,”’ 

—that based on science “ scientific.” 

Turxt.—Very well. 

Srrane.—One of these will suffice for our present 

purpose ;—for the Sophist is an imitator or mimic, 

but not with knowledge. | 

Torazr.—Certainly. 

Srrane.—Let us, then, test the doxomimic like 

steel, whether he be sound or have a flaw in him, 

Taoremr.—Apply your test. 

Srrane.—A. flaw he certainly has, and that a 

1 Mimics or imitators are of two kinds—the knowing and the ignorant. 
Of the latter—the class dealing with only fancy or opinion, are again 

- of two sorts—those unconsciously mistaking their ignorant opinions 
for knowledge, and those acting consciously and insincerely in so 
doing, whom from their boisterous and obtrusive demeanour we may 
suspect to be purposely pretending to a knowledge which they do not 
possess. 
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large one. One among the number of such is’ 

simple, fancying he knows what really he only 

opines ; but the other sort by his elaborate logical 

evolutions creates infinite terror and suspicion in the 

minds of his hearers, lest he prove to be ignorant 

of what he pretends before the multitude to know. 

Turezt.—There are indeed these two sorts. 

Srrane.—Suppose, then, we call one the simple 

mimic, the other the insincere or ironical ? 

THexztT.—Very well. 

Srrane.—And of this last is there one kind or 

two P 

Turat.—That is for you to consider. 

Stranc.—I do, and seem to see two sorts; one 

able to play the ironical mimic publicly before a 

numerous audience in long winded harangues, an- 

other who in short private conversations drives the 

interlocutor to a self-contradiction. 

Turat.—Most true. 

Stranc.— What, then, shall we term the lengthy 
speaker, a statesman or a mob-orator P 

THeztT.—A mob-orator. 

Srranc.—And what the other; a wise man or 

a Sophist ? 

Turat.—A wise man (or true philosopher) -we 

cannot. call him, having already supposed him to 

be ignorant ; but as an imitator of the wise (sophos) 
_it is fit that he should have some analogous desig- 
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nation ; and now methinks I see pretty plainly that 

it is he whom we must address as the real and 

genuine Sophist. 

Srranc.—Shall we, then, as before, summarise 

the constituent elements comprehended under this 

title, recapitulating the whole backwards from the 

end up to the beginning ? 

Tur xr.—A greed. 

Srranc.—W hoever, singling out that portion of 

the doxomimetic art, or art of fictitious imitation 

founded on mere opinion, which with ironical insin- 

cerity drives interlocutors to a self-contradiction,— 

derived from the race of phantastic human image- 

makers playing the charlatan with words,—who- 

ever, I say, shall speak of the genuine Sophist as 

coming of this blood and lineage, will, in my 
opinion, most truly describe him. 

THE END. 

| STEPHEN AUSTIN, PRINTER, HERTFORD. 
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